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CHAPTER I
"A LITERARY CURIOSITY"

Readings over the past two hundred years of the works of
Michel Guillaume Jean de Crevecoeur have reflected continuously a
sense of critical puzzlement.

Indeed, controversy and Crevecoeur

have long gone hand in hand. During the author's own lifetime,
Washington assessed Crevecoeur's Letters From an American Farmer
as "embellished with rather too flattering circumstances" (qtd. in
Philbrick; St. John

162).

Nineteenth-century Americans tended to

dismiss Crevecoeur as "old-fashioned and naive" even as Europeans
continued to value his vision of the New World (Stone "Beginnings"
198).

Early twentieth-century readings puzzled over the apparent

naivete of the author, as well as the questionable verisimilitude of
his pastoral idyll.

Certainly the 1925 discovery of his "closet"

essays, the so-called Sketches of Eighteenth-Century

America,

renewed interest in the equivocations that often punctuate his
vision of America.

But scholarly dialogues offer few critical

resolutions, and much current critical disputation oscillates around
the degree of conscious artistry which Crevecoeur brings to bear in
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the overall structure and plan of Letters.

Significantly, critics

often spend as much time defending their decision to focus on
Crevecoeur as they do attempting to elucidate the perplexities of
Crevecoeur's discourse.

Still, as Myra Jehlen writes, Crevecoeur

"cannot be said to have been ignored certainly, or even slighted, but
he may have been simplified" (American Writers

405). As Thomas

Philbrick notes, "the precise nature and value of his contribution to
[American] literature remains obscure" {St. John

164).

It would

seem that Crevecoeur's writings-as well as the intent of those
writings-have defied both critical analysis and literary definition.
The author himself continues to baffle his biographers, as they
attempt to situate him at the beginning of our national identity.

He

used several names during the period that chronicles the latter half
of the eighteenth century in America, and Gay Wilson Allen and Roger
Asselineau's 1987 work, St. John de Crevecoeur:
American
(xviii).

The Life of an

Farmer, repeatedly refers to "anomalies in his biography"

Yet at the time of publication, Crevecoeur's writings had

immeasurable impact on Europe's vision of America.

Howard Rice

asserts that Crevecoeur served as Europe's interpreter for the
critical final quarter of the eighteenth century (Cultivateur
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222):

Even more,
Ce que Crevecoeur donna surtout a ses lecteurs, c'est
I'ideal, illusion diront certains, d'une Amerique
genereuse et acceullante, republique agricole, et par
consequent verteuse et simple, ou regnait la liberte
politique et religeuse, qui offrait des ressources
illimitees aux immigrants, et qui leur servirait d'asile et
d'espoir. Cet ideal, Crevecoeur ne I'a point invente, mais
il a aide a sa diffusion, son role a ete celui d'un
vulgarisateur et non pas d'un createur. (Rice 223)
But if Crevecoeur did not invent the ideal, he traded heavily in its
currency.

As Philbrick notes, "his writings made their impress upon

the European consciousness at a moment when interest in America
was at its peak-the moment when the European image of America
was caught and fixed" {St. John 161). Even if we doubt the accuracy
of the discourse, we cannot discount the impact.

Even more, a

reading does well to consider the intent, since Crevecoeur allowed
his writings to be published in seven different European cities, and
he copiously revised and translated the English version into French
for his Continental audience (Stone "Beginnings" 197-98).
Crevecoeur's discourse has perplexed scholars for decadeseven centuries-and historians have dubbed his relation to history
as "obscure" yet "significant."

In short, something about the man and

his writings continues to elude--to defy--critical reading.

To be

sure, many of the readings on Crevecoeur attempt to classify or
analyze his works within narrow textual boundaries; other critical
dialogues choose not to consider the broader historical context of
Crevecoeur's discourse. In The Great Cat Massacre,

Robert Darnton

asserts that "[e]very phrase [from the past] expresses a foreign
consciousness trying to order a world that no longer exists" (109).
To open Crevecoeur's words and phrases, a critical reading might do
well to incorporate the foreign consciousness that was the late
eighteenth century, that was both pre-revolutionary and
revolutionary America.

For, as M. M. Bakhtin, a Russian literary

theorist, suggests, "[e]ach word tastes of the context and contexts
in which it has lived its socially charged life" ("Discourse" 293).
Crevecoeur's words both inform and are informed by the
ideologically charged circumstances of late Colonial America.

Rice

somewhat wryly remarks of Crevecoeur's writings, "[c]'est la
tragique histoire d'un auteur qui ne reussit pas a s'imposer a son
public, mais qui se trouve tyrannise par lui" (Cultivateur

223).

But

the tyranny was interactive, and an understanding of this dynamic
process contributes to a reading of the text.

In as much as

Crevecoeur wrote in an age of literary experimentation and
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historical ambiguity, a critical approach can find many glosses from
the complexities of voice and audience nuance that were part and
parcel of the eighteenth-century experience.

In fact, a critical

dialogue might well incorporate a socio-historical reading into the
succession of works that Crevecoeur offered
during, and after the American Revolution.

his audience before,
However, such a critical

dialogue has yet to be applied to Crevecoeur-although a number of
dominant dialogues with his discourse have evolved.

The Discourse with Crevecoeur as Peripheral Author
Serious critical readings of Crevecoeur did not develop until
early in the twentieth century.

One prominent dialogue begins with

D.H. Lawrence's 1919 comments.

Although Lawrence's reading is

flamboyant, he initiates an approach that is typical of early critical
dialogues with Crevecoeur.

Lawrence turns attention to the Letters

in two different collections of critical essays.
in Classic American Literature

His famous

Studies

devotes an entire chapter to

Crevecoeur; the study only treats eight authors, suggesting that
Lawrence did not underestimate Crevecoeur's role in the
development of American literature.
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But Lawrence declares

Crevecoeur's Romantic version of America deceitful to the reader
and even to its author.

Lawrence faults Crevecoeur for idealizing an

American typology that fits the author's preconceived theories much
better than it fits the actual American experience.

When the

discrepancy becomes untenable to Crevecoeur, Lawrence remarks
somewhat wryly, that "he trotted back to France in high-heeled
shoes, and imagined America in Paris" (36).

Consistent with his

penchant for sweeping generalizations and ahistorical accusations,
Lawrence lets slide his observation about Crevecoeur's attempt to
idealize an established American typology, and chooses instead to
focus on the author's inability to remain true to a Lawrencian
interpretation of an instinctually pure version of America.
In The Symbolic Meaning:
in Classic American Literature,

The Uncollected Versions of Studies
Lawrence seems less concerned

with rhetorical showmanship and more with an interpretive reading
of Crevecoeur's writings.

Yet in this analysis, Lawrence still labels

Crevecoeur an "emotional idealist," an author who artistically
recognizes nature's ability to initiate man into "sensual
consciousness"-the "blood knowledge" that is the necessary
complement of spiritual consciousness in Lawrence's scheme (54,
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52, 60).

Lawrence uses the author to validate his psychological

orientation; as a result, Crevecoeur remains on the periphery of
Lawrence's grander critical scheme.

Lawrence blames Crevecoeur

for not ultimately giving up a "predetermined fancy" of America and
accordingly abandoning the reality-along with its blood-knowledge-and then retreating back to the sensually sterile

Weltanschauung

of European sensibilities.
A similar corpus of critical dialogue has developed around
Crevecoeur.

For example, in 1925 J.B. Moore articulated the

naturalistic similarities between Crevecoeur and Thoreau-although
he begins his discussion by confessing that "[t]here is no strictly
linear relation between Crevecoeur and Thoreau" (309).
1913 edition of Letters

He cites a

in which editor Warren Barton Blake calls

Crevecoeur the "'eighteenth-century Thoreau,'" a reference that
identifies the tendency to assess Crevecoeur critically as a
peripheral author (309).

Moore points out that only "superficial

similarities" link the two authors, but he goes on to value Thoreau
as naturalist while denigrating Crevecoeur as one to whom "[n]ature
appeals . . . most persistently as property" (317, 325).

Ultimately,

Moore's reading uses Crevecoeur as a foil to praise Thoreau.
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Although anthologies and books of thematic criticism
occasionally have included reference to Crevecoeur, these dialogues
have most often assigned him to a position of minor value.

For

example, Marius Bewley's 1959 study. The Eccentric Design,

chooses

to include reference to Crevecoeur to prove that even an author who
writes of experiences grounded in the objective world can include
passages that contain implicit symbolic value-even though,
according to Bewley, Crevecoeur writes with "no symbolic
ambitions" (102).

Crevecoeur serves as an example of a writer on

the mere periphery of mainstream American writing.

Bewley

employs the linguistic reserve that Crevecoeur uses in the
description of the caged negro slave of Letters

9 to suggest that the

author unconsciously uses a symbol that surpasses any effect that
might have been produced by a contrived symbol. Thus, Bewley uses
Crevecoeur as an author to validate the critic's thematic readings of
the "design" of American literature.
As late as 1968 Leo Marx's Machine in the Garden

excludes

much of the previous critical discoveries into the complexities of
Crevecoeur's discourse.

Marx asserts that Crevecoeur overly

identifies with his naive, pastoral persona, and that he writes a

"delightful, evocative, though finally simple-minded, book" (108).
Marx reads Crevecoeur as substituting American equivalences for
the traditional pastoral models (Acadia becomes a farm; the
shepherd becomes a farmer, etc.); but, according to Marx, the
pastoral that Crevecoeur portrays cannot predict the industrial
component of technological progress that negates his pastoral ideal.
Marx's reading is consistent with the tendency to use Crevecoeur in
a thematically predetermined way.

In effect, Marx dismisses the

relation of Crevecoeur's content to his historical context, choosing
instead

the equivocations in

Crevecoeur's discourse as a means of

achieving a critical counterpoint.
In a 1958 interpretation, Philip Beidler compared the roughly
concurrent visions of Franklin and Crevecoeur.

Beidler proposes

that, through an autobiographical pose, both authors portray fictive
personas that merge individual with representative cultural
identities.

Franklin draws selectively from his own life those

events which can contribute to a self-portrait that reinforces the
values of an emerging American identity.

According to Beidler,

Crevecoeur attempts a similar representation; but when the
emerging cultural identity ceases to agree with the values of the
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author's invented persona, the parable loses not only viable popular
appeal but also individual, regenerative value.

Beidler concludes

that "neither James nor Crevecoeur himself seems to possess a
comparable talent [to Franklin's] for amending a vision of individual
and collective possibility which is progressively contradicted by the
changing conditions of personal experience" (61).

The Discourse with Crevecoeur as Conscious Artist
A handful of articles appear in the 1960s on Crevecoeur, and
these largely focus on textual concerns.

However, from this time

forward, a dialogue emerges which values Crevecoeur as an artistic
novelist who consciously plotted his stories.
proposes in American Quarterly

Elayne Rapping

that the Letters

presents

Crevecoeur's record of how social theories of the eighteenth century
bear the actual test of experience.

Rapping argues that the agrarian

model of the earlier chapters supports these theories, as does the
geographically constrained setting of Nantucket.

According to

Rapping, the degeneration of Charles Town betrays the social ideals
and proves the hopes of the French philosophes

untenable.

Letters

11 ("Bartram") and 12 ("Distresses") offer alternative endings,
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respectively, to the theoretical success and to the experimental
failure.
In another reading, James Mohr discusses how the famous
question posed by Crevecoeur ("What, then, is the American, this new
man?" in Letters

3) has become a cliche which most anthologies-

and scholars-answer in a way that either ignores or oversimplifies
Crevecoeur's intentions.

According to Mohr, Crevecoeur answers his

own question with an idyllic vision of America that functions
primarily as the counterpoint for later disillusionment.

Mohr's

argument introduces an early version of the critical discussion
about the degree of conscious artistry at work in the overall design
of Crevecoeur's writings-a critical discussion that continues even
into the nineties.
In the introduction to the 1971 Everyman edition of Letters,
Michael T. Gilmore continues the calculation premise, also asserting
that the discourse, in part, functions to "document the downfall of
his representative American, the Farmer James, and so to explode
the national myth of the harmonious man" (xii).

Gilmore notes that

"Crevecoeur's experience was broad and cosmopolitan.

A much

narrower figure, by way of contrast, is James the American Farmer
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of the Letters " (vii).

This dialogue proposes that James represents

an almost archetypal American naivete.
The 1970s saw other dialogues that focused on calculation
theme as well.

Martha Banta includes Crevecoeur in a discussion of

the innately Gothic nature of American literature-a thematic
treatment that chooses to see in James's Letters
horror" (9).

a "gothic tale of

Banta uses the calculation scenario, interpreting the

essays as "a narrative devoted largely to a sunlight portrait of
America, this planet's last haven for virtuous men . . . [now]
converted into a tale of distress springing far beyond the merely
local and historical" (11).
Mary Rucker discusses the influence of Enlightenment
theorists, interpreting Crevecoeur as a "pessimistic realist" who
uses the naive and sentimental persona of James to attack the ideals
of the French philosophes,

who wanted to see the agrarian idyll in

America as a fulfillment of Enlightenment doctrine.

Rucker

suggests that Crevecoeur allows James to regain a ludicrous
idealism at the conclusion of Letters
the overall pessimism of the work.

as a dark irony that reinforces
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In the mid-1980s, John Hales proposed that Crevecoeur's
account on the Susquehanna River valley, which appears in Sketches
- i s actually an argument that "geography determines, to a great
extent, the nature of 'the American, this new man'" (39).

Hales

examines Crevecoeur's account of the 1778 Wyoming Massacre,
concluding that "the political context for the massacre is finally
less responsible for Wyoming's tragic end than the community's
geographical setting" (40).

Hales sees a patterning within

Crevecoeur's composition-but in this case a pattern that reinforces
a numinous recognition of the "degenerating influence of wilderness"
(56)-and thus Crevecoeur "arranges the narrative in a way that
underlines the inevitability of the conclusion by manipulating his
constant movement from wilderness to civilization to wilderness"
(55).

The reading relies heavily upon intratextual evidence for

structural validation and draws upon the wilderness-civilizationwilderness pattern for his reading of the "Susquehanna" passage.
A compelling example of the calculated and artistic literary
control arguments appeared in 1984 with Bernard Chevignard's "St.
John de Crevecoeur in the Looking Glass." Chevignard argues that the
essays constituting both Letters

and Sketches

were assembled
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retrospectively, that there may never have been an original, on-going
document prepared for publication.

He proposes that when

Crevecoeur left revolutionary America, he "expurgated his notes and
memories, and strove-perhaps subconsciously-to reshape his past
in order to substantiate the main achievement of his Viper years'
and shore up his faltering raison d'etre" (185).

Chevignard writes

carefully of the historical context, and he reveals in his article
previously undisclosed letters and documents that provide important
new biographical glosses.

His major premise is that Letters

is a

"retrospective quest for America," written after the fact and aided
by old memories rather than recent experiences (184).

Chevignard

insists that Crevecoeur's works constitute planned artistry by
virtue of the (purportedly) revisionary nature of the author's
discourse.

Chevignard privileges the author as a conscious literary

artist on the grounds that "missing links and . . . unbridgeable gaps"
presuppose that there was no original frontier discourse (173).

In

effect, Chevignard's reading equates revision with planned artistry.
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The Discourse with Crevecoeur as Chronicler
Another critical dialogue with Crevecoeur has developed
around his works as a chronicle of the revolutionary era.

In the

early 1930s Howard Rice began to research Crevecoeur's writings
and generated historical readings of the author-commentaries that
have never been translated from the French.
Letters from an American Farmer,

Rice suggests that "les

quioqu'ecrites en Amerique,

etaient destinees surtout a un public europeen, et leur diffusion fut
aussi grande sur le continent d'Europe que dans les pays de langue
anglaise" (Cultivateur

2).

More important, however, is Rice's

recognition that "il fuadra sortir du doimaine de la litterature, pour
entrer dans celui de I'histoire des idees, de I'opinion publique et de
I'ideologie Internationale" (2).

Rice offers a close textual reading

that takes into account many of the ideological realities of
Crevecoeur's world.
In the 1950s, Percy Adams acknowledged that "Crevecoeur's
Letters

have long been considered an important source of

information on America of the revolutionary period" ("Historical
Value" 152).

Adams adds that Crevecoeur's writings reveal an

"awareness of current trends and ideas" (154).

In an analysis of
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Crevecoeur's later writing. Voyage dans la haute Pensylvanie et dans
New York, Adams asserts that "Voyage,

much more than his first

literary efforts, is an analysis of life in eighteenth-century America
and, much more than they, is concerned with historical motives and
movements" (154).
More recently, Richard Slotkin's 1973 Regeneration
Violence

Through

points out, in passing, Crevecoeur's awareness of reader

expectation: "The French conceived of America as a stage on which
the drama of man's evolution was being replayed for a civilized
audience" (203). According to Slotkin, Crevecoeur chose a Quaker
background for James-Crevecoeur himself attended a Jesuit school
-because the French perceived the Quaker as an "intelligent
agrarian" who embodied the natural goodness of man, as one "who
mediates between the natural, naive goodness of the savage and the
cold wisdom of the European" (204).

The analysis offers a critical

appreciation of the sensitive relation between author, discourse, and
intended audiences.
Other authors have entered into such dialogue as well.
1975 article,

In a

Marcus Cunliffe suggested that a superficial reading

of Crevecoeur may leave the impression of a simple, optimistic
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agrarian who experiences disillusionment.

But according to

Cunliffe, a closer examination reveals a complex and sometimes
dubious author whose writings reflect the political traumas and
cultural tensions of revolutionary America.
optimism of the Letters

Examining both the

and the pessimism of the Sketches,

Cunliffe discusses the ambivalent sentiments attendant on the
transition from colony to nation as chronicled by Crevecoeur's
discourse.

Cunliffe introduces the significance of both biographical

and historical variables not only in the compositional phase but also
in the "life" of the discourse during and following the Revolution.
1978, Cunliffe published The Divided Loyalist:
America,

In

Crevecoeur's

a work that develops the premise of Crevecoeur as a "myth-

typifier" whose mythic typologies fail as much from a political shift
in perceived cultural identity as from any inconsistency in
Crevecoeur's focused persona of Farmer James.
In 1979, Myra Jehlen drew attention to political and economic
ideologies that informed Crevecoeur's vision.

She points out that

Crevecoeur supported American democracy, yet he opposed national
independence (205).

Crevecoeur-along with many other agrarian

Loyalists of pre-revolutionary America-saw no contradiction in
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such a stand since the English monarchy represented a remote
governing power that could guarantee the rights of its subjects
without interfering with local and individual agrarian freedoms.
Jehlen incorporates historical context into her reading of the text,
as when she recognizes that the "problem of reconciling individual
independence with mutuality was not Crevecoeur's alone.

It

occupied his entire century and, for that matter, the next" (207).
She discusses the biographical impact, commenting that "[b]oth in
[its] libertarian aspect and in its egalitarianism, Crevecoeur's
thinking reflected his eighteenth-century agrarian experiences"
(221).

Jehlen bases her reading upon the realities and the ideologies

that prefigured the paradigm within which Crevecoeur's discourse
operates.

The Discourse with Crevecoeur as Literarv Author
The dialogue with the complexity of Crevecoeur's discourse
began in 1925 with the discovery and publication of Sketches of
Eighteenth-Century

America,

edited and with separate introductions

by Ralph H. Gabriel, Henri L. Bourdin, and Stanley T. Williams. The
collected Sketches

suddenly revealed a darker Crevecoeur, one
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whose faith in the goodness and goodwill of America was at times
profoundly shaken.

The collection suggested that Crevecoeur was

not as naive and simple a writer as had once been posited.

Williams

notes in his introduction that "Crevecoeur has a taste for the
dramatic . . . .

In general it has been enough to say that

Crevecoeur was a naturalist and a sentimentalist.
tastes are not so easily classified" (32).

But his literary

He concludes that "it is

hoped that this collection of letters will stimulate interest in
Crevecoeur not merely as a literary curiosity-such has really been
his status-but as a writer" (34).
In 1927, John Moore published in Sewanee Review

an article

entitled "The Rehabilitation of Crevecoeur," in which he insisted
that "when this second book [the Sketches ] burst upon us[, n]ow we
must commence the rehabilitation or reconstruction of Crevecoeur"
(221).

He suggests that "[pjerhaps the whole book [Letters ] has

more fiction in it than first meets the eye" (221).

Moore muses that

Crevecoeur "probably wrote the pessimistic and the optimistic style
of bucolic [as represented, respectively, by the Sketches

and

Letters ] in the same general period-perhaps even alternately!"
(223), and he proclaims the companion volumes as "the most
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effective work of the imagination that we possess written in
America by an American during that century" (225).

His final

analysis pronounces the two collections of essays and letters as
consciously ironic:

"The depiction is masterly, and, among other

things, apprises us that Crevecoeur possesses (as we never dreamed
upon the evidence of Letters From an American Farmer ) strong
humorous perceptions.

The prevailing vein, of course, is ironic as,

again, we should never have expected from our 'American farmer'"
(230).

Moore's reading makes every attempt to acknowledge the

greater artistic complexity in Crevecoeur's discourse that derives
from the author's circumstances.
In the early 1960s, Albert Stone revalued Crevecoeur in the
context of mainstream American literature.

Stone acknowledges

that post-World War II critics "respect the text and

its cultural

determinants" (author's emphasis; "Beginnings" 198).

But Stone

nevertheless discusses Crevecoeur as a figure who can be read as a
modern ("Beginnings" 198).

In fact. Stone declares that Crevecoeur's

value as an American writer is that he can be incorporated into the
context of mainstream American literature, that we can disallow
his "idiosyncrasy" and concentrate on the author's characteristic
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patterning within our "cultural or national identity" ("Beginnings"
204).

To achieve such a reading. Stone offers parallels in

Crevecoeur with later nineteenth- and twentieth-century writers.
In 1963, Stone wrote an introduction to a Viking/Penguin
edition of both Letters

and Sketches

in which he again asserts

Crevecoeur's writings as an integral part of the American literary
tradition.

Stone notes such endemic elements as the rhetorical pose

of a humble rustic, the preference for rural over urban values, and
the underlying search for a distinctly American identity (as
characterized by Crevecoeur's title to Letters
American, this new man?").

3, "What is the

Stone concentrates upon the

discrepancy between dream and reality, and suggests that this
polarization informs both Crevecoeur's writings in particular and
American literature in general, even into the present century.

Stone

pronounces Crevecoeur's writings as representing America's
"ideological ambivalences" as well as the "American protomythic
imagination at work" (25, 21).

In this latter argument. Stone

distinguishes coeval ideological considerations at work in
Crevecoeur's discourse as well.
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At about the same time, A. W. Plumstead insisted upon the
importance of an intertextual reading.
Massachusetts Review,
Crevecoeur's Letters

In an article for the

Plumstead asserts that understanding
requires a reading of the Sketches

in order to

understand the former work's "darker, neo-existential conclusion"
(286).

Letters

records not only the end of a pastoral idyll but also a

criticism of the American dream, according to Plumstead, who
points out that the narrative tragedy depicted in Letters
through repeated vignettes in Sketches.

also occurs

Plumstead posits that,

together, these two works suggest not so much a condemnation of
America as an existential typology of the human condition.

However,

Plumstead insists that "[a]t the heart of the value system in the
happy valley-farm is simplicity," that "Crevecoeur's ideal social,
political, and psychic world . . .

is essentially a static world" (290).

A year after Plumstead's article, Harold Kulungian interpreted
Crevecoeur's vision as "a radical subjectivist who exploits his own
feelings" (198).

Kulungian warns that the rustic persona of James

may deter the inattentive reader from recognizing in Letters
Crevecoeur's aesthetic exploration of the tension between reason
and feeling.

Through James, Crevecoeur artfully sketches a man of
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feeling who vacillates between a vision of beauty and a vision of
reality and who ultimately proves unable to resolve the absence of
ideals in the real world.
In the early 1980s, David Robinson attacked the calculateddisillusionment theory, noting that while early criticism viewed
James as the actual spokesperson for Crevecoeur, more recent
critical theory claims that James's gradual disillusionment results
from Crevecoeur's conscious artistic handling of his character.

Yet

Robinson charges that previous critics fail to note that even though
James's first Utopian state disintegrates, his escape plan-a second
Utopian state-is not implicitly doomed to failure.

The failure of

the agrarian idyll may merely provide the education James needs.
James's reevaluation of the Indians he formerly berated and his
decision to move his family to an Indian village may, according to
Robinson, indicate an affirmation of Utopian values that are
predicated on a renewed vision of American-rather than Europeanvalues.

Robinson's analysis of Letters

suggests a reading that

chronicles an ultimately optimistic transformation and that
Crevecoeur's discourse was predetermined to conform as a
novelistic

whole.
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In 1982, James Machor introduced a new context to the reading
of Crevecoeur's literary complexity.

According to Machor, the

American pastoral tradition includes an often-overlooked attempt to
incorporate the city into the mythic garden.
as an early example of this attempt:

Machor sees Crevecoeur

Purely agrarian values fail

when excluded from any rapport with urban concerns, and Machor
proposes that James's final flight to the Indian community reflects
a new effort to establish ideal values within the context of a
primitive urban community.

Thus, James celebrates the pastoral and

repeatedly disdains the urban.
In the mid-1980s, Robert Winston continued the literary
dialogue with Crevecoeur in Early American Literature.
acknowledges that Letters
view" (249).

Winston

has often suffered from "a distorted

As an alternate reading, Winston proposes that

"Crevecoeur's work is, in fact, a germinal romance and needs to be
examined as such" (249).

And, while admittedly not fully conscious

of the structure of romance, Crevecoeur nevertheless uses Northrop
Frye's criteria for a romance as moving from "one discontinuous
episode to another" (250).

Winston points out that Letters

contains

Frye's tripartite romance structure of assent, descent, and balance
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(254).

Somewhat reminiscent of Stone's earlier approach, Winston

proclaims that "Crevecoeur occupies a significant position in the
development of American literature," that "[l]ike his nineteenthcentury successors, Crevecoeur, too, turned to the romance to
explore those contradictions [that inform America], to investigate
both the idyll and the demonic sides of America" (263, 264).

The Biographical Discourse with Crevecoeur
Biographical commentary has followed much the same pattern
as critical analysis.

The late nineteenth century saw only a family

biography by Robert de Crevecoeur.

However, the earliest American

biographical scholarship was Julia Mitchell's 1916 St. John de
Crevecoeur,
thesis.

which was actually a Columbia University graduate

Mitchell's work did uncover the first serious research into

Crevecoeur's attempts to establish a packet-line service between
the Continent and the new nation. And even though she wrote prior
to the discovery of the Sketches

manuscripts, Mitchell nevertheless

infers correctly Crevecoeur's equivocal stand toward the Revolution
as an evil for all involved (45).

But the study suffers from the

paucity of early scholarship and the many gaps in reconstructing
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Crevecoeur's life, and Mitchell promulgates some misinformation
when she asserts that he never visited Canada but instead traveled
directly from England to the Colonies.
Howard Rice's 1933

Le cultivateur americain:

I'oeuvre de Saint John de Crevecoeur

etude sur

is a study of Crevecoeur's

discourse, but the work hinges so critically upon biographical
glosses as to compel including it among the biographies.

In fact, of

the book's seven chapters, only Chapter II purports to deal
exclusively with textual materials ("La vie d'un livre").

Chapter I

carefully traces the major events of Crevecoeur's life, while later
chapters examine thematic and ideological concerns.

Rice admits at

the beginning of his study that, in reconstructing Crevecoeur's life,
"les pieces sont les fragments de documents, de lettres et de
souvenirs qui ont echappe a la destruction du temps" (7). And he
laments that, at the time of his study, "on a tres peu de documents
sur la premiere moitie de sa vie" (7).

Rice records Crevecoeur's

1755 journey to Canada and service as cartographer to the French
Canadian Army (Bourdain, Gabriel, and Williams' 1925 introduction
to Sketches

had corrected Mitchell's misinformation about

Crevecoeur's initial experience in the Americas [25]) (Rice 9-10).
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Rice also situates Crevecoeur's writings in the context of the
ideological preoccupations of eighteenth-century America.

In

Chapter VI, Rice notes the impact of the social theories of the
French philosophes,

the eighteenth-century emphasis on scientific

discussion, and the political pantisocratic principles of Bernardin de
Saint-Pierre.

Rice also asserts Crevecoeur's role as interpreter of

America to Europe and as advocate of America as the ideal agrarian
republic (222-23).

Rice's reading privileges the "valeur litteraire"

and uses biographical ideological glosses to highlight the literary
quality of the text rather than using such glosses to open the reading
to its ideological significance.
It was almost forty years later that Thomas Philbrick
published a Twayne series biography on Crevecoeur.

Philbrick

maintains that Crevecoeur's artistic achievement cannot be
evaluated in terms of his contemporaries-notably, Franklin,
Freneau, and Brown-since he wrote from different models and for
different reasons.

Philbrick also maintains that Crevecoeur cannot

be understood apart from the eighteenth-century American context
that served as the focus of his writings.

Accordingly, Crevecoeur is

seen as writing from a "deep and sustained awareness of the
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ambiguous nature of reality . . . .

[in which] the depiction of

serenity and freedom is qualified by the imagery of entrapment and
anguish" (166).

Philbrick's study points toward the need of situating

the author in the ideological context of his own contemporaries, and
as biographical study, asserts the relevance that such consideration
can offer in opening the text as a living discourse-a discourse that
spoke to his contemporaries.
Much more recently. Gay Wilson Allen and Roger Asselineau's
St. John de Crevecoeur:

The Life of an American Farmer,

has

provided much additional information about the life and context of
the author.

Drawing upon recent scholarship as well as first-hand

research, Allen and Asselineau offer a much more complete sketch
of Crevecoeur's life and writings than has previously been possible.
However, the biography is filled with the inferences and guesswork
of the biographers.

For example, in relating Crevecoeur's removal to

the New World, they note that "[w]e don't know on what date he left
England or what his final destination was" (17); and that when he
arrived he "gradually worked his way northward toward Canada" but
that they can only suggest that he "may have arrived there as early
as 1755 or 1756" (18).

They offer many questions as well as
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answers to the events and circumstances concerning Crevecoeur's
life, and they readily admit that there are "several anomalies in his
biography"

(xviii).

As a result, the study often reads as probability

and conjecture for the sake of continuity.

Nevertheless, this latest

biography lessens the gaps and continues Philbrick's dialogue of
reading Crevecoeur's life in the context of the historical, political,
and social ideologies of the eighteenth century.

A Metadiscursive Discourse with Crevecoeur
As the foregoing survey suggests, a number of critical
dialogues have developed around Crevecoeur's writings.
another dialogue is possible as well.

However,

None of the foregoing dialogues

have consistently incorporated the socio-political context into the
meaning of the discourse-although many previous readings have
acknowledged the value of such a dimension to the text.

In his

reading of contemporary criticism, Paul de Man points out that
critics often achieve their insights by virtue of a careful exclusion
of

components that do not fit their chosen paradigm; indeed, critics

become blinded to any significance in a work or writer that does not
support such a paradigm (Blindness and Insight

106).

Even though
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the insights of the critical dialogues with Crevecoeur's discourse
constitute valid readings for their critical criteria, the very
idiosyncratic nature of Crevecoeur's narrative-a discursive
dynamics that has most often puzzled previous dialogues-provides
a possible criterion in discerning additional intent in his discourse.
Hayden White, in his book The Content of the Form:
Discourse and Historical Representation,

Narrative

proposes that "a 'bad'

narrative can tell us more about narrativity than a good one" (15).
And in Crevecoeur's case, understanding the nature of the
equivocations in his writings can offer us a useful means to open
another critical dialogue with the discourse.
To date, critical discussion has struggled to situate the corpus
of Crevecoeur's writings in a context that makes it meaningful.
Some of the criticism-Rice's call for ideological context, Cunliffe's
recognition of the significance of an intertextual orientation,
Plumstead's, Allen's and Asselineau's insights into the value of a
historical reading of the text-has suggested that perhaps
Crevecoeur's works can be read contextually, intertextually, and
historically as a form of discourse whose vision reflects an era as
much as a man, and whose significance derives from the manner of
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the telling of the tale as much as it does from the message that it
carries.
that allow

Actually, fairly recent critical orientations have unfolded
readings of Crevecoeur's discursive dynamics.

The last

decade has seen an increasing tendency to situate literary texts
within the social and ideological priorities that environ discourse.
In particular, a new dialogue with Crevecoeur's discourse(s)
obtains from the twentieth-century's fascination with
metalanguage.

In fact, a metadiscursive approach suggests a

critical dialogue with Crevecoeur's discourse that may account both
for the equivocations and for Crevecoeur's considerable popularity
and impact during and for the two decades following the
Revolutionary War.

A metadiscursive context may also open a

dialogue that allows us to gain additional insights into Crevecoeur's
significance both in literature and in history.
The value of this new dialogue obtains from the nature of
discourse itself.

And in this applied discursive context,

Crevecoeur's writings offer the apparatuses of metadiscursive
criticism a rich text.

Crevecoeur's discourses can find new

dialogical interaction through a number of current critical lenses.
Five such lenses seem particularly apropos:

phenomenology.
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semiotics, deconstruction, metahistory, and a Bahktin approach.

A

few examples for each approach will illustrate the possibilities of
such critical dialogues.
Georges Poulet, a leading Geneva-School critic, offers access
into the text for a phenomenological reading.

According to Hazard

Adams, Poulet "emphasizes the discursive dynamics of the author's
[consciousness] as it is created in his works" (1212).

Poulet's

phenomenological approach analyzes discourse as "an object by
which two subjects-the consciousness of the author and that of the
reader-become one" (Adams 1212).

However, even more, Poulet

himself proposes in his essay, "Phenomenology of Reading," that a
"book is not shut in by its contours, is not walled up as in a fortress.
It asks nothing better than to exist outside itself, or to let you exist
in it.

In short, the extraordinary fact in the case of a book is the

falling away of the barriers between you and it; it is inside you;
there is no longer either outside or inside" (1213).
In Poulet's critical apparatus, language supplants reality:
As soon as I replace my direct perception of reality by
the words of a book, I deliver myself, bound hand and
foot, to the omnipotence of fiction. I say farewell to
what is, in order to feign belief in what is not. I
surround myself with fictitious beings; I become the
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prey of language. There is no escaping this takeover.
Language surrounds me with its unreality. (1214)
As a result, "thanks to the intervention of language, the opposition
between the subject and the objects has been considerably
attenuated.

And thus the greatest advantage of literature is that I

am persuaded by it that I am freed from my usual sense of
incompatibility between my consciousness and its objects" (1214).
Reading becomes the collaborative phenomenon of a reader who
becomes subject of the discourse; and although the discourse is a
creation of the writer, it is equally a creation of the reader (Poulet
1215-16).
A phenomenological approach to Crevecoeur could consider in
what ways the fictionalized persona-the subject-of the narrator
has redefined the objects of the discourse.

Crevecoeur had

difficulty understanding the attacks that were made upon him for
overly romanticizing the American experience (Rice
202).

Cultivateur

Through the intervention of language, the reality of his own

experience became supplanted through the proposition of the
discourse, and he found himself "bound hand and foot to the
omnipotence of the fiction

. . .

in order to feign belief in what is
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not."

A phenomenological study of such sketches as Letters

2 and

3, which describe the idealized life of an American farmer in tune
with his natural surroundings, could examine the tension of an idyll
that becomes consumed in the romance of the physiocratic notion of
land as the supreme source of independence, and thus, it struggles to
overcome both the more mundane as well as the occasionally more
dangerous realities of frontier life.

As subject, Crevecoeur uses his

discourse to develop a fiction of America, the object.

Through the

vehicle of language, that fiction conforms to the philosophic
discourses of the eighteenth century rather than to the realities of
his actual experience.

Interestingly enough, Letters

begins in such

philosophic and physiocratic ideals but the discourse becomes
considerably stressed in Letters
maintain this idyll.

9, 10, and 12 in its attempt to

Sketches, on the other hand, more often-

although not consistently-presents an accurate portrait of the
reality of the object.
Sketches

However, in the revision of both Letters

and

into the French Lettres, the object of the discourse once

again reassumes the idyll, but this time in the form of a fiction that
closely supports the ideologies of eighteenth-century
France.

intellectual
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Additionally, a phenomenological approach could examine in
what ways Crevecoeur allows his reader to participate through
dramatized scene and natural description in the experience of
America.

Time and again, both Letters and Sketches

invite the

reader to visualize America through the eyes of the narrator.

The

subject-reader is often enjoined to enter the discourse, as occurs in
the opening sentences of Letters 3:
I wish I could be acquainted with the feelings and
thoughts which must agitate the heart and present
themselves to the mind of an enlightened Englishman,
when he first lands on this continent. He must greatly
rejoice that he lived at a time to see this fair country
discovered and settled; he must necessarily feel a share
of national pride, when he views the chain of
settlements which embellishes these extended shores.
(45)

The passage continues to guide the imagination of European readers,
inviting them to experience vicariously the American experience.
Ironically, the fiction also conceals the actual author, who was
himself just such a visitor.

Thus, through the medium of the

language, the subject-writer and the subject-reader may equally
participate in a fiction that "feigns belief" in a linguistic recreation.
Crevecoeur's eighteenth-century audience certainly responded to
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such collaborative recreations, as evidenced by the influence
attributed to Letters

in encouraging the exodus of Irish and English

settlers to America during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries (Allen and Asselineau 71).
An alternative reading of Crevecoeur's discourse might utilize
in what ways language and culture have combined to produce the
codes represented in the discourse. Such a reading would use
semiotics, which Robert Scholes defines as the study of "the
development of the codes that govern the production and
interpretation of the major kinds of literature" (Semiotics
Umberto Eco, in A Theory of Semiotics,

33).

asserts that a "design for a

general semiotics study should consider: (a) a theory of codes
(b) a theory of sign production " (author's emphasis; 3).

and

A semiotic

study of codes is an examination of "the systems that enable human
beings to perceive certain events or entities as signs, bearing
meaning" (Scholes Ix).

Hence, the "project for semiotics [is] to study

the whole of culture, and thus to view an immense range of objects
and events as signs" (Eco 6).

For the semiotic critic, "producers of

literary texts are themselves creatures of culture, who have
attained subjectivity through language" (Scholes 14).

The subjective
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creation of semiotics concerns itself with the sign productions of
"[a]n author [who] is not a perfect ego but a mixture of public and
private, conscious and unconscious elements" (Scholes 30).

Because

of the immense range of a semiotic reading, discourse must always
remain "open, incomplete, insufficient" (Scholes 30).
For Crevecoeur's discourse, a semiotic reading could examine
social and cultural allusions with an eye for the myriad possible
encodings that selected signs entail.

For example, in numerous

passages Crevecoeur describes America as an "asylum."

This "sign-

vehicle"-to adopt Eco's terminology-has a number of possible
referents within the culture that informed Crevecoeur's discourse.
This particular way of describing America Crevecoeur most
certainly borrowed from Raynal, who repeatedly uses "asylum" as a
term in qualifying the particular attributes the Abbe chose to
privilege in his vision of America (Allen and Asselineau 88).

By

choosing this same term, Crevecoeur participates in Raynal's
political vision of America as an asylum from political injustice.
Crevecoeur further participates in the philosophic notion of America
as a proving ground for republican ideals.

"Asylum" offers to

eighteenth-century audiences an image of a persecution-free
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existence that promises to reward non-traditional and
individualistic thinking-a simultaneous criticism of the existing
regimes that govern Europe.

Crevecoeur's use of asylum to describe

America, therefore, subsumes the common eighteenth-century
French philosophic, subversive ploy of commenting on the governance
of another country as a means to

attack the governance of the

author's own nation (Martin 105).

In addition, asylum equally

describes Crevecoeur's own experience in America as he sought to
fabricate a new identity.

As he describes the generic ideal he also

chronicles his own efforts to establish a lifestyle that is free of the
burdens of feudal and aristocratic indebtedness, a theme proffered
by the physiocrat

Quesnay (Gottschalk and Lach 119). All of these

encodings of Crevecoeur's use of the word "asylum" contribute to the
possible readings of the text since a semiotic interpretation tries to
link all the possible interpretative codes to the text in order to
bring out all its possible meanings.

In the case of "asylum,"

Crevecoeur offers a sememe that is "encyclopedic," that is, a
semantic marker of multiple connotative meanings (Eco 112).
Still another value to Crevecoeur's discourse obtains from a
deconstructive reading.

According to Vincent Leitch's excellent
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overview, Deconstructive

Criticism, An Advanced

Introduction,

deconstruction focuses on texts through a highly subversive
approach that questions rules, authorities, and traditions.
Deconstruction constitutes a critical inquiry that examines any and
every boundary, frame, margin, border-stressing or exploding them,
if possible, and creating at last a "poetics of fracture" (235).
Deconstruction takes its approach from the critical stance of
Jacques Derrida, whose 1967 De La Grammatologie
dialectical modes of interpretation:

delineates two

"one seeks to decipher and

establish a stable center or truth, which escapes the transgressive
activities of play and the signifier.
lawless signifier.
writes

The other affirms play and the

It abjurs trancendence" (Leitch 237). Derrida

that

[n]ous devons d'autant moins renoncer a ces concepts
qu'ils nous sont indispensables pour ebranler aujourd'hui
I'heritage dont ils font partie. A I'interieur de la cloture,
par un mouvement oblique et toujurs perilleux, risquant
sans cesse de retomber en-deca de ce qu'il deconstruit, il
fout entourer les concepts critiques d'un discours
prudent et minutieux, marquer les conditions, le milieu
et les limites de leur efficacite, designer
rigoureusement leur appartenance a la machine qu'ils
permettent de deconstituer; et du meme coup la faille
par laquelle se laisse entrevoir, encore innommable, la
lueur de I'outre-cloture. (Grammatologie
25)
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Such self-conscious critical scrutiny requires careful attention not
only to the text but also to such critical agendas threatening
artificial closure that critics bring to a text-Derrida's "concepts
renonces."

Thus, Leitch explains that a deconstructive reading

"desires radical freeplay and exorbitantly overfilled spaces, aiming
to subvert regulated and filtered interpretation" (237).
Crevecoeur offers even in spirit a discourse which seems to
operate in analogous fashion to the goals of deconstruction.
the aim of the French philosophes

Indeed,

and their collected and various

discourses responds to a sort of freeplay, and the subversive goal of
I'Encyclopedie

certainly uses selection and arrangement of entries

to achieve "lawless signifiers."

Crevecoeur's French Lettres

actively adopted the format and tone of L'Encyclopedie.

The work

tends toward a "poetics of fracture," but nevertheless operates
under a hidden agenda-the agenda defined by the discursive context
of the

philosophes.
One line of deconstruction might focus on the fracture of

Crevecoeur's narrative voice.

Leitch points out that "[o]ne of the

more curious and extreme aspects of post-structuralist theory is
the deconstruction of the self.

In place of a unified and stable being
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or consciousness, we get a multi-faceted and disintegrating play of
selves" (111).

Certainly, in an intertextual comparison between the

narrator-author of both Letters

and Sketches

we observe a "disintegrating play of selves."
observes in S/Z

and that of Lettres
Roland Barthes

how intertextuality affects the destruction of the

enclosed self:
Le seme (ou signifie de connotation porprement dit) est
un connotateur de personnes, de lieux, d'objets, dont le
signifie est un caractere.
Le caractere est un ajectif, un
attribut, un predicat . . . .
Bien que la connotation soit
evidente, la nomination de son signifie est incertaine,
approximative, instable: arreter le nom de ce signifie
depend en grande partie de la pertinence critique a
laquelle on se place: le seme n'est qu'un depart, une
avenue de sens. On peut arranger ces avenues en
paysages divers: ce sont les thematiques (on n'a precede
ici a aucun de ces arrangements, on n'a donne qu'une liste
de ces caracteres, sans chercher a leur trouver une suite
d'ordre). Si Ton met a part les semes d'objets ou
d'atmospheres, somme toute rare (du moins ici), ce qui
est constant, c'est que le seme est lie a une ideologie de
la personne (inventorier les semes d'un texte classique
n'est done qu'observer cette ideologie): la personne n'est
qu'une collection de semes (mais a I'inverse, des semes
peuvent emigrer d'un personnage a un autre, purvue que
Ton descende a une certaine profondeur symbolique, ou il
n'est plus fait acception de personnes. (196-97)
Crevecoeur's "self," as delineated in the French discourse, is indeed,
"incertaine, approximative, instable."

And, just as Barthes predicts,

by placing that narrative voice in a new discursive context, a new
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ideology-or, more properly, ideologies-governs the identity of
that persona. The persona of St. John in Crevecoeur's French Lettres
comes to represent not the true identity of the author but rather
"une collection de semes" through which the new discourse offers
samplings of the collective ideologies of the philosophes.

In

addition, the deconstructed self serves less as a personality than as
"un ajectif, un attribut, un predicat" for tying together such
ideologies.

The persona disintegrates into a compiler/editor whose

discursive presence merely confirms or validates the philosophic
agenda of the discourse.
Another metadiscursive approach might be to read
Crevecoeur's discourse through Hayden White's metahistorical
apparatus.

A semiotician at heart, White's approach nevertheless

combines a metahistorical perspective into analysis of literary and
historical discourse.

In The Content of the Form, Narrative

Discourse and Historical Representation, White begins by exploring
in what ways the medieval discourses of annals, chronicles, and
histories-the forms of "historical" accounts which succeedingly
established an evolving narrativizing discourse-demonstrate that
the presence of narrative occurs in an account only when a
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moralizing, self-conscious narrator exists (11).

This narrator,

according to White, wishes to impose meaning and closure on reality.
But as this subjectivity increases, so the objectivity of the
discourse decreases.

White asserts that since we desire accounts of

reality to have the form of well-made stories (an assertion much in
keeping with Lacan as well), we create a content by imposing over
the sequence of events an artificial narrative form (5-6).

White

observes that "Hegel was right when he opined that a genuinely
historical account had to display not only a certain form, namely,
the narrative, but also a certain content, namely, a sociopolitical
order" (11).
Certainly, Crevecoeur's revolutionary accounts of America are
both history and fiction-but the narrativity takes on significantly
different agendas in Letters/Sketches

and Lettres,

respectively.

White writes that "the very distinction between real and imaginary
events that is basic to modern discussions of both history and
fiction presupposes a notion of reality in which 'the truth' is
identified with 'the real' only insofar as it can be shown to possess
the character of narrativity" (6).

Crevecoeur's original English

letters and sketches use the unfolding story of frontier life in
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America as told through an American correspondent as the central
narrativizing device.

And the telling of the tale presumes upon the

reader that "the real" and "the truth" are one in the same.
But as the tale develops, the self-consciously moralizing
presence of the narrator becomes increasingly intrusive.

The

morality is defined by the social horizons of the discourse, as White
explains:

"[Njarrativity, certainly in factual storytelling and

probably in fictional storytelling as well, is intimately related to, if
not a function of, the impulse to moralize reality, that is, to
identify it with the social system that is the source of any morality
that we can imagine" (14).

Crevecoeur uses his narrative

commentaries on America and the Revolution to moralize on how the
realities of frontier experience have undermined the social
ideologies that much of the early Letters
establish.

have attempted to

In fact, he digresses often to comment on the evils that

the Revolution has affected on innocent loyalist farmers who believe
in a physiocratic model of the land.

However, there occurs a

dramatic shift in the sociopolitical base of the narrativizing
presence of the author in the French Lettres,

where the republican
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ideals of the philosophes

supply the morality to be applied to a

vision of America.
Certainly, Crevecoeur's tenacious idealism-not the experience
-informs the "realities" of his discourse.
tendency:

White explains this

"In this world, reality wears the mask of a meaning, the

completeness and fullness of which we can only imagine, never
experience.

Insofar as historical stories can be completed, can be

given narrative closure, can be shown to have a plot all along, they
give to reality the odor of the ideal" (21).

But Crevecoeur writes a

"true" fiction in the sense that a historical narrative "test[s] the
capacity of a culture's fictions to endow real events with the kinds
of meaning that literature displays to consciousness through the
fashioning of patterns of 'imaginary' events" (White 45).

When

Crevecoeur found philosophic patrons in an antithetical
sociopolitical order, the translated narrative required a refashioning
of the "real" events in order to validate the newly-adopted culture's
fictions of both the significance of the Revolution and the meaning
of America.
This refashioning of a morally acceptable discourse goes far to
explain the dramatic reversal that occurs in the two versions of the
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story of "S.K." The Sketches' account entitled "The American
Belisaurus" recounts how S.K., an industrious and beneficent farmer,
is persecuted and broken by his neighbors because he does not
support the Revolutionary War.

As the sketch begins, the narrator

discloses in an aside to the reader that "[t]he horror, the shocking
details of the following tragedy, 'tis true, show mankind in the
worst light possible.

But what can you expect when law,

government, morality are become silent and inefficacious?"
(Sketches 229). The story of S.K., as occurs in the French Lettres,
seems scarcely to be about the same individual.

The sketch, entitled

"De S.K., Colon americain," begins with a classical apology that
summarizes the contents of the entry:

"II quitte sa plantation,

situee dans le voisinage de la mer, pour aller s'etablir au milieu des
bois; sa conduite & ses travaux; il devient la fondateur du comte
***; idee des moeurs attachees a ce genre d'exitence; sa vie
patriachale; il etablit tous ses enfants autour de lui, & laisse une
posterlte nombreuse" (1.109).

The two respective accounts describe

a man who builds a profitable agricultural enterprise and who freely
gives philanthropic support to the community.

However, in the

former version, his beneficence is not sufficient to shield him from
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"the wild fury of the times" (Sketches

237).

In the latter version,

the same individual enjoys only praise and reward for his service to
the community:

"Semblable a Robinson Crusoe, S.K. devint un artisan

universel; mais Robinson travailloit tristement pour lui seul, & S.K.
travailloit pour le bien de sa famille" (Lettres

1.126).

The self-

consciously moralizing narrator of each discourse uses selected
events from what must have at base some measure of reality.
However, "the truth" may lie somewhere between the two versions,
since the differing accounts choose to offer narrativized accounts
that can represent expected forms of respective cultural fictions.
Each of these briefly proposed applications of metadiscursive
readings demonstrate the richness of Crevecoeur's discourse for new
critical dialogues.

However, one additional metadiscursive dialogue

may serve us best for this study, a critical apparatus that responds
not only metadiscursively but also metadialogically:

a reading

following the critical guidelines of M. M. Bakhtin.
Such a critical orientation can open the text to a reading of
Crevecoeur's discourse as a consciously fragmented

historical

representation that both informed and was informed by the complex
and equivocating ideologies of the age.

Crevecoeur wrote a living
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discourse, one that responded to the matrix of ideologies that filled
the tumultuous latter half of the eighteenth century.

He wrote for

an audience conversant in the language(s) of that complex multinational, socio-ideological matrix, and he created a discourse that
could survive the ideological transformations from a colonial to a
revolutionary to a national American identity-a feat perhaps
directly attributable to the langauge(s) and arrangement of the
discourse.
Crevecoeur wrote an individualized discourse, but he, by virtue
of the limitations of language and expression, had to write through a
medium already charged with connotative signification.

As Bakhtin

notes.
Within the arena of almost every utterance an intense
interaction and struggle between one's own and another's
word is being waged, a process in which they oppose or
dialogically interanimate each other. The utterance so
conceived is a considerably more complex and dynamic
organism than it appears when construed simply as a
thing that articulates the intention of the person
uttering it, which is to see the utterance as a direct,
single-voiced vehicle of expression. ("Discourse" 35455)
Part of the "genius" of Crevecoeur's discourse is the genius of the
age.

As narrative discourse, as historical representation.
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Crevecoeur's writings participate consciously in the interactive web
of meaning that ideological significance makes of individual
utterance, but his participation, through language, reflects as much
as it invests in the context of the eighteenth-century ideological
realities of his age.
Nevertheless, Crevecoeur's discourse tests the waters of
literary expression at almost every turn.

His writings at some

points use the epistolary conventions emerging in the eighteenthcentury novel, and at other points intermingle poetry and travelogue
or even dramatic scene and political commentary.

Crevecoeur's

writings pretend disinterested observation and European cynicism
only to be supplanted at other times by the naive narrator's rustic
American optimism. In the sense that he writes through a variety of
literary genres and forms, Crevecoeur's collective writings
participate in what Bakhtin chooses to define as the province of the
novel.

In their introduction to Bakhtin's The Dialogic

Imagination,

Caryl Emerson and Michael Holquist write that:
Bakhtin is clearly not referring to that concept of a novel
that begins with Cervantes or Richardson. . . . Rather,
"novel" is the name Bakhtin gives to whatever force is at
work within a given literary system to reveal the limits,
the artificial constraints of that system.
Literary
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systems are comprised of canons, and "novelization" is
fundamentally anticanonical. It will not permit generic
monologue. Always it will insist on the dialogue
between what a given system will admit as literature
and those texts that are othenA/ise excluded from such a
definition of literature, (xxxi)
Crevecoeur's tendency toward experimental form has always made
his writings difficult to categorize in terms of the traditionally
recognized genres.

But in his resistance to "generic monologue,"

Crevecoeur writes in the novelistic tradition as conceived by
Bakhtin.

As a result, many of the commentaries presented by

Bakhtin in his essay, "Discourse in the Novel," prove apropos in
reading Crevecoeur's works.

But perhaps just as central to this

reading is Bakhtin's notion of "heteroglossia"-a term Emerson and
Holquist assert as the "master trope at the heart of all his other
projects" ("Introduction" xix).

Essentially, heteroglossia refers to

the complex matrix of voices that make up language-voices that
constitute specific social, historical, and ideological conditions at a
particular place and at a particular time (Emerson and Holquist 428).
Bakhtin notes that
[w]hen heteroglossia enters the novel it becomes subject
to an artistic reworking. The social and historical
voices populating language, all its words and all its
forms, which provide language with its particular
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concrete conceptualizations, are organized in the novel
into a structured stylistic system that expresses the
differentiated socio-ideological position of the author
amid the heteroglossia of his epoch. ("Discourse" 300)
It is in the context of such differentiation that I shall read
Crevecoeur's Letters From an American Farmer, his Sketches of
Eighteenth-Century
americain.

America,

and his Lettres d'un

cultivateur

These three works constitute the successive,

interrelated discourse by which Crevecoeur enters into dialogue
with readers who lived before, during, and after the American
Revolutionary War.

These three writings also chronicle specific

successive phases of the author's shifting political allegiances.

I,

therefore, have confined this study to these three writings since
they represent, collectively, a discrete intertextual and contextual
discourse, with specific correspondence to the turbulent and
volatile events that occurred in America from the 1760s through
the1780s.
Chapter II

focuses upon the early voices of Crevecoeur's

discourse-the voices that inform both the Letters From an
American Farmer

and the Sketches of Eighteenth-Century.

These

early, concurrent discourses participate in the heteroglossia--or
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discursive contexts-of the Jesuit pedagogy of Crevecoeur's youth,
the popular accounts of the frontier experience (which include the
distinctive voices that evolved around narratives of travel, of
captivity, and of natural and scientific observation in the latter half
of the eighteenth century), and the literary conventions that were
developing around the novel.

The study discusses the historical

presence of these voices and examines how they texture
Crevecoeur's discourse-not as disjointed, equivocating, erratic, or
idiosyncratic writing, but rather as a tapestry of complex voices
that inform the Weltanschauung

of both the author and the times

which environed him.
Chapter III focuses upon the later voices of Crevecoeur's
discourse-the voices that inform the "revision/translation" of both
Letters

and Sketches

americain.

into the French Lettres d'un

cultivateur

The study examines how this successional discourse,

which often contradicts the older versions, is not inconsistent with
earlier versions but rather a necessary orientation that allows
Crevecoeur's discourse to remain living.
Lettres

The study analyzes how

alters the arrangement and even the content of the earlier

versions as a part of the newer political voices that informed the
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American and French revolutions.

In addition, the study notes how

the literary devices of narrative frame and persona also shift in
response to the changing sensibilities of a post-revolutionary
audience.
Chapter IV offers a close reading of Letters

12 of the original

English translation, examining the interplay and tension between the
competing language systems that gave contemporary utterance to
the discourse, as well as the tension that results from Crevecoeur's
own voice as it competes with the established persona of his
narrator.
Chapter V offers one final gloss, drawing upon Bakhtin's
interpretation of Rabelais to read Crevecoeur's revolutionary
writings as a complex, metadialogical discourse that enters into
dialogue, through masquerade, with Crevecoeur's own biography.

CHAPTER II
"ALIEN CONTEXTS": THE VOICES IN LETTERS
AND SKETCHES

Bahktin writes in "Discourse and the Novel" that "[djiscourse
lives, as it were, on the boundary between its own context and
another, alien, context" (284).

By "alien" Bakhtin means all

significance that exists in words and idioms even before the author
brings his own intent to the words that comprise a discourse.

In

Crevecoeur's case, the alien contexts of his discourse live on a
number of simultaneous boundaries, or "horizons," as Tzvetan
Todorov translates the term in his study, Mikhail Bakhtin:
Dialogical Principle

(56).

The

Crevecoeur's biography reveals a life

influenced by the intermingling of three separate but interactive
national horizons: France, England, and the Colonies of New England.
And just as his personal allegiances shifted during the successive
revolutionary phases that interrelated these three horizons in the
late eighteenth century, so do the contexts of his discourse shift in
orientation.

As such, Crevecoeur's words form a constant mediation
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among the melange of alien words and meanings that animated the
events that surrounded and influenced his actual life.
But the de facto,

alien contexts of language only constitute

one component of the complex texture of Crevecoeur's discourse; an
accurate reading of Crevecoeur must additionally consider the
relation of the writer to his reader.

Bakhtin explains this equally

complex dynamic:
In the actual life of speech, every concrete act of
understanding is active: it assimilates the word to be
understood into its own conceptual system filled with
specific objects and emotional expressions, and is
indissolubly merged with the response, with a motivated
agreement or disagreement. . . . Understanding comes
to fruition only in the response. Understanding and
response dialectically and mutually condition each other;
one is impossible without the other. ("Discourse" 282)
This dynamic constitutes Bakhtin's notion of "dialogue"-that every
utterance assumes or anticipates the response of a listener, or
reader, who exists in an actual place and time.

Thus, the "speaker

breaks through the alien conceptual horizon of the listener,
constructs his own utterance on alien territory, against his, the
listener's, apperceptive background" (Bakhtin "Discourse" 282).

To

understand Crevecoeur's discourse requires taking into consideration
not only the apparent content of his words, but also this "alien
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conceptual horizon"-the dialogic relationship-which the author
must use to communicate with his reader.
A reading of Crevecoeur does well to take into account these
contextual and dialogic strata

to enhance an understanding of the

nature and the intent of his discourse.

More tangibly, the interaction

of innate alien context and anticipated reader response manifestslives-in his discourse as heteroglossia,

as discursive contexts, the

discernable voices or socio-ideologically encoded linguistic
systems.

Bakhtin coins a specific term for such encoded systems,

which I here differentiate using Todorov's translation:

heterology.

Todorov explains:
Every utterance, it will be recalled, is oriented toward a
social horizon, composed of semantic and evaluative
elements; the number of these verbal and ideological
horizons is high but not unlimited; and every utterance
necessarily falls within one or more types of discourses
determined by a horizon. (Dialogic Principle 56)
Language becomes stratified into the systems of heterology such as
occur, for example, in the communications used for business
interactions, for familiar encounters, or for professional exchanges
(Todorov 57).
toll:

However, all these systems of communication carry a

Although they serve as convenient vehicles of communication.
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these vehicles nevertheless burden content with preconceptions and
long-established connotative meaning-Bakhtin's "apperceptive
background."

As Bakhtin suggests, "[l]anguage is not a neutral

medium that passes freely and easily into the private property of
the speaker's intentions; it is populated-overpopulated-with the
intentions of others" ("Discourse" 294).

In attempting to

communicate through alien contexts, Crevecoeur's discourse
continuously compromises its meaning as it struggles to transform
such vehicle-voices into living utterance.

The number of voices-of

alien contexts-that Crevecoeur utilizes reflects, in part, the
influence of his personal experience and education; other voices
derive from the multi-cultural coins of the realm that formed the
historical context in which he and his readers lived.

Bakhtin asserts

that "the situation enters into the utterance as a necessary
constitutive element of its semantic structure" (qtd. in Todorov; 41).
For Crevecoeur, the meaning and intent of his discourse cannot be
segregated from the social context of, or from the social dialogue
with, his readers.

And the discourse both anticipates and

communicates with, a priori his readers through the voices-the
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discursive contexts-by which Crevecoeur shares a common social
and linguistic context.
The early voices of Crevecoeur's discourse-the voices that
inform the concurrently written Letters From an American Farmer
and Sketches of Eighteenth-Century America-are prefigured by the
Jesuit pedagogy of Crevecoeur's youth, by popular frontier accounts
(which include the distinctive voices that evolved around narratives
of travel, of captivity, and of natural and scientific observation in
the latter half of the eighteenth century), by certain politicalideological conventions (including the French philosophes and
Crevecoeur's own Loyalist affinities), and by the literary
conventions that were developing in the eighteenth century around
the novel.

The order of the following discussion of these contexts

implies no priority of discursive significance; rather, I treat these
contexts as they emerge in a Bakhtin reading of the discourse.

The Literary Discursive Context
The literary conventions framing Crevecoeur's early writings
offer a convenient entry into the utterance of the discourse.

By

"utterance" we refer to a specialized term used by Bakhtin to refer
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to a discourse that has specific context for all "interlocutors"-that
is, for the one who utters as well as those who receive the
utterance:

"The implicit part of the utterance is nothing more than

the interlocutors' common horizon of spatiotemporal, semantic, and
evaluative (axiological) elements" (Todorov 42).
that "every quotidian utterance . . . .

Bakhtin explains

is like a 'password' known

only to those who belong to the same social horizon" (qtd. in
Todorov; 42). Thus, a Bakhtin reading needs to decipher the
"passwords" in order to understand the social horizon which
Crevecoeur shared with his readers in the eighteenth century, and
consequently, the meaning of the discourse.
To begin, Crevecoeur fashions his sketches of America in
epistolary form.
writings,

Some thirty years prior to Crevecoeur's first

Samuel Richardson's Pamela

(1740) drew considerable

attention among popular reading circles of the times,
historical rise to prominence of the epistolary novel
668; Holman 165).

(Cambridge

Other notable and successful epistolary novels of

the time included Richardson's Clarissa Harlowe
Smollett's Humphrey Clinker
and

and marks the

(1748), Tobias

(1771), Fanny Burney's Evelina

(1778),

Nicholas Breton's A Poste with a Packet of Mad Letters

(1682),
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all of which enjoyed wide popular readership.

Although no

scholarship has so far turned up evidence of specific literary
readings by Crevecoeur, Allen and Asselineau report that Crevecoeur
did read continental literature (xvii, 6-7).

In the French Lettres,

Crevecoeur does make mention of Defoe's Robinson Crusoe in
passing (1.126).

But even without specific correspondence, that

Crevecoeur chose to frame his writings within the epistolary genre
suggests his intent to enter into dialogue with his readers through a
popular, contemporary discursive context.

Crevecoeur's three

related XexXs-Letters From an American Farmer, Sketches of
Eighteenth-Century
americain

America

and Lettres d'un cultivateur

- a l l use this eighteenth-century literary convention.

But

Bakhtin notes that the "unity of a literary language is not a unity of
a single, closed language system, but is rather a highly specific
unity of several 'languages'.

. . . The actively literary

consciousness at all times and everywhere comes upon 'languages,'
and not language" ("Discourse" 294).

The epistolary form, as a

literary language, provides Crevecoeur with an established "unity of
languages"-that is, with an acceptable linguistic vehicle by which
to enter into dialogue with-and to respond through a specialized
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use of language to-Europe's literary society as well as to the social
and cultural curiosity of Europeans about America.
As Crevecoeur uses this specialized form of literary language
(as an actively literary voice), he capitalizes on the unity of
multiple languages inherent in the form.

More specifically, even the

title he chooses consciously anticipates and invites comparison to
the titular language of an epistolary precedent on America:

In 1767

and 1768 the lawyer John Dickinson published serially in colonial
newspapers a work entitled Letters from a Farmer in Pennsylvania -a collection of essays aimed at moderating British political
sentiment toward its American holdings.

The title of Crevecoeur's

sketches, Letters From an American Farmer, sounds almost
confusingly similar.

Crevecoeur also chooses to place the farm of

his epistolary persona in Pennsylvania, the same literary locus as
Dickinson's already popular Letters-even
farm was actually located in New York.

though Crevecoeur's own
Clearly, Crevecoeur's

discourse as utterance drew upon his reader's familiarity with this
earlier work, and Crevecoeur's title enters into dialogue with his
readers' expectations even as they first read the title.

In effect, he

avoids the temptation to portray his own work as a simplistic
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"closed language" of presumed original content in favor of the
connotative matrix of association that Dickinson's Letters

already

provide-even though the content of these two works is strikingly
dissimilar.
As I noted in Chapter I, certain scholars have entered into a
dialogue with Crevecoeur's sketches and studies of America as a
planned and calculated oeuvre.

Perhaps the opening of his work

through the established language(s) of Dickinson suggests a
demonstrable example of such calculation.
known Dickinson's work.

Crevecoeur would have

Allen and Asselineau report evidence that

Crevecoeur made it a point to stay abreast of both American and
continental news and trends (29).
Letters

And Philbrick calls Dickinson's

"the most influential political work written in America

before the war began in 1775" ("Literary Event" 140).

However,

Crevecoeur most likely did not choose a title so near Dickinson's
because of his predecessor's political sentiments but perhaps more
plausibly for the popular way Dickinson tended to moderate
inflammatory political positions.

Bernard Bailyn points out that

Dickinson was "the most cautious and reluctant of Revolutionary
leaders" (145).

Crevecoeur may well be drawing on the voice of
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Dickinson's middle-ground rhetorical stance, hoping in his own
discourse to encourage by association a tone of moderate political
overtones.
Letters

Philbrick states that "the subdued tone of the [Dickinson]

is an element in the rhetorical strategy of the work,

appropriate to the modest and unassuming pose of lawyer
Dickinson's farmer persona and useful as a cover" (140).

Crevecoeur

similarly chooses to couch his letters and sketches in the words of a
simple and unassuming backwoods farmer.

But by explicitly

adopting a voice of moderation similar to that used by Dickinson,
Crevecoeur not only invites comparison with the intentions of
another author's alien context, but also must now overcome the
connotations of a pre-established political discourse and then
struggle to invest his own discourse with a new contextual
meaning-that is, he must strive for an utterance whose intent
emerges from that initial alien context.
Bakhtin characterizes the epistolary work as among the
"various introductory or framing genres [that] are the basic forms
for incorporating and organizing heteroglossia into the novel" (323).
As Todorov notes, Bakhtin's classifications are not derived by
deduced abstraction:

"Bakhtin's work does not consist in the
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establishment of genres, but, having found them, in their submission
to analysis" (Dialogic Principle

93).

little concerned with genres per se.

Crevecoeur's writings seem
In fact, he often writes cross-

generically, using the "found genres" of his day in much the same
way Bakhtin chooses to examine genres as he encountered them in
his broad classification of novelistic discourse.

Crevecoeur freely

turns to poetry, drama, description, and digressive social
commentary-all within his literary epistles.

Such a narrative

collage opens Crevecoeur's discourse usefully to a Bakhtin reading
since the literary epistle constitutes one of the primary genres
through which Bakhtin analyzes the novelistic form.

According to

Bakhtin, such framing genres "may not only enter the novel as one of
its essential structural components, but may also determine the
form of the novel as a whole . . . .

Each of these genres possesses

its own verbal and semantic forms for assimilating various aspects
of reality" ("Discourse" 321).

Bakhtin notes that the use of

specialized language is consistent with the personal letter and
characteristically "refract[s], to one degree or another, authorial
intention" (321).

Once a part of the discourse, such a discursive

context becomes "another's speech in another's language, serving to
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express authorial intentions but in a refracted way" (324).
Crevecoeur assumes this genre, he, too,

When

predetermines the nature of

the language he can employ in describing his scenes of America. He
operates within a species of "double-voiced discourse" that must
honor the parameters established by the assumed identity (Bakhtin
"Discourse" 324).

Nevertheless, Crevecoeur "frames" a variety of

other discursive contexts within these limitations.
Crevecoeur's education prepared him well to construct the
complex literary nuances necessary for such "double-voicedness."
He received a good knowledge of literature as a part of his Jesuit
education and, as I noted earlier, was doubtless familiar with the
literary conventions of the time (Allen and Asselineau xvii, 6-7).

In

La Pedagogie des Jesuites, Pere Charmot stresses the importance of
literature in the education of the eighteenth-century Jesuits:
"L'enseigement de la 'grammaire' meme est a la base des relations
sociales (Par grammaire, il faut entendre le langage, I'eloquence, le
style, les belles-lettres)" (50).

Robert Schwickerath writes that

the Jesuits of the time were famed for literary scholarship, and
Jesuit students were well versed in literary and poetic form (155).
In particular, a Jesuit education often used "school-drama,"

a
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student-driven dramatic performance in which "a plot was always of
a spiritually serious, deeply tragic, and morally important nature"
(Schwickerath 165).

The six "Landscapes" of Sketches, as well as

the "Conversation" ending the second volume of Lettres, are framed
as dramatic scenes, including stage directions and setting glosses,
and suggest a range of literary devices that Crevecoeur learned from
the Jesuits.
But Crevecoeur would not only have received his familiarity
with literary conventions through his early Jesuit education.
Certainly, popular writings before and during the Revolution
generally centered on political issues.

Nevertheless, many authors

of the period between 1763 and 1783-the inclusive time-frame of
the three works of this study-experimented with many literary
devices for their own purposes, including satire, irony, parody,
allegory, and vituperation, as well as the more conventional tropes
and figurative language common in the literary writings of the times
(Bailyn 9). One need only examine the works of such authors as
Paine, Franklin, Freneau, Barlow, and Tyler to appreciate the level of
literary artifice to which even a Colonial American audience had
grown accustomed.

At least as early as 1764, one author, Richard
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Bland, wrote what Bailyn calls "probably the most intricate literary
conceit in the entire period"-a pseudonymous series of role
reversals that demonstrate the familiarity of both writers and prerevolutionary readers with complex narrative voices (11).
Crevecoeur's penchant for literary experimentation remains
evident in later writing as well.

Philbrick points out that in the

Voyage dans la Haute Pensylvanie et dans I'etat de New-York,
published in Paris in 1801, Crevecoeur "turns to another novelistic
convention:

the imaginary journey" (Crevecoeur

145).

Philip Gove

has researched the prevalence of this convention in the eighteenth
century, noting the publication of 215 imaginary journeys (184).

Of

these published accounts, sixty-seven appeared in English and sixtyfive in French (Gove 184).

That these two national literatures by far

dominate other countries in imaginary journeys suggest the FrancoBritish fascination both in fiction and in non-fiction with journeys
and voyages.

Philbrick notes that Crevecoeur's account uses a

mysterious manuscript device for "the very practical purpose of
accounting for the strange organization of the book, for the supposed
lacunae and problematic sequence of the battered papers free the
author to range as he wishes" (Crevecoeur

145). What Philbrick
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fails to observe, however, is that the manuscript also serves as a
convenient form to continue a representation of American
experiences that is fragmented-a manner of presentation
consistent with form of the earlier Letters.

Such "ranging" defines

the latitude through which Crevecoeur often chooses to situate his
observations.

Further, this broader intertextual evidence within the

canon of his writings suggests that all during his discursive career
Crevecoeur was aware of the variety of effects he could achieve by
incorporating literary language into the fabric of his discourse-as
well as the degree of authorial freeplay and permissible
fragmentation he could achieve through a variety of literary devices.
When Crevecoeur adopts the epistolary convention in Letters,
he makes several assumptions about the nature of refracted
intention possible to him in the discourse-decisions that affect
utterance, that affect the relation of narrator to his contemporary
readers.

According to Ira Konigsberg, "[e]pistolary correspondence in

the eighteenth century was more than a simple and direct means of
communication; it was an expression of literacy and manners, a way
of conveying who and what a person was" (67).

For example, in the

first chapter of Henry Fielding's The History of Tom Jones, A
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Foundling

(1749), the narrator first writes, "An author ought

toconsider himself, not as a gentleman who gives a private or
eleemosynary treat, but rather as one who keeps a public ordinary,
at which all persons are welcome for their money" (1).

This first

chapter then proceeds not only to set the satirical tone and voice of
the narrator, but also to establish the level of civility of the
narrator with regard to the reader.

In a similar-though certainly

not satiric-vein, Crevecoeur also establishes who and what his
persona is through an elaborate discussion in the first chapter of his
epistles.

In fact, much of Letters

1 explains the excuse for writing

down the narrator's observations and vignettes about eighteenthcentury America.
When Crevecoeur's persona, James, asks his purported
correspondent to name the subjects of discussion, James avows that
"no other shall I write, lest you should blame me for an injudicious
choice-However incorrect my stile, however inexpert my methods .
. . . remember that you have laid the foundations of this
correspondence" (25).

Thus, in this first letter Crevecoeur shifts

the responsibility for what will follow, providing a literary buffer
for every failure in his style and content-as well as a means of
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authorial refraction that allows him virtual freeplay in his use of
double-voicedness.

Crevecoeur's assumed narrator warns his

literary correspondent that since, "for what reason I know not, you
wish to correspond with a cultivator of the earth, with a simple
citizen, you must receive my letters for better or worse" (26).
Authorial intention is sufficiently refracted at this level of
language to allow Crevecoeur to offer his observations with relative
impunity.

In the guise of a simple, uneducated correspondent, he

also provides himself the freedom to write at random, to offer
fragmented-even whimsical-responses about life in the Americas.
This is a freedom of expression characteristic of Crevecoeur's
writing:

He repeatedly writes in guises that allow discontinuous or

fragmentary representations of America, as is the case here, where
simple James responds to the purportedly random questions of his
European correspondent.
The early letters begin with the sort of chit-chat that retains
the illusion of a specific correspondent, especially Letters

1 and 2,

as well as "Reflections on the Manners of the Americans" and
"Various Rural Subjects" from Sketches.

This verbal banter with

the reader was a common device in the epistolary novel of the
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eighteenth century.

For example, in Sterne's Tristram Shandy, the

narrator frequently breaks into the narrative plot to encourage the
reader, as occurs in Chapter VI:
Sir, as you and I are in a manner perfect strangers to
each other, it would not have been proper to have let you
into too many circumstances relating to myself all at
once.-You must have a little patience. I have
undertaken, you see, to write not only my life, but my
opinions also; hoping and expecting that your knowledge
of my character, and of what kind of a mortal I am, would
give you a better relish for the other: As you proceed
further with me, the slightest acquaintance which is now
beginning betwixt us, will grow into familiarity; and
that, unless one of us is in fault, will terminate in
friendship. (6)
Although Crevecoeur establishes his reader familiarity as
conversation with a purportedly specific acquaintance, the tone to
this reader resembles that of Sterne's in the above passage,
suggesting that Crevecoeur's discourse enters into dialogue with
this epistolary novelistic convention.

The very first words at the

beginning of Crevecoeur's English version begin
Who would have thought that because I received you with
hospitality and kindness, you should imagine me capable
of writing with propriety and perspicuity? Your
gratitude misleads your judgement. The knowledge
which I acquired from your conversation has amply
repaid me for your five weeks entertainment. . . .
I am
surprised that in the course of your American travels.
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you should not have found out persons more enlightened
and better educated than I am. (13, 14)
Even a prefatory letter at the beginning of the French version insists
upon the informal relation of the author to his reading public:

"[l]l

[Crevecoeur] a ecrit comme un homme dont le coeur a besoin de
recueillir tout ce qui I'a emu, & non comme un homme qui destine ses
travaux au Public" (l.viii).

The tone in both Letters

and Lettres

carries on a distinct dialogue with the discursive context of
epistolary correspondence.

Even though many of the later letters

dispense with the initial verbal banter with the correspondent,
almost without exception the epistolary etiquette of speaking in
occasional asides to the reader persists.

The Discursive Context of Captivity Narratives
Crevecoeur's discourse enters into dialogue with the language
system of captivity narratives as well.
wrestles in Letters

Crevecoeur's frontier man

12 with the possibility of living among the

Indians with his family, exclaiming his "apprehension lest my
younger children should be caught by that singular charm [of Indian
culture], so dangerous at their tender years" (Letters

218). The
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author makes explicit one of the realities of frontier life:
cohabitation with an alien culture.

But even more, he draws upon a

concern implicit to a century of Indian captivity narratives:
irresistible assimilation into an alien culture.

Richard Slotkin

writes that captivity narratives recounted events that constituted
an early, authentic "archetypal drama," that they evidence a major
"archetype of the American experience" (94, 98). Alden Vaughan and
Edward Clark cite Mary Rowlandson's account in 1682, during the
last of King Phillip's War, as the first such narrative (3).

Actually,

between the 1670s and 1750 some 1500 captivities occurred, of
which 300 were ransomed and returned after captivities which
endured anywhere from six months to twenty years (Slotkin 94).
Some of the captives were killed; many disappeared without trace.
Frederick Drimmer notes that captivity narratives confirm that
Indian raids killed most victims: "Death at the hands of the savages
was an ever-present threat to many Americans who lived on the
frontier" (14).

Crevecoeur would have been well acquainted with

many accounts, as would his European audience. Richard Van
DerBeets

reports that the "earliest Indian captivity narratives

published in America, those of the seventeenth and eighteenth
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centuries, are generally straightforward and unadorned religious
documents, for the most part Puritan; a number of surviving Jesuit
relations illustrate the Catholic experience" (xiii).

Of this Jesuit

experience, Levernier and Cohen identify the most common source:
"The Jesuit Relations were reports sent to the head Provincial of
the order, beginning in 1611 and annually between 1632 and 1673,
about the Roman Catholic mission in New France.

After careful

editing in Europe, they were circulated among a public which eagerly
awaited their appearance" (23).

Vaughan and Clark also note how

popular were these accounts in early America:

"In a society without

fiction and plays, and almost bare of poetry, real-life dramas filled
a crucial cultural void" (3).
Letters

However, what concerns the narrator of

12 is not captivity but rather the disturbing effect so often

reported that many long-time captives retained Indian habits and
customs upon returning to so-called civilized society.
Drimmer's research,

According to

"[wjhite captives, particularly if they were

young when they were taken prisoner, became greatly attached to
the families into which they were adopted, and to the Indian way of
life" (13).
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The tradition of the narrative originates with the hagiographic
writings of the Puritans, which characteristically portrayed victimheroes who "subordinated personal glory to a desire to glorify God"
(Slotkin 187).

Mason Lowance observes that the "[gjeneral design [of

the early narratives] is didactic, intended to teach the value of faith
and commitment to God's plan for his chosen people" (78).

More

specific to Crevecoeur's background. Van DerBeets notes that, "[f]or
the Jesuits, particularly, physical suffering was a redemptive and
intensely religious aspect of captivity, an experience to delight in"
(xv).

But secular eighteenth-century frontier literature tended to

portray "more self-conscious and egotistical models of the
American hero" (Slotkin 187).

However, for the narrator of Letters

12, the reality of Indian captivities and the long-term effects on the
survivors extend beyond fictive or hagiographic use of the
experience.

The threat continued well past the period in which

Crevecoeur wrote.

Drimmer records that a "leading Kentuckian

wrote to the Secretary of War in 1790 that in the seven years after
the end of the Revolution fifteen hundred people had been killed in
Kentucky or on routes leading to it" (14).
Letters

The in-depth discussion in

12 of the narrator's concern for the future of his children's
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education demonstrates how prevalent and intrusive an influence
Indian culture could be.

Nevertheless, the discourse attempts to

mediate this influence of acculturation by verbally hypothesizing
the process as a positive rite of passage, an opportunity to enrich
life rather than to see it as an abandonment of social heritage-a
process anthropologist Victor Turner suggests as the broader,
perhaps more subliminal role of the captivity narrative tradition
(231-32).

Crevecoeur would have received a Jesuit orientation that

saw good in such exposure. Levernier and Cohen write that the
Jesuits "sought out the Indians and valued the captivity experience,
which they saw as a means of obtaining forgiveness for sin and
advancing God's work" (124).

Crevecoeur's inclusion of the

discursive context of captivity narratives within his discourse
incorporates the additional language system of Jesuit experience.
This competing discursive context adds significant tension to the
narrator's struggle to reconcile himself to the possibility of
acculturation-a dialogical interplay explored more fully in Chapter
IV.
Discrete coeval passages from Sketches and from Letters,
respectively, can illustrate the apparent discursive inconsistency in

11
the discourse.

Crevecoeur records in Sketches

a travel account

along the Susquehanna River in which
I have often met with these isolated families in my
travels, and 'tis inconceivable how soon they will lose
their European prejudices and imbibe those of the
natives. Their children born and educated at such a
distance from schools and opportunities of improvement
become a new breed of people neither Europeans nor yet
Natives. (Stone 372)
But in a less philosophical-perhaps more immediate personal
sense-Crevecoeur's frontier man struggles with the costs and
benefits of raising a family amidst even noble savages, articulating
the dilemma more directly in Letters

12: "I dread lest the

imperceptible charm of Indian education, may seize my younger
children, and give them such a propensity to that mode of life, as
may preclude their returning to the manners and customs of their
parents" (Letters

226).

The refraction of the discourse interferes

with Crevecoeur's intent, since the narrator, a native-born
American, does not possess the author's actual option of returning to
Europe and family. Crevecoeur allows his discourse to retain both
the epistolary ruse as well as the fictive identity-discursive
contexts that influence the logical presentations of the dilemma
that faced both author and fictive narrator as the discourse
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Struggled to use the alien contexts of Rousseauvean, Jesuit, and
captivity narratives while attempting to solve the dilemma within
the bounds of an American experience.

The Discursive Context of Political Ideologies
Bakhtin states that "[i]n any given historical moment of verbalideological life, each generation at each social level has its own
language" (290). These languages "do not exclude each other but
rather intersect with each other in many different ways" (Bahktin's
emphasis; 291).

Crevecoeur's discourse belongs to the verbal-

ideological language of the mid- and late- eighteenth century. He
addresses an audience-both English and French-conversant with
the political principles of the day.

Thus, when he uses

political

ideological signifiers of contemporary social theory, he delimits the
parameters of interpretation while he simultaneously assumes that
his audience already understands the language system as well as the
ideological assumptions behind that language system.

Naturally,

since the author writes his discourse as utterance, since he employs
ideological passwords that belong to the social horizons of his
readers, he does not have in mind the perplexities of later.
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twentieth-century readers.
Letters

For example, when Crevecoeur writes in

12 that the individual "must belong to some community

bound by some ties, however imperfect," he assumes assumptions
postulates of contemporaneous political theory.

In this case, he

echoes the popular eighteenth-century notions that evolved through
the successional writings of Hobbes, Locke, and perhaps most
significantly,

Rousseau's Le Contrat social

(1762)-the assumption

that the individual implicitly agrees to surrender all rights to a
society in exchange for equal rights and interests with all other
members of that society.

Crevecoeur's double-voiced assertion does

not dispute the contract; however, it does look for redress to a
society that breaches its portion of the contract-that is, the
society's failure to preserve the ideologies implied by the linguistic
system.
The implied ideological rationale of the language Crevecoeur
adopts also informed the revolutionary tenor of both the American
and French political upheavals of the latter half of the eighteenth
century.
social

Rousseau states in Volume I, Chapter VI of Le contrat
that the articles of the contract
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sont tenement determinees par la nature de I'acte [du
contrat], que la moindre modification les rendrait vaines
et de nul effet. . . . [L]e pacte sociale etant viole, chacun
rentre alors dans ses premiers droits et reprenne sa
liberte naturelle, en perdant la liberte conventionelle
pour laquelle il y renonca. (1. 555)
The narrator of the later essays of Letters feels abandoned by the
presumed tenets of the contract and "feels now for himself alone;"
He is "seised [sic] with a fever of the mind;" he records that "I feel
as if my reason wanted to leave me"
prized their reasoning faculties.

(204). All enlightened thinkers

The narrator reels at the loss of

the breach of contract between himself and his society:

It

represents a loss that almost robs him of his reason-a response
that assumes the heterology of current French social and political
theory.

In this particular passage, authorial intention becomes

refocused; it is no longer the double-voiced refraction of the
epistolary narrator but the single voice of impending expatriation
sensed by the author.

The intent of the discourse leans more heavily

upon the social context of frontier America but nevertheless
assumes an ideological language system through which his utterance
may communicate with European readers.

Almost paradoxically,

Crevecoeur, while composing his discourse from the perspective of
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(weakening) loyalist allegiance, echoes the Enlightenment theories
postulated in the opening lines of the second paragraph of the soonto-be-announced American Declaration of Independence :
We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are
created equal, that they are endowed by their creator
with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are
Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness. That to secure
these rights. Governments are instituted among Men,
deriving their just powers from the consent of the
governed; That whenever any Form of Government
becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the
People to alter or abolish it, and to institute new
Government, laying its foundation on such principles and
organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall
seem most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness.
Certainly the seedbed and spirit of these assertions came from the
French philosophes

who, according to P.-G. Castex and P. Surer,

senior literary scholars at the Sorbonne,
s'insurgent, dans tou les domaines, centre le principe de
I'autorite, deja denonce au siecle precedent par
Descartes et par les libertins; ils bouscoulent les
opinions les plus repandues, les traditions les mieux
assisses. lis operent une revolution dans les esprits qui
precede la grande revolution dans les institutions et dans
les moeurs. (1)
Of this ideology of political discourse. Will Durant writes:
The philosophers provided the ideological preparation for
the [French] Revolution. The causes were economic or
political, the phrases were philosophical; and the
operation of the basic causes was smoothed by the
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demolition work of the philosophers in removing such
obstacles to change as belief in feudal privileges,
ecclesiastical authority, and the divine right of kings.
Until 1789, all European states had depended upon the aid
of religion in inculcating the sanctity of governments,
the wisdom of tradition, the habits of obedience, and the
principles of morality; some roots of earthly power were
planted in heaven, and the State considered God as the
chief of its secret police. Chamfort, while the [French]
Revolution was in process, wrote that "the priesthood
was the first bulwark of absolute authority, and Voltaire
overthrew it." De Tocqueville in 1856 thought that "the
universal discredit into which all religious belief fell at
the end of the eighteenth century exercised, without
doubt, the greatest influence upon the whole course of
the Revolution."
Gradually, the skepticism that had riddled the old
theology passed to the scrutiny of secular institutions
and affairs. The philosophers denounced poverty and
serfdom as well as
intolerance and superstition, and
labored to reduce the power of feudal lords over the
peasantry. Some aristocrats acknowledged the force of
the satires that attacked them, and many lost confidence
in their inborn superiority and traditional rights. (898)
Such political ideologies were common reading for much of America
and Europe alike (Bailyn 144).
Crevecoeur's discourse enters into dialogue with the spirit of
the philosophes and the ideology of independence at numerous
points. In the Sketches

essay, "Liberty of Worship," the narrator

addresses his readers' familiarity with the relationship of
philosophical, political, and religious independence:
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Here not only every community, but every individual
worships God as he thinks it most agreeable to Him. Each
individual is allowed, not by virtue of any laws, but by
the liberal spirit of Government, to differ from and
controvert any of the religious opinions which are here
received. This is an amazing indulgence, which, being
granted to all, does not in the least disturb the society,
but rather serves to unite it even in the most minute of
its subdivisions. This is a problem which a great many
people in Europe could not comprehend, prejudiced as
they are by the ancient manners and customs of the
society in which they live, (my emphasis; 154)
The discourse enters into dialogue with readers well acquainted
with the eighteenth-century philosophical opposition to any
authority that could dictate religious obedience.
The narrator of Letters

12 asserts that he "had never before

these calamitous times formed any such ideas [of uncertainty]"
(204).

Yet narrator James ends the earlier Letters

2 with the idea

that "good substantial independent American farmers" constitute "an
appellation which will be the most fortunate one, a man of my class
can possess, so long as our civil government

continues to shed

blessings on our husbandry" (my emphasis; 43). Such an observation
suggests a degree of foreshadowing-or, at the very least, a
measure of foreboding.

In any event, the irony of the earlier

assertions of optimism resounds heavily in later essays of both
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Sketches

and Letters

vis-a-vis the present calamities incurred by

the Revolution, and the voice of the discourse suggests that "I feel
as if my reason wanted to leave me" (Letters
threatened, and

204).

Reason itself is

in an age that extolled the virtues of reason, such a

threat could invoke through the language system of enlightened
political theory much sympathy from Crevecoeur's readers.
Letters

1 carefully defines the social sensibilities of the

discourse's Enlightenment audience by describing the purported
correspondent, "Mr. F.B."

Todorov explains that in Bakhtin's scheme

of dialogics utterance "is necessarily produced in a particular
context that is always social," but more importantly, "[s]ociability
has a dual origin:

first, the utterance is addressed to someone

(which means that we have at the very least the microsociety
formed by two persons, the speaker and the receiver; second, the
speaker is always already a social being" (43).

In Crevecoeur's

discourse, this social being is given specific characteristics.

From

the text we learn that the narrator's correspondent has studied at
Cambridge, has a keen interest in biology, geology, astronomy, and
literature; he is an aristocrat and a Londoner, and he is both welltravelled and well-connected (Letters

14-15).

In effect, the
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originally-intended audience of this written dialogue is the educated
Enlightenment individual-someone interested in current scientific
discoveries and in reports of exotic new places on the globe.
Spengemann suggests that with the publication of Sarah Kemble
Knight's Journal

(1704) a significant shift occurred in post-1700

writings about America

(45).

In the Introduction to Knight's work,

Theodore Dwight notes that the purpose of publishing this journal
was
not only to please those who have particularly studied
the progressive history of our country, but to address
attention of others to subjects of that description,
unfashionable as they still are; and also to remind the
public that documents . . . may possess real value, if
they contain facts which will be sought for to illustrate
interesting periods of our history, (xiii)
Crevecoeur's discourse continues such a dialogue with his
Enlightenment audience, who had already come to expect writers to
unite elements of a more complex world (Castex and Surer 109).
The audience for Crevecoeur's discourse expected a work that would
respond to the complex ideologies that informed the Enlightenment.
As Bakhtin notes,
[t]he utterance is constructed between two socially
organized persons, and, should there not be present an
actual interlocutor, one is presupposed in the person of a
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normal representative, so to speak, of the social group to
which the speaker belongs. Discourse is oriented toward
the person addressed, oriented toward what that person
is. (qtd. in Todorov; 43)
Thus, as Todorov points out, the "listener is thus either a present
individual or the ideal image of an imaginary audience" (43).
Crevecoeur quite possibly writes to a specific correspondent as a
literary device.

Certainly, the social characteristics attributed to

this correspondent also correspond to an idealized audience of the
age.

The narrator reveals in the discourse that his correspondent's

curiosity is diverse and likely to require dialogized responses to
subjects that may well appear disjointed, discontinuous and
inconsistent with conventional narrative coherence.
To this correspondent, the persona-narrator James pleads
humbly of his own inadequacies in responding to his former guest's
request for more information about life in America.

James states,

"It is true I can describe our American modes of farming, our
manners, and peculiar customs, with some degree of propriety,
because I have ever attentively studied them; but my knowledge
extends no farther" (13).

The introductory chapter includes an

encapsulated narrative in which James' more educated minister
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suggests the structure of the sketches and essays that will follow:
"Suppose the questions he [F.B.] will put to you in his future letters
to be asked by him viva voce, as we used to call it at the college;
then let your answers be conceived and expressed exactly in the
same language as if he was present" (16).

This literary construct

heightens the sense of dialogue in the discourse, and the text's
mention of an epistolary conversation that assumes a correspondent
who speaks "vive voce" equally heightens the discourse as
consciously-conceived utterance.

Crevecoeur has the minister

assure James that James' letters need not be eloquent: "[T]hey will
smell of the woods, and be a little wild" (16).

In fact, James then

recalls that F.B. has told him that the art of writing "is acquired by
habit, by perseverance" (20).

If his style is simple, through

correspondence he may improve. Such humble beginnings provide
considerable latitude for stylistic insufficiency, yet allow the
author to develop the letters into more artistic verbal displays later
on in the correspondence.

The narrative device that provides

Crevecoeur's refracted voice the opportunity to grow in literary
talent as the dialogue continues.
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When that voice declares, "[b]ut why should I trouble you [F.B.]
with such unconnected accounts," he not only draws attention to the
genre but also reminds his idealized audience that it is impossible
to understand the pressure of the crisis without having experienced
it first hand.

Crevecoeur also reasserts his intention to offer his

audience voices that are fragmented historical representations of
those frontier experiences.
Crevecoeur's adoption of such fragmented representation also
enters into dialogue with the equivocating political ideologies of the
times.

Even on the verge of the Revolution, many Americans

hesitated to separate entirely from England, fearing the instability
of a new regime yet remaining unresolved that the mother country
was deliberately conspiring against its colonies.

As Bernard Bailyn

has noted, "this was the issue, for thoughtful and informed people,
on which decisions of loyalty to the government turned" (149).

The

perceived need for independence from England as articulated in such
documents as the Declaration grew as many Americans increasingly
believed that England was mounting an active conspiracy to limit
liberty in America.

At the same time, Americans saw Britain as

increasingly corrupt within, and therefore, as an unstable political
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superior.

Samuel Williams wrote before the Revolution, "To our own

country must we look for the biggest part of that liberty and
freedom that yet remains

. . . among mankind" (qtd. in Bailyn; 138-

39).
Crevecoeur's political affinities belonged to the large class of
agrarian Loyalists who preferred to see America remain a British
colonial possession.

As the crisis of the 1770s intensified, the

growing revolutionary tenor would not tolerate outspoken Loyalist
sentiments.

But even when Crevecoeur feigned neutrality, his more

zealous neighbors found his laissez-faire

attitude objectionable.

He began to suffer increasingly overt acts of hostility.

In a book

detailing the plight of the Loyalists, Norman Gelb records that
the American Revolution was not an uprising of a united
people. Support for the revolutionary cause was
widespread, but most Americans wanted no part of it.
The Revolution was launched, led and promoted by a
minority of visionaries who . . . stampeded the
reluctant majority toward a destiny it viewed with
incomprehension, indifference, suspicion, anxiety, or
disdain. (138)
In 1776 the Continental Congress appointed a Committee to Detect
Conspiracies, and known Tories were the object of scorn and even
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open assault on the streets (Allen and Asselineau 49).

Gelb offers

several examples:
In North Carolina, loyalist Daniel Maxwell, suspicious
about rumblings against him, hid in the woods near where
he lived and watched his rebel neighbors plunder his
house.
In Delaware, loyalist Robert Strafford Byrne was
submerged in water until he was prepared to condemn the
British "ministerial sons of bitches" and promised to
leave the region.
In Charleston, George Walker refused to drink
damnation to the king of England. It was enough reason
for him to be tarred and feathered, paraded through the
town and pelted by onlookers with whatever came at
hand.
Bostonian Edward Stow had his house daubed with
excrement and his skull fractured by a hardwood stick
for refusing to support the rebel cause. (138-39)
When in 1777, the British captured New York, Patriots in Orange
County pressured all able-bodied men to enlist in the militia;
Crevecoeur did not (Allen and Asselineau 50).
Gelb records that "[Ijoyalist farmers who stood their ground
found their livestock mutilated.

They couldn't get their corn ground

or their horses shod. . . . They often were forbidden to venture
farther than one mile from their farms" (139).

Retaliatory acts by

patriots did not target the wealthy alone:
The homes of wealthy loyalists were plundered, and
sometimes also the homes of those who were not
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wealthy. The wife of farmer Norman McLeod, who had
been jailed for fighting for the loyalist cause, fled in
fear after her home had been repeatedly pillaged by local
patriots. (Gelb 139).
When, in July of 1778, Crevecoeur may have tried to flee in wagons
with his family, he came upon the survivors of the Wyoming
Massacre near the eastern branch of the Susquehanna River (Allen
and Asselineau 57). In a passage describing the Wyoming Massacre,
Crevecoeur's refracted narration reveals his sympathy for Britain
when he says, "Soon after . . . began the great contest between the
mother-country and this [the Revolution].

. . . Many, however, there

are who still wished for peace; who still respected the name of
Englishman; and cherished the idea of ancient connection" (Sketches
192-93).

Crevecoeur's account of the massacre to Thomas Jefferson

in 1787 revealed the persecution he felt during the war.
would

Jefferson

write,
I have had a long conversation with M. Crevecoeur . . . .
He was in the neighborhood of the place when it
[Wyoming] was destroyed, saw great numbers of the
refugees, aided them with his wagons, and had the story
from their mouths. . . .
He says there will be a great
deal to alter in [the previously accepted] narration [of
the incident], and that it must assume a different face,
more favourable both to the British and Indians. (Note,
Sketches 192)
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However, his indictments against revolutionary injustices would
find fuller expression in sketches that would never
during his lifetime.

be disclosed

In the unpublished version of the massacre, he

portrays the Revolution as a disease asserting that
It spreads among the lower class like an epidemic of
mind, which reached far and wide . . . . which has
disseminated among them the most horrid poison; which
has torn them with intestine divisions; and has brought
on . . . the total destruction of their noble beginnings.
(192-93)
The "disease" trope was common for the period (Bailyn 230ff.),
persisting even two decades later in Madison's Federalist No. 10, in
which federal government is proposed as a "republican remedy for
the diseases
emphasis).

most incident to republican government" (my
Crevecoeur saw in the Revolution the end of his

agrarian happiness and the beginning of dangerous times for all who
maintained affiliation with the mother country.

Even Crevecoeur's

in-laws, who had owned land in Westchester County for more than a
hundred years, were forced to flee to Nova Scotia because they were
Loyalists (Allen and Asselineau 33).

Thus, the narrator's

"unconnected accounts" responding as social dialogue to "F.B." 's
curiosity about America provide Crevecoeur the opportunity to
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represent in fragmented scenarios, the realities of his own socioideological predicament.

The Discursive Context of Natural Observations
The specialized language of Crevecoeur's discourse often
employs allusions to the natural world, images that attempt to
capture the essence of the American experience.

But Crevecoeur's

use of naturalist observations extends far beyond mere "local color."
Actually, the author through his discourse enters into dialogue with
the eighteenth century's passion for natural observation-a passion
around which a whole discursive language becomes utterance for an
eighteenth-century audience.

Buffon's Histoire naturelle

(1749-

1788) had, as Castex and Surer point out, "annexe les sciences
naturelles au domaine des lettres, en abordant des problemes
capables d'interesser un vaste public et en unissant a sa passion de
la science la passion de I'art" (109).

Many celebrated Enlightenment

authors of the time turned to scientific observation as proof of their
claim for an Age of Reason, as evidenced by the "founding of the
academies of science, and of journals in which new discoveries were
expounded and criticized" (Fellows 12).

This scientific renaissance
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included a plethora of writings that describe nature.

Buffon,

Chateaubriand, Fenelon (a Jesuit missionary), and Bernardin de SaintPierre-all wrote to the eighteenth-century fascination of the
expanding natural world, and of discoveries in the New World in
particular.

In the New World, Franklin's observations include natural

descriptions, as do the writings of John Bertram, to whom
Crevecoeur's Letters

addresses an entire essay.

Allen and Asselineau attest to Crevecoeur's reputation as a
naturalist (41).

And the incorporation of the genre of naturalist

writing into Crevecoeur's dialogism, perhaps more than any other
characteristic, often encourages his comparison to Thoreau
(Levernier 404; Moore "C and Thoreau" 318). Michael T. Gilmore
points out that "Crevecoeur, as an amateur naturalist, deserves a
book all to himself" and notes that "in expanding his Letters

for

French readers (to no good purpose otherwise) he added pages of
natural description and anecdote" (Notes 240).

But Crevecoeur's

discourse conforms to the conventions of eighteenth-century
naturalist observations expressly through such attention to detail
and to the principles of experimental scrutiny, which constitutes its
chief characteristic (Castex and Surer 109).
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Letters

2 provides the discourse with a range of both wild and

domesticated creatures with which Crevecoeur's American
frontiersman-narrator must learn to cohabitate.

He observes

pigeons (which he catches and changes into "tame wild pigeons"
[38]), swallows, kingbirds, hornets, wild hogs, and bees.

At one

point, the narrator reminds his correspondent that "[i]n the middle of
my parlour I have . . .

a curious republic of industrious hornets,"

that "their nest hangs from my ceiling, by the same twig on which it
was so admirably built and contrived in the woods" (41).

In his

effort to blend in with the natural world, the narrator has "left a
hole open in one of the panes of the window," and "[b]y this kind
usage they are become quite harmless" (41).

Rice notes Crevecoeur's

attention to natural description:
[l]l decrit en langage assez simple mais riche en details
precis la vie d'un cultivateur. . . .
II n'est point
insensible aux beautes de la nature: ce sont peut-etre
les abeilles qui s'interessent le plus, il donne des graines
aux cailles sauvages en hiver; il observe toujours avec
curiosite les fourmis, les reptiles, et tous les animaux
dont la region abonde; il est touche par la beaute d'un
paysage enselevi sous la neige. C'est une vision directe
de la nature, decrite sans detour. (Cultivateur
178-79)
As undercurrent to such descriptions, however, is the implicit
understanding of natural observations as utterance.

The
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descriptions inhabit the discourse not merely to entertain and
inform, but to participate in the popular dialogue of the eighteenth
century with its natural world.
Letters 10 begins with the narrator's dismay that his
correspondent "insist[s] that I say something about our snakes"
(179).

But even as the narrator complains of the choice of topic, he

nevertheless reminds the audience of the dialogue in progress, of an
utterance that includes the dialogical elements of eighteenthcentury nature writing.

In compliance with the wishes of his real or

idealized correspondent, the narrator then describes what he calls
"two singularities" (179):

the first, a folklore account which he

attributes to an "eye-witness," and the second a first-person
observation.

The former concerns the embedded teeth of a

copperhead in the heel of a boot that causes the death of two
uninformed wearers, an account often reported in the annals of
folklore (Gilmore Notes 240).

The latter account is prefaced by the

"irascible" and vicious hummingbird passage, discussed above, of
Letters

10.

But the naturalist observation which follows is even

more insidious.

The narrator observes near his home two snakes

that, "in the fury of their first encounter,

. . . appeared in an
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instant firmly twisted together; and whilst their tails beat the
ground, they mutually tried with open jaws to lacerate each other"
(184).

He records that "[t]he scene was uncommon and beautiful; for

thus opposed they fought with their jaws, biting each other with the
utmost rage" (185).

In spite of Crevecoeur's reputation for

naturalist observations, the "combat" he portrays could well
describe the mating ritual of snakes (Gennaro).

The discourse offers

observations that interpret nature as increasingly

hostile-a

dialogism that suggests Crevecoeur's own voice as a competing
internal monologue within the discourse.
By Letters

12, when Crevecoeur's narrator-frontiersman faces

the uncertainties of the Revolution, he draws upon natural
observations-upon the specialized language of nature writing-to
make a different point, to take the discourse beyond the
connotations of that discursive context and into a significance
special to the utterance at hand:
The Fox flies or deceives the hounds that pursue him; the
bear, when overtaken, boldly resists and attacks them;
the hen, the very timid hen, fights for the preservation of
her chickens, nor does she decline to attack, and to meet
on the wing even the swift kite. Shall man, then,
provided both with instinct and reason, see his
subsistence consumed, and his progeny either ravished
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from him or murdered? Shall fictitious reason
extinguish the unerring impulse of instinct? (213)
The specialized language of natural observations provides the
narrator with a voice of first-hand experience and first-hand
authority as an interpreter of the signs of nature.

Hummingbirds,

snakes, hornets-all have served to express qualities of the natural
world that have "naturalised [sic]" its human-its new race ofinhabitants.

When, in the above passage of Letters 12, the narrator

offers fox, bear, hen, chicken, and kite, he summons the cumulative
signifiers of American experience-signifiers that mark in the
discourse the boundaries of naturalization in the New World.

Since

man has both naturalized "instinct" as well as civilized "reason" to
monitor his decisions, he must determine, "[s]hall fictitious reason
extinguish the unerring impulse of instinct?" (213)-that is,
whether the American, the new man, should not rather take the
counsel of nature's ways in preference to unreasonable ("fictious
reason") action.

Crevecoeur uses the discursive context of nature

writing, thus, as one means to encode his discourse with the
passwords of eighteenth-century utterance.
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Through the intertwining of travelogue and natural discursive
contexts, Crevecoeur provides James with the necessary background
to offer his backwoods wisdom through similes of nature:
As long as we keep ourselves busy in tilling the earth,
there is no fear in any of us becoming wild; it is the
chase and the food it procures, that have this strange
effect. Excuse a simile-those hogs which range in the
woods, and to whom grain is given once a week, preserve
their former degree of tameness; but if, on the contrary,
they are reduced to live on ground nuts, and on what they
can get, they soon become wild and fierce. (Letters 227)
The audience has already encountered the narrator's familiarity with
wild hogs: In Letters 10, he remarks having found a den of snakes
"by following the track of some wild hogs which had fed on them"
(180).

But the specialized language of nature writing allows the

author to encode his own double-voiced interpretation of the
relationship that nature holds with those who live close to her.

If

Crevecoeur's narrator increasingly offers a world filled with the
evidence of nature's dangers and hostile denizens, then the
specialized language of the discourse no longer offers the narrator
that same promise of rejuvenation and fulfillment that earlier
punctuates the discourse.

In effect, the discursive context of nature
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writing becomes dominated by the political ideologies that have
taken over the discourse.

As a result, the narrator of Letters 12

offers a guarded prognosis about the fate of his children:

their new

asylum may make them "wild and fierce"-a significant departure
from the previous environment in which he and his family could live
in harmony with hornets whose nest was attached to the ceiling of
their living room.

The specialized language of natural observation

pretends a continuous, consistent format, but in its place are
descriptive passages about nature that feign similarity to earlier
passages but in actuality replace that former language with
discursive metaphors that sound more tenuous and foreboding.

The Discursive Context of the Jesuits
Earlier in the chapter I discussed in what ways Crevecoeur's
Jesuit education would doubtless have affected his use of literary
conventions.

But that significant period of education in his youth

shapes even more profoundly the nature of his individual utteranceand in particular, the nature of the competing internal dialogism
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that struggles from time to time to dominate the discourse.

The

discursive context of his Jesuit pedagogy, however, surfaces in the
discourse in other ways as well.
Letters,

Repeatedly in Sketches and

the narrator paints scenes of the events occurring all about

him in the New World, and he often uses figurations within the
discourse that suggest how appropriate artistic rendering would be
to the scene.

Sometimes his scene-painting remains in the form of

carefully articulated, sensory detail:
[L]et him [who would judge us] come and reside with us
one single month, let him pass with us through all the
successive hours of necessary toil, terror and affright,
let him watch with us, his musket in his hand, through
tedious, sleepless nights, his imagination furrowed by
the keen chisel of every passion; let his wife and his
children become exposed to the most dreadful hazards of
death; let the existence of his property depend on a
single spark, blown by the breath of his enemy; let him
tremble with us in our fields, shuddering at the rustling
of every leaf; let his heart, at the seat of the most
affecting passions, be powerfully wrung by hearing the
melancholy end of his relations and friends; let him trace
on the map the progress of his desolations; let his
alarmed imagination predict to him the night, the
dreadful night when it may be his turn to perish, as so
many have perished before. (Letters 210)
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This passage comes as the culmination of a panoply of recreated
images designed to evoke from the audience of the discourse not a
reasonable but rather an instinctive response-a technique into
which Crevecoeur had been immersed during his early education
among the Jesuits.

According to Pere Charmot, the Jesuits used

evocative imagery to draw converts.

As a methodology, "les

Jesuites multipliaient dans leurs eglises tableaux et statues, moins
par I'amour de I'art que par I'amour de la verite" (225). The same
principle pervades their use of the senses in the education at Jesuit
colleges:
Dans un autre domaine, celui de I'apostolat missionaire,
on constate la meme tendance a penetrer I'esprit, jusqu'a
I'ame des infideles, par le sens. Les discours empruntes
aux modeles antiques, les abstractions et les
raisonnements tires de I'arsenal scolastique sont laisses
de cote; mais d'abord et partout et toujours on expose
les images qui attirent la foule et qui captivent les
regards. Tableaux de toutes sortes, . . . on ne cesse de
montrer quelque spectacle nouveau pour exciter la
curiosite, fixer I'attention, frapper les esprits, emouvoir
les coeurs, entrainer les volontes. (226)
Charmot notes that "[l]es Jesuites missionaires sont des hommes
d'imagination" (226).

As a result, "[l]a plupart ont une extraordinaire
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fecondite d'invention.

II en est dont la vie est un roman d'aventures

qui n'est cependent pas I'effet du hazard, mais plutot des
audacieuses fantaisies du zele" (226).

Crevecoeur uses his scene-

painting just as his Jesuit training would suggest:

to "show some

spectacle" that could "capture the attention, assault the spirits,
move the hearts, entrap the wills" of his intended audience (my
translation).
Crevecoeur makes repeated allusions to his convictionfostered by his Jesuit education-that the artist's renderings are
always the most dramatic, the most effective.

A few examples will

suffice to communicate the importance of the metaphor to
Crevecoeur's specialized use of this discrete discursive context.
The last piece in Sketches
entitled "Landscapes."

is a series of dramatic scenes

By way of introduction, Crevecoeur writes

I leave to artists the harmony of shades and brilliance of
perspective arrangements. 'Tis not the pompous, the
captious, the popular, the ostensible, the brilliant part of
these American affairs I want to portray; this is the
provence of the historiographer, biographer, etc. My
simple wish is to show you the vulgar thread of that
canvas, once so rude and neglected, the work of low and
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ignorant artists, but now transmuted into a wide
extended surface on which new and deceiving
perspectives are represented. 'Tis now surrounded with
a superb frame; 'tis now covered with tinsel colours
hiding the coarse ligaments and texture beneath. (250)
The extended metaphor-and its origins in the discursive context of
Jesuit ideology-almost overcomes the original subject matter as
the author opens the door to his analogy.
In another passage from Sketches,
horrible scene of the Wyoming Massacre.

Crevecoeur describes the
But he prefaces his

description with the remark,
What a scene an eminent painter might have copied from
that striking exhibition, if it had been a place where a
painter could have calmly sat with his palette in his
hands! How easily he might have gathered the strongest
expressions of sorrow, consternation, despondency, and
despair, by taking from each countenance some strong
feature of affright, of terror, and dismay, as it appeared
delineated on each face. (200)
To be sure, the scene that follows these prefatory remarks does
show a careful attention to detail that suggests an artistic eye, as
when he describes
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a poor starved horse as weak and emaciated as
themselves [the survivors]. . . The poor beast was loaded
with a scanty feather-bed serving as a saddle. . . . On it
sat a wretched mother with a child at her breast, another
on her lap, and two more placed behind her, all broiling in
the sun. (205-6)
Crevecoeur's artistic eye operates as his Jesuit training would have
him do:

He details a tableau "less for the love of art than for the

love of truth" (my translation; Charmot 225).

Yet it is a verbal

rendition to "reveal some new spectacle that excites curiosity, that
holds the attention, that assaults the spirit, moves the heart, and
entraps the will" (my translation; Charmot 226).
Actually, Crevecoeur was an artist; Allen and Asselineau state
that he "had natural talents for sketching, painting, and descriptive
prose" (xvii).

His Jesuit training would have trained him to survey

land and draw maps, skills that later served him as military
cartographer.

But the value he attaches to "painting" as opposed to

mere sketching or drawing suggests a deeper desire to offer his
scenes as implied commentary that will, by and of themselves,
connotatively impart the desired effect.
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Other passwords in the discourse derive from Crevecoeur's
Jesuit training-passwords that may well have baffled even some of
the interlocutors of his utterance.

In Letters

12, Crevecoeur allows

his narrator to indulge in a somber retrospect that equivocates
soundly with earlier letters:

"Why has the master of the world

permitted so much indiscriminate evil throughout every part of this
poor planet?" (214)

Certainly, the question seems hardly surprising,

given the evils that befell many during the Revolution.

However, the

assertive pessimism marks a profound tension within the discourse.
Allen and Asselineau note that "Crevecoeur's faith in the
fundamental goodness of man may well have been inculcated in him
by his Jesuit masters, while he was still in his teens, rather than
derived at a later date from Rousseau or some other philosophe " (9).
The tension in the discourse manifests as the narrator wrestles not
only with the explicit optimism so evident in the earlier discourse,
but also with the implicit Jesuit teachings that serve as the alien
words of a discursive context against which the author seeks to
articulate his own internal dialogism.
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Charmot stresses that "[l]l faut avoir vecu au milieu de
I'enthouslasme de certains groupements de jeunesse pour se faire
une idee de I'exaltation des forces, du travail, du caractere, du gout
pour la recherche et de I'esprit d'invention qui resultaient de cette
methode" (228).

The relationship between the Jesuit teachers and

their students inspired optimism about the life and the capabilities
of the students (67-68):

"[Q]uand elle aurait ete impuissante, la

jeunesse ne cesserait pas d'etre admirable par ses dons" (68).

Yet

the experiences of the Revolutionary War weakened this perspective.
In "The Man of Sorrows," Crevecoeur's narrator observes.
But why should I wonder at this political phenomenon?
Men are the same in all ages and in all countries. A few
prejudices and customs excepted, the same passions lurk
in our hearts at all times. When from whatever motives,
the laws are no longer respected; when the mechanism of
subordination ceases, and all bonds are loosened, the
same effects will follow. (Sketches 179)
In an even darker vein, the narrator continues this dialogue with the
ideology of his Jesuit training:
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What then is life, I ask myself, is it a gracious gift? No,
it is too bitter; a gift means something valuable
conferred, but life appears to be a mere accident, and of
the worst kind: we are born to be victims of diseases
and passions, of mischances and earth: better not to be
than to be miserable.-Thus impiously I roam, I fly from
one erratic thought to another, and my mind, irritated by
these acrimonious reflections, is ready sometimes to
lead me to dangerous extremes of violence. (Letters
214)
"Impious" is a significant password in this passage, as his bitter
questions concerning the goodness of life and of humanity contradict
the very essence of his Jesuit education.
musings have in the discourse a precedent.

However, such bitter
Letters 9 first

announces this theme, before describing the "living spectre" of the
caged negro (177):

"We certainly are not that class of beings which

we vainly think ourselves to be; man an animal of prey, seems to
have rapine and the love of bloodshed implanted in his heart; nay to
hold it the most honourable occupation in society" (172).
recurs in the darker passages of Sketches,
American Belisarius" and in "Landscapes."

The theme

particularly in "The
In "The American

Belisaurius" the narrator at one point offers this impassioned
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apostrophe when faced with the injustices suffered by many during
the Revolution:
Gracious God, why permit so many virtues to be blasted
in their greatest refulgency? Why permit the radiance of
so many heavenly attributes to be eclipsed by men who
impiously affix to their new, fictitious zeal the sacred
name of liberty on purpose to blind the unwary, whilst,
ignorant of Thee, they worship no deity but self-interest,
and to that idol sacrilegiously sacrifice so many
virtues? (Sketches
237-38)
The discourse poses a question of theological puzzlement-one that
pertains equally to the refracted narrator's Quakerism (treated in
more detail in Chapter IV) as well as the author's Jesuit training,
and one that forces the author to reshape a discourse subverted by
revolution into an utterance that must reckon with the social
context of "the rage of party and the madness of the times"
(Sketches

236).

Again, in "Landscapes," the author muses that
[f]rom restlessness, from diffidence, from that jealous
state in which free men always live, to pass in the
course of four years to the implicitness of belief, to
passive obedience, is indeed a melancholy proof that
slavery is often extended and cherished by kings, the
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people, in the hour of infatuation, will sometimes
become the artificers of their own misfortunes.
(Sketches 253)
Political realities thrust themselves upon the discourse, causing the
author to respond to his interlocutors with a pessimism that, yes,
equivocates with earlier sketches, but that nevertheless accurately
reflects the equivocating responses inherent to the times.

In this

case, Crevecoeur's discourse struggles not only with the uncertain
political trauma of the Revolution but also with an internal
dialogism that chronicles a failing optimism which can find no
solace in the discursive context of Jesuit idealism.

The Discursive Context of Travelogues
The epistolary novel is not the only literary framing genre
Crevecoeur incorporates into the fabric of his discourse:
heavily in the currency of travel narrative as well.
Travelers and Travel Liars, 1660-1800,

He trades

Percy Adams, in

states that "[v]oyage

literature was indeed popular between 1660 and 1800" (223).

Its

impact reached not only the learned but the average reader of the
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period also. In the Adventurous Muse,

William Spengemann, who

notes that Europe's travel writing dates back to the Middle Ages,
asserts that through travel writing authors developed a tradition
that questioned the "ideological implications of an expanding
world"-in particular, the genre considered the impact of describing
and authenticating the "unavoidable facts of [human] life beyond the
Ocean Sea" (28, 27).

Adams explains that "the eighteenth century

sent out thousands of travelers on whom it depended heavily for
information as well as for pleasure.

In fact, in the history of ideas

no period seems to have felt so much the influence of these
unofficial reporters" (6).

And by the time of the eighteenth century,

much travel writing "generally offered to inform English audiences
about America" (Spengemann 38).

In fact, much of the earlier

writing about America-including such prominent examples as
William Bradford, William Bird, Robert Beverley, and Sarah Kemble
Knight-provides a continuous chronicle of American travel writing.
Notable accounts already available to many of Crevecoeur's audience
included John Josselyn's Two Voyages to New England, Jonathan
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Carver's Travels Through the Interior Parts of North America,
William Bartram's Travels,
New York

Gabriel Thomas's A Brief Description of

(Spengemann records that this account was written to

attract English immigrants [38]), and Timothy Dwight's Travels in
New England and New York.
John McVeagh, who edits numerous accounts of travel in All
Before Them:

1660-1780,

writes that "[m]en and women of the

Enlightenment period were deeply interested

in the make-up of the

globe with its tides and climates, its plants and mineral life.

They

were even more interested in . . . the multitude of peoples and
races who were brought to light as the blank spaces on the map were
filled in" (9).

And Charles Batten's Pleasurable Instruction:

and Convention in Eighteenth-Century

Travel Literature

Form

offers a

particularly useful nuance of the dialogue between travel writers
and their audience:

In describing

the eighteenth-century

"fascination with the genre, " (31) he writes:
[Ajuthors could accomplish certain objectives in one kind
of literature which they scarcely could achieve in
another. . . . Thus, the reader's understanding of each
literary work depends upon his intuitions not only of the
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unique intentions of its author but also of the traditional
objectives of the literary form in which the author
wrote. (31)
According to Batten, the travel genre in the eighteenth century was
cross-generic-that is, it tended to incorporate the genres of the
novel, the biography, narratives of descriptive geography, and
autobiography (31-32).

Crevecoeur would have found ready examples

of the cross-generic identification of travel writing to coeval
literary forms in such popular titles as Defoe's Tour Thro' the Whole
Island of Great Britain, Smollett's Travels Through France and Italy,
and Fielding's

The Journal of a Voyage to Lisbon -all literary works

that tended to blur the distinction between travel and literary
discourse.
Actually, Crevecoeur's literary embellishments entered into
dialogue with the contemporaneous use of literary fabrications in
travelogues "since a great many eighteenth-century wanderers took
advantage of their opportunity and stretched or sliced or varnished
the truth.

In fact, for even the most conscientiously correct of

them, a certain amount of editorializing was deemed desirable"

1 14
(Adams 9).

Adams cites the preface to Henry Fielding's Journal of a

Voyage to Lisbon

in which the eighteenth-century author suggests

that "'some few embellishments must be allowed to every historian'
and [that] 'it is sufficient that every fact should have its
foundations in truth'" (9).

Spengemann notes that beginning with the

seventeenth century, travel writing "began to realize its potential
for imaginative expression" (49).

But, as Batten observes, "[bjecause

of such impostures, travel accounts, especially those describing far
away places, frequently inspired an unmerited distrust among
eighteenth-century readers" (57).

The narrative techniques common

in eighteenth-century travel books "easily cause[d] problems when it
blurred distinctions between fiction and non-fiction" (Batten 56).

In

an analysis of contemporaneous critical reviews of such books.
Batten records that Chevalier Dupont's The Voyages and Adventures
of the Chevalier Dupont,

published in French in 1769 and in English

in 1772, perplexed reviewers about what was authentic and what
was fabricated (56).

Another anonymous work. Letters to an Officer,

Stationed at an Interior Post in North America

(1773), was reported
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in Critical Review

as "embellished as to wear the appearance of

Novels" (qtd. in Batten; 56).

Such common fabrication caused Daniel

Beechman to lament in his A Voyage to and From the Island of Borneo
(1718), "It is a common Saying, and indeed proves generally true.
That Old Men and Travellers do give themselves great Liberty in
relating fictitious and improbable Stories" (A5r).
Such an attitude of literary license goes far to explain why
Crevecoeur would so easily blend fact and fiction in his letters.
Even Crevecoeur's use of the persona, James, falls within the
specialized language of the travel genre:
One of the best ways to demonstrate the influence of the
prejudices of eighteenth-century travelers is to inspect
their widespread use of a literary device that we can
call the Adario motif, after Lahontan's Huron who carried
on such a versatile argument in that traveler's Dialogues
between the Author and a Discerning Savage Who Has
Done Some Traveling (1703-1705) . (Adams Travel Liars
199)
Adams notes that "the employment of a native philosopher had
become a common-place in literature" (199).

In particular,

the distinctive form of the Adario motif was that which
involved the native polemicist instructing the visitor
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from sophisticated Europe, and it was that motif that
philosophers and novelists adapted to their use . . . . Such
a widespread use of a device popularized by travelers is
convincing evidence not only that they often had to be
read with caution but that the eighteenth century often
was aware that they were prone to supplement truth
with fiction. (201)
Crevecoeur's use of James assumes that readers are familiar with
the Adario motif.

The dialogue with his readers presses the motif

into service in Letters

1, where James writes, "I am neither a

philosopher, politician, divine, nor naturalist, but a simple farmer"
(25); he states he is but "a cultivator of the earth" and "a simple
citizen" (26).

Crevecoeur incorporates the Adario device, knowing

that readers of travel narratives would recognize James' assertions
as that species of the wise-yet-unassuming savage so popular in the
genre.
Establishing the narrator as a backwoods, native-born
American Farmer, Crevecoeur also enters into dialogue with his
European readers' fascination with Rousseau's domesticized
primitivism.

Rousseau writes in

I'inegalite parmi les hommes

Discours sur I'origine de

(1753) that "rien n'est si timide que
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I'homme dans I'etat de nature" (1.230). And the French author
enjoins his readers

("I'homme collective"), "peut-etre voudrais-tu

pouvoir retrograder . . .

[a] I'etat nature! de I'homme" (1.227). By

establishing a civilized American farmer in a natural setting,
Crevecoeur offers his readers the very embodiment of Rousseau's
popular theory.
In using the Adario device, Crevecoeur adds yet another layer
to the double-voiced texture of his dialogized discourse.

The early

essays record idyllic visions of pastoral America, responding to the
Rousseauvean discursive context even as these accounts take the
form of narrative and descriptive travel writing.

Through the

persona of Farmer James, Crevecoeur extols the virtues of America,
claiming as utterance his European audience's assumptions
concerning the inherent virtues of life in the New World.
Discours sur . . . I'inegalite

Rousseau's

concludes that "[i]l suit de cet expose

de I'inegalite, etant presque nulle dans I'etat de nature, tire sa force
et son accroisement du developpement de nos facultes et des progres
de I'esprit humain, et devient enfin stable et legitime par
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I'etablissement de la propriete et des lois" (1.318)

But in Letters,

Crevecoeur's narrator responds to Rousseau's interpretation,
offering in his vision of America the expected Rousseauvean
solution:

"There is no wonder that this country has so many charms,

and presents to Europeans so many temptations to remain in it. . . .
We know, properly speaking, no strangers; this is every person's
country" (62).

Through James, Crevecoeur proclaims that in America

"individuals of all nations are melted into a new race of men" (49).
The European "is naturalized" (65); he undergoes a "great
metamorphosis" (65) and becomes "the American, this new man"

(49).
But Crevecoeur's discourse does more than describe to his
travel-hungry readers a new world with a viable process of political
naturalization.

In effect, it describes an alteration-a

naturalization-that the author has assumed in his own life.

But

this naturalization needed careful articulation to imbue the alien
discursive context with Crevecoeur's own experience as he enters
successfully into dialogue with his readers.

For Crevecoeur, the
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discursive context of travel literature-laced with

the French

primitivism of Rousseau-becomes individualized, overlaying
utterance with a personal vocabulary that directs how the dialogue
should be read.
Crevecoeur served in the French Canadian Army from 1756-57.
He then left military service to wander for thirteen years before he
married and, subsequently, bought a farm in New York.

By that time,

he had changed his name to Hector St. John and now assumed the
identity and role of an American gentleman farmer.

Spengemann

asserts that one of the emerging fictional poetics to shape the
nature of travel writing in America was "a poetics of adventure,
invented by the American travel-writers to portray the
metamorphosing world that appears to someone who stands on its
moving frontier" (3).
into a "new man."

Crevecoeur did, indeed, become metamorphosed
And when Crevecoeur's refracted narration

announces that "individuals are melted into a new race of men," his
discourse invokes not only a metaphor for the social doctrines of the
time, nor even merely an interesting account of the New World for
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travel readers, but rather a personal transformation through which
he has created for himself a new identity as well.

The utterance is,

thus, a dialogue responding to both the curiosity and the
preconceptions of Europeans about the New World; it is equally a
dialogue of private significance directed toward his own newlyformed identity.

Such a private dialogue

Bakhtin terms an "internal

dialogism"-one that struggles for expression in the face of the
eighteenth-century tendency of readers to invalidate
autobiographical content in travel accounts ("Discourse" 326).
This optimistic, Rousseauvean dialogizing continues as the
essays constituting Letters progress to other matters.

The

observations that Crevecoeur's narrator offers in these early
accounts enters into dialogue with the mythologizing that Europeans
made of America. In The American Adam, R.W.B. Lewis describes the
myth which Crevecoeur addressed:
[T]he American myth saw life and history as just
beginning. It described the world as starting up again
under fresh initiative, in a divinely granted second
chance for the human race, after the first chance had
been so disastrously fumbled in the darkening of the Old
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World. It introduced a new kind of hero, the heroic
embodiment of a new set of ideal human attributes. . . .
The new habits to be engendered on the new American
scene were suggested by the image of radically new
personality, the hero of the new adventure: an individual
emancipated from history, happily bereft of ancestry,
untouched and undefiled by the usual inheritances of
family and race; an individual standing alone, selfreliant and self-propelling, ready to confront whatever
awaited him with the aid of his own unique and inherent
resources. (5)
In Letters 3, Crevecoeur's narrator offers just such a vision to
express the metaphor of his readers' expectations and of his own
"metamorphosis":
Everything has tended to regenerate them [the
immigrants]; new laws, a new mode of living, a new
social system; here they become men: in Europe they
were so many useless plants, wanting vegetative mould,
and refreshing showers; they withered and were mowed
down by want, hunger, and war; but now by the power of
transplantation, like all other plants they have taken
root and flourished. (48)
Yet the realities of the American Revolution would ravage the ideals
perceived in this magical garden of transplantation.

By Letters 9,

the internal dialogism struggles with Crevecoeur's readers'
expectations for the dialogue, and the author, through a much more
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somber James, admits that "if we view attentively this globe, will
it not appear rather a place of punishment, than of delight?" (173)
In one of the final essays found in Sketches,

Crevecoeur's discourse

recasts a grimmer version of this same plant metaphor, observing,
"The graft, by the virulence of these times, is made to poison the
parent stock; the vine is made to corrode the tutelar elm which has
so long supported its entwined limbs and branches" (246).

The

internal dialogism shifts the language and intent of the eighteenthcentury conventions of travelogue, and the author feels these
linguistic restrictions when he must, as Bakhtin would characterize
it,

"speak indirectly, conditionally, in a refracted way" (Bakhtin

326).
In Letters

10,

the tension of this intrusive internal dialogue

continues as James describes other denizens of that deteriorating
vision of the American garden.

In a setting where once the narrator

cohabitated in harmony with wasps, for example, he now suspects
even the unassuming hummingbird:

"[S]ometimes, from what motive

I know not, it will tear and lacerate flowers into a hundred pieces: .
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. . Where do passions find room in so diminutive a body? They often
fight with the fury of lions, until one of the combatants falls a
sacrifice and dies" (184).

Into seemingly objective descriptions of

the natural environment of America, the author now interjects a new
element of the dialogism:

a vision of unfathomable violence.

The

struggle of Crevecoeur's discourse-and in particular, its
confrontation with violence-in its dialogue with the American
Myth, conforms to Richard Slotkin's analysis in Regeneration Through
Violence

of the "myth-artifact," "the actual tale or some image or

object connected with the myth-narrative" (8).
that "[m]yth-making . . .
social activity.

Slotkin suggests

is simultaneously a psychological and a

The myth is articulated by individual artists and has

its effect on each individual participant, but its function is to
reconcile and unite these individualities to a collective identity" (8).
The identity established in Crevecoeur's discourse with the context
of Rousseauvean primitivism struggles to reconcile the European
myth of America to the realities of New World.

The result is an

internal dialogism that appears in the discourse-in the myth-
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artifact-as equivocation.

But this equivocation results equally

from the cross-generic struggle of a doubled-voiced narrative in
which an internal monologue struggles to authenticate itself within
the discursive context of travelogue.
The eighteenth-century Critical Review

defined the province

of travel writers "to describe the various objects that successively
present themselves to his view, to communicate anecdotes of the
company he is introduced into, and to relate incidental occurrences
that offer themselves to his notice" (Batten 39).

Batten

differentiates two common descriptive techniques in eighteenthcentury travel literature:

observation and reflection:

"[O]bservations teach facts; reflections, the significance that should
be derived from the facts" (82).

Popular examples of the day

include Oliver Goldsmith's The Traveller; or, a Prospect of Society,
published in 1764, which balances observations with reflections,
and James Thomson's four-part poem. The Seasons,

published from

1726 to 1730, which also blends fact with poetic reflection
throughout the work.

Crevecoeur's discourse also uses this
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convention in a number of the letters and sketches that record
accounts of the narrator's journeys in America.

The Sketches

essays "Ant-Hill Town" and "On the Susquehanna," and Letters 4
through 9 and 11 all use observations that enter into dialogue with
the eighteenth-century expectations of travel descriptions.
Interspersed with these accounts are the narrator's own reflections
about what he encounters.

For example, before he settled with his

wife in New York, Crevecoeur's travels on the frontier gave him
ample opportunity to experience the various modes of transportation
in the wilderness.

In the sketch, "On the Susquehanna," he relates

that the
first adventurers sat themselves down on the first and
most convenient spots they could find, fatigued by so
long a journey. . . . Immense were the difficulties
which these people had to encounter: roads to explore
for the passage of their waggons [sic], temporary bridges
to erect, women and children to transport, provisions to
carry, cattle, sheep, horses to lead through an immense
tract of wilderness. (Stone 356)
The narrator explains that "[i]n my first excursion thither, I
followed exactly the same path which these people had made" (Stone
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357). When he reaches the Susquehanna River, he informs his
correspondent that "Spring and Fall that river is navigable for boats
of 12 tons, managed with 7 hands, 6 with poles and 1 at the helm"
(Stone 367).

When the journey takes him to a village on the

Susquehanna, the narrator remarks that
I was highly entertained at everything I saw. Their
modes of living and behaving towards one another when
they had no government greatly surprised me, but I
cannot possibly describe to you that variety of means,
that medley of chances and accidents by which every one
tried to lay the foundation of his future fortune. (Stone
367)
But his observations of the village, of its lifestyle, and of specific
statistical accounts of its mills and industry-all soon give way to
reflection:
May revolutions never destroy so noble, so useful a
prerogative. The equal partition of the lands, the
ignorance of which we happily are of that accursed
feudal system which ruins everything in Europe promises
us a new set of prejudices and manners which I hope will
establish here a degree of happiness to the human race
far superior to what is enjoyed by any civilised nation on
the globe. (Stone 368)
Certainly this reflection, at the same time that it utilizes an
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acceptable travel-writing convention, also enters into dialogue with
Rousseau's pronouncements on the ideal social state.

In L'Origine

Sur . . . I'inegalite, Rousseau asserts the need "d'expliquer par
quel enchainement de prodiges le fort peut se resourdre a servir le
faible, et le peuple a acheter un repos en idee au prix d'une felicite
reelle" (1.224).
Crevecoeur's explicit accounts of travel record crossing
forests and swamps by foot, plains and forests by horse, navigable
rivers by boat and raft.

In fact, Crevecoeur conveys a personal

familiarity with the common frontier modes of transportation.

Yet

the descriptions in the discourse also suggest much that is in
keeping with the eighteenth-century discursive context which
Spengemann, as I have noted, calls the poetics of adventure.

Allen

and Asselineau suggest that Crevecoeur's trip to Pennsylvania In
July of 1778, during which he saw and recorded the Wyoming
Massacre, was a desperate attempt to relocate his family:
he happen to be In Wyoming at this time?

Certainly not to help his

family flee from Orange County to New York City.

«w»v

"How did

Since he had
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Seneca Indian friends only a few miles away, he could have been
trying to arrange a retreat for his family with them" (57).

Batten

reports that another eighteenth-century journal. Monthly Review ,
"points out [that] a published travel account that adheres 'too closely
to the form of a journal, or diary' tempts censure as being too
autobiographical" (40).

However, the narration nevertheless

refracts Crevecoeur's actual experience.

And again, the discourse

finds an internal dialogism competing with, or perhaps surfacing
within, the language system inherent to travelogue.
Allen and Asselineau gloss Crevecoeur's extensive travels in
the American wilderness and among various Indian tribes.

He was,

in 1766, adopted into the Oneida tribe in Vermont (Allen and
Asselineau 27).

After Crevecoeur had left the Canadian Army, he

most likely used his surveying skills as a means to travel in the
interior:
This was a period when land owners were concerned
about their titles because the original patents had only
vaguely described the boundaries, which had never been
established by compass and measuring chain. A good
surveyor could find plenty of work, and Crevecoeur, who

•^
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had won distinction for his military maps, was doubtless
a good surveyor. (Allen and Asselineau 27)
Such cartographic experience brought him in close proximity to the
original inhabitants of the land, and Crevecoeur's narrator gives the
reader several glimpses of a familiarity both with different tribes
and with the various customs of these tribes.

McVeagh notes that

travel writing about America included many accounts of North
American Indians-often in the "larger context of the primitive
innocent or noble savage"-which we have already identified as a
dialogue with Rousseauvean primitivism (40).

Crevecoeur's

discourse enters into dialogue with the travel-writing
preoccupation with native Americans in several passages in the
Letters

and the Sketches.

For example. Letters

3 includes a

passage in the subsection entitled "Andrew the Hebridean" in which
the narrator shares his amusement at the Hebridean's reactions
toward Indians. When nine occupy a house Andrew had been watching
for a friend, Mr. P. R., Andrew flees to the nearby meeting hall where
Mr. P. R. presumably is attending a religious gathering. When Andrew
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reports that Indians have occupied the house and helped themselves
to the food, Mr. P.R. replies,
"[M]y house is as safe with these people as if I was there
myself; as for the victuals, honest Andrew; they are not
people of much ceremony; they help themselves thus
whenever they are among their friends; I do so too in
their wigwams, whenever I go to their village." (85)
When Andrew returns with his friend, "the Indians renewed their
laugh and shook hands with honest Andrew, whom they made to
smoke out of their pipes; and thus peace was made and ratified
according to the Indian custom, by the calumet" (85). The passage
provides the perspective of a long-time frontiersman as he observes
the European newcomer's reaction to a strange race and stranger
customs.

The whether the anecdote is a refracted version of one of

Crevecoeur's own early frontier experiences or the account another,
we can only speculate.

But the passage reveals both a familiarity

with Indians and a glimpse of the clash of dissimilar societies
trying to cohabit in a new world and offers an appropriate
application of the specialized language of travelogue to help frame
the discourse.
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Another representative glimpse of Indian society occurs in the
Sketches essay, "On the Susquehanna." The narrator shares the
experience of hearing one night the howling of "about 20 wolfs [sic]
which I thought but at a little distance" (Stone 370).

To warn off

the beasts, which, he tells us, normally avoid places that smell of
man, the campers resort to the Indian custom of hanging their
moccasins on bushes separating them from the wolves, observing,
"this is the only charm that the Indians make use of to repel! their
attacks" (Stone 370-71).

Later in the same account, he describes

visiting a village of Senecas, where "I spent a week conversing with
the oldest and wisest people of the village, lodging sometimes with
one and sometimes with the other.

I was greatly edified at the

knowledge and sagacity they displayed . . . ." (Stone 378).
Crevecoeur's own experiences on the frontier with Indian
communities provide the knowledge which his purportedly nativeborn narrator uses both as observation and reflection in the dialogue
with his European readers.

But even as observation and reflection,

the discourse succeeds most convincingly through Crevecoeur's
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active adoption of a language system that belongs as utterance to a
generic framing voice of the times.
*

*

*

The discursive contexts of the various ideologies at work in
Crevecoeur's Sketches and Letters-the

epistolary novel, the

travelogues, the captivity narratives, the political rhetoric, the
accounts of nature and Jesuit idealism-all constitute distinctive
alien conceptual horizons that define the discursive territory
against which Crevecoeur attempts to communicate his own
American experience.

A Bakhtin reading of his American writings

takes into account these contextual, discursive strata in order to
understand the nature and intent of his discourse.

Perhaps the most

significant points of interlocution occur, however, in those passages
during which the internal dialogism of the author struggles against
the apperceptive background of his anticipated eighteenth-century
readers.

When Crevecoeur constructs his own utterance on alien

territory, he also struggles to assert a conceptual horizon that is ongoing, that is a part of historical becoming.

That his discourse
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demonstrates apparent equivocations is less germane to a Bahktin
reading than that his discourse chronicles the discursive struggle of
coeval ideologies for a dominant vision of America.

Even more, the

competing discursive contexts of his discourse reveal the
fragmented historical representations of the Weltanschauung

that

environed both the author and his social horizons.
In the following chapter, I am less concerned with the
monologues informing Crevecoeur's whole lifetime than with those
voices that dictated the revised verbal formulations constituting
Lettres d'un cultivateur

americain.

content of both the earlier Letters

In that work, the reprise of the
and Sketches

becomes a new

discourse as Crevecoeur continues to formulate, not historical
representation, but historical becoming.

Along with this

examination, I shall also explore the added nuance of a new
dialogue-the dialogue of the revised discourse with its own former
discursive context and content.

CHAPTER III
IDEOLOGY AND PROPOSITION: REDEFINING THE
"INGENUOUS" THROUGH THE
FRENCH LETTRES

I explored in Chapter II in what alien contexts the concurrent
discourses of Letters From an American Farmer and the Sketches of
Eighteenth-Century

America

are prefigured by the Jesuit pedagogy

of Crevecoeur's youth, the popular accounts of the frontier
experience, and the literary conventions that were developing around
the novel.

I discussed the historical presence of these simultaneous

voices and examined how they texture Crevecoeur's discourse-not
as disjointed, equivocating, or idiosyncratic writing, but rather as a
tapestry of the complex voices that informed the Weltanschauung
both the author and the times which environed him.
However, the times were no more static than the discourses
that obtain from those times.

And the times that environed the

composition of the later French Lettres

add yet another dimension

to the dialogical principles already at work in the forms of
Crevecoeur's earlier, original discourse(s).
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Certainly, the

of
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continental success of Letters From an American Farmer

created

for Crevecoeur a position of notoriety and fame in European society
(Rice Cultivateur

63-65).

In fact, Philbrick writes that "in the

crucial decade of 1785 to 1795, the American Farmer served as a
major interpreter of America to Europe" (St. John de Crevecoeur
161).

Among many glowing accounts of the day, a February 1785

review in the Journal de Paris

writes,

C'est au livre meme qu'il t[o]ut avoir recours y puiser des
notions detaillees sur la naissance et les progres de ces
florissantes colonies . . . .
L'auteur nous montre dans la
plupart de ces contrees I'innocence et I'energie d'un
peuple nouveau jointes aux connaissances les plus utiles
de notre vieux continent, (qtd. in Rice; Cultivateur 19697)
But the success recounted in the Journal de Paris, first predicated
on the reputation of the previously-published English version,
actually derived from the considerable encouragement Crevecoeur
received from Parisian salon society and precipitated his decision
to translate into French his Letters

(Allen and Asselineau 93).

According to Castex and Surer, the real influence of salon society
began early in the eighteenth century when intellectuals began to
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turn from the French Court to the cafes and clubs of Paris (5, 9).
Robert Niklaus records that
As the retreat from Versailles began under the regency,
and the court ceased to be the core of social and artistic
activity, the elite of the nation sought other centres. In
Paris, cafes became fashionable, and the coffee-houses,
. . . were thronged with courtiers and nobles. . . . the
coffee-house clientele included the major literary
figures of the day, with a sprinkling of politicians, wits,
and philosophers. (40)
Niklaus observes that during the eighteenth century, the salons
became "the driving force in the formation and dissemination of
public opinion, and the most effective centres of discussion" (44).
Allen and Asselineau record that upon arriving in Paris, Crevecoeur
was immediately popular in literary and intellectual circles:
"Everyone wanted to entertain him . . . .

He was a frequent guest at

Le Marias, which belonged to Mme. d'Houdetot's brother, AlexisJanvier La Livre de la Breche; at Mereville, where he was invited by
M. de Laborde, a famous financier; at La Roche-Guyon, the estate of
the Duke de La Rochefoucault; and at Val, the property of Marshall de
Beauvau" (90).
However, salon

society shared little ideological common

ground with the environment in which Crevecoeur had penned the

•^•^v
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original letters and sketches.

Crevecoeur's arrival in Paris during

the American Revolution coincided with the greatest period of
influence in the salons by the French philosophes, a domination that
lasted from 1750 to 1795 (Castex and Surer 5).

Kingsley Martin

notes that by the 1760s, the "philosophes had so penetrated the
salon

that they could dictate its tastes instead of conforming to

them" (104). As Crevecoeur became more enmeshed in and enamored
of the French philosophe

society, his "translation" underwent an

inevitable revision that once again rendered the discourse into
utterance-but this time, the utterance of a dialogue with French
revolutionary and continental ideologies.

Allen and Asselineau

remark that "[t]he new book [the French version] was indeed tailored
to meet the demands of the time" (97).

In more direct analysis. Rice

asserts that "le tableau de I'Amerique que donnaient les Lettres d'un
cultivateur americain

etait dans ses grandes lignes celui que se

faisait deja I'imagination francaise de I'epoque" (Cultivateur

194).

In fact. Rice observes that certain passages of the French
translation "il en embelli . . . pour se conformer aux gouts de ses
protecteurs" (my emphasis; Cultivateur 194).

That Crevecoeur

favored such an affected discursive mode is clear in Henri Bourdin's
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similar assessment of the earlier discourse of Sketches,

in which

he remarks that "Crevecoeur gathered many anecdotes which he
embellished

and incorporated in his writings, frequently

associating himself in a minor way with the episode" (my emphasis;
"Times" 11).
Both the change in tone and the embellishments actually
conform closely to the ideologies that informed salon-philosophe
society.

In order to understand the changes that occur in the

discourse, we must first offer a few introductory remarks about
these Ideologies and the discursive contexts that animated their
philosophy.

A number of scholars have described the character of

these eighteenth-century French philosophers.

Gottschalk and Lach

note that the
worldliness and secularization of the [eighteenthcentury] culture . . . marked an essential characteristic
of the intellectual development known by a later
generation as "the Enlightenment," the "siecle des
lumieres," the "Aufklarung." Among the outstanding
champions of the Enlightenment (and certainly its most
self-conscious reformers) were the philosophes. (113)
Lester Crocker more closely defines these "self-conscious
reformers" as
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that group of eighteenth-century French writers who,
refusing to abide by Christian doctrines and dogma, and
by the authority of the Church, searched for the truth in
the light of reason and experience. They were not . . .
systematic philosophers in the usual sense, but were
primarily combative social and moral thinkers, usually
with a strong tinge of scientific dilettantism, (xv)
Augustin Cochin notes that, generally, the philosophes

"were

isolated from worldly matters, sheltered from practical obstacles
and objectives" (64).

Certainly, Rousseau, who-along with

Montesquieu, Voltaire, and Diderot-was among the most influential
of the French eighteenth-century philosophers (Gottschalk and Lach
117), confirms this idealism when he writes in his Discours
I'origine de I'inegalite,

sur

"II ne faut pas prendre les recherches dans

lesquelles on peut entrer sur ce sujet pour des verites historiques,
mais seulement pour des raisonnements hypothetiques et
conditionnels, plus propres a eclaircir la nature des choses qu'a
montrer le veritable origine" (1.225-26).
Of the role and character of these French intellectuals,
Gottschalk and Lach further write that the philosophes
were distinguished . . .
by their marked interest in
social and political reform and their efforts to reach a
wide audience. They not only used the vernacular
consistently but they used it limpidly. They wrote not
only philosophical tracts, but political pamphlets, plays.
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operas, poems, critiques of literature and art, satires
nouvelles a la main, histories, novels short stories,
scientific treatises, and voluminous letters. The
philosophes
seldom were profound or original, though
they borrowed wisely and argued well. They stand forth
as political publicists and journalists more
conspicuously than as dialecticians and metaphysicians.
(113)
Crevecoeur fashioned his discourse with a conscious eye to its
philosophical reception among these prevailing tastes of salon
society-that is to say, with some practical understanding of the
dialogizing dynamics that could bring his works to either a favorable
or unfavorable reception among the society of philosophes
taken him into their fold.

who had

With the published English version behind

him, he was well aware of the need for conforming to the discursive
contexts that defined the world of his French benefactors.
When Crevecoeur entered French intellectual society, he also
entered into a traditional and highly structured assumption of
patronage.

Niklaus writes that each salon was "provided over by a

gracious and formidable hostess, who insisted upon courtly
behavior" (44-45).

Martin observes that in a sense the "patronage of

literary women did corrupt the philosopher:

he was compelled

always to be alert to please his hostess, to write so that she could

^
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talk about his book" (105).

In Crevecoeur's case, that patronage

came under Madame d'Houdetot and Madame de Beauvau, who
"encouraged him to publish his own French translation of the book
[Letters From an American Farmer ]" (Allen and Asselineau 93).
That translation, however, develops a discursive vocabulary
that not only addresses the socio-ideological horizons defined by
1780s Europe but also resonates with the voices that inform the
earlier Letters and Sketches.

In fact, the French version dialogizes

simultaneously with both the spatiotemporal horizon coeval with
the translation and the "proposition"-the sentence, or "unit of
language," to use a distinction or refinement of Bakhtin's theories
suggested by Todorov-represented by the earlier discourse (43).

In

order to understand in what ways the later discourse dialogizes
with the both the contemporary voices and the earlier dialogized
versions, we shall examine in concert certain assorted, altered
discursive contexts as they appear in Lettres.

That is, I shall

consider, as I proceed, the inherent dialogizing that occurs between
the earlier English discourse(s) and the later French discourse as the
author attempts to render that earlier proposition into utterance for
a post-Revolutionary audience.

Crevecoeur is careful in Lettres to
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retain the entourage of discursive languages that frame the earlier
writings.

Epistle, travelogue, captivity narrative, natural

observation-all find renewed expression in the post-Revolutionary,
socio-political horizons that redefine the French version.

But

textual comparison of parallel instances of such discursive
contexts, as they occur in the earlier and later versions, does not
yield consistent translation-in fact, even parallel passages
sometimes serve different rhetorical ends.

The discrepancies

suggest the need of closer scrutiny in order to elicit in what ways
the earlier material is modified-and, at times, sacrificed--to meet
the needs of utterance.
such differance

Perhaps most useful would be to approach

by proceeding from larger structures of the

discourse to more specific passages that embody changes in
proposition.

Restructuring the Discourse
The similar titles and the overall organizations of the earlier
English and later French versions both retain the literary epistle as
the dominant framing genre for the dialogue between discourse and
reader.

But when Crevecoeur reworked his discourse for the French
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version, the voice of the victim-Loyalist-that writer who appears
hesitantly in the Letters,

if more boldly in the Sketches -is no

longer integral to the epistolary frame.

Certainly, the utterance

requires a narrator sensitive to the dialogue between the author and
the new socio-ideological environment to which the discourse
belongs.

The title page of the 1784 edition of the Lettres d'un

cultivateur americain

states that the "letters" were "written . . .

from 1770 up until 1781" (my translation).

But by the time of the

1784 French edition, the voice behind the discourse appears to have
distanced itself from the "rage of party and the madness of the
times" decried in "The American Belisarius" of Sketches (236).
After all, the French minister. Marshal de Castries, had appointed
Crevecoeur as French consul to New York, New Jersey, and
Connecticut on June 22, 1783 (Allen and Asselineau 99). The new
discourse becomes a living utterance that now assumes a voice
appropriately keyed to the socio-ideological concerns that have
developed between a new political nation and its supportive
neighbor, France.

As a result, much of the open frustration and

hostility which the original narrator vents against his patriotic
neighbors now disappears in the translation; the tone of the narrator
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more nearly praises the efforts of American revolutionary zeal, as
when he remarks in the translation of the English Letters

12,

"L'Homme des frontieres," that
notre ancien respect et notre attachement se sont
evanouis avec le sang qu'on a fait rouisseler sur nos
planchers, avec I'lncendie de nos maisons: nous
renoncons a la Grande-Bretagne; oui, nous y renoncons
pour toujours. . . . Oui, nous renoncons a cette nation
altiere, nous, nos enfans de ces derniers: devenant une
nation nouvelle, nous adoptons le nom 6'Americains
comme celui qui doit nous distinguer soit dans la bonne,
soit dans la mauvaise fortune, (author's emphasis;
2.263)
This new narrator actively embraces the cause of America while
simultaneously denouncing the same Great Britain that was, in the
earlier version, so often the subject of an anguish over conflicting
allegiances.

Daniel Mornet notes that intellectual writing prior to

1750 had worked to reform authoritarian fanaticism of religion, but
from 1750 to 1770 intellectual publication became primarily "a war
against political authority, the state" (79).
campaign took many forms.

This publication

Gottschalk and Lach observe that "the

social, political, and economic evolvements of the eighteenth
century were affected by the thousands of relevant books,

essays,

poems, encyclopedia articles, dramas, sermons, legal briefs,
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street-corner orations, cafe and salon conversations, and other
media that those decades proliferated" (112).

Mornet observes that

"[a]fter 1770, works appeared which even questioned the order of the
state, sometimes savagely" (80).
the philosophes

However, Mornet also asserts that

were symptomatic of a general intellectual

awakening in France rather than the instigators of that social and
political renaissance (82).

He writes that "[t]he people [of France]

were no longer content with mere living but wished to learn and
think" (Mornet 80).

The climate of newly-defined socio-political

horizons that environ the translation compel Crevecoeur's

revised

discourse to embrace a much more actively political voice as one
means of dialogizing with the proliferation of political writings to
which French intellectual society had become accustomed by the
writings of the philosophes.
We note also that, whereas the English Letters retains a
relatively consistent point of view through the persona of narrator
James, the French Lettres, on the other hand, freely varies
narratorial point of view.

In the first of the two French volumes,

only eleven of the thirty-one sketches and letters are ascribed to
the author.

Of the thirty-three letters and sketches of the second
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volume, twenty-two bear the author's explicit attribution.

And the

attributed author for both volumes is no longer the persona of
farmer James but rather now "St. John"-the name Crevecoeur
legally adopted when he applied for naturalization in New York City
in 1765 (Allen and Asselineau 26).

Curiously, even as the persona

of James is a mixture of autobiographical and fictitious components
in the English version, so is the revealed author, "St. John" (de
Crevecoeur), part fabrication and part autobiography In the French
version.

This name he retained as farmer of his Pine Hill plantation

(Allen and Asselineau 32). So in a literal sense, the narrator who
records many of the sketches and letters of the translation does
correspond to the identity established by Crevecoeur while in
America.

Significantly, Crevecoeur's use of refracted narrative

voices also enters into dialogue with certain literary practices of
the philosophes, who had to write through subterfuge and with
duplicity since, as d'Alembert once retorted to Voltaire's criticism
of the philosophic project of L'Encyclopedie,

"we publish by favor,

and have theologians for censures" (qtd. in Martin; 97).

Because of

frequent political and religious reprisals to their works, the
philosophes often published under pseudonyms (Martin 95, 97). And
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the "method of disguise adopted in the Persian Letters
considered 'the first book of the philosophe

[often

movement' (Gottschalk

and Lach 113)] remained one of the most popular [forms of
subterfuge]" (Martin 98).

As is appropriate for utterance, the new

narrator of Crevecoeur's French Lettres -unlike the narrator of
Letters and Sketches -openly supports the American Revolution
and denounces Great Britain, but does so through a fabricated
identity that rivals the complexity of his philosophic
contemporaries.
This voice actively applauds the Revolution in the translated
vision of America and thereby enters into dialogue with philosophic
expectations.

Gottschalk and Lach observe that French intellectuals

had long entertained a romanticized version of America, reflected in
a rich literary heritage:
.

.

"The interest in travel-real and imagined-

. colored a number of lasting literary masterpieces"-many of

which focused on America (105).

Among these were Abbe Antoine-

Francois Prevost's Manon Lescaut (1731), Alain Lesage's Gil Bias
(1735), as well as translations of the travel novels of such popular
British authors as DeFoe and Swift (Gottschalk and Lach 105).
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A simple tally of attributed authorship for the various French
letters and sketches reveals that only half of the translated
versions bear the attribution of the epistolary narrator, St. John.
The remaining third-party visions and interpretations of America
are intermingled sporadically with the observations of the principal
narrator.

The broad effect dilutes any accruing sympathy for or

identification with the exclusive views of St. John, who now
represents a perspective that, while largely confirmed by the
collaborating views of the other accounts included in the Lettres,
needs only offer one representation of the panoply of American
experience.

Thus, the burden of presenting a cohesive political

ideology consistent with both French and American ideals no longer
seems germane by virtue of the diversity now represented by a
diffused narratorial point of view in the discourse.
However, this diffused narratorial presentation also enters
into dialogue with the format of the above-mentioned grand
philosophic project, L'Encyclopedie, ou Dictionnaire raissone des
arts et metiers par une societe de gens de lettres.

Crevecoeur

entered into Parisian society in the midst of the serially-published
Encyclopedie, the volumes of which appeared from 1765 to 1780
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(Cochin 62).

Martin notes that the Encyclopedie

"contained all of

the subversive doctrines of the century" (100-101).
describes the Encyclopedie

And Niklaus

as "a vast collective enterprise which

was to popularize knowledge and new scientific discoveries, to
point the way to future progress and to effect a revolution in the
minds of unprejudiced readers" (234).
the "Encyclopedie

Gottschalk and Lach note that

was an ambitious project intended to codify all

knowledge and. In so doing, to propagate the political faith of the
philosophes.

So many of the philosophes

term encyclopedists,

contributed to it that the

as they came to be called, became almost

synonymous with philosophes " (122). They also add that the
Encyclopedie

had a strong political agenda and constituted "a sort of

literary summary of the philosophe

movement" (123).

Actually, the original project o\L'Encyclopedie

occurred

roughly coeval with the appearance of both Johnson's Dictionary of
the English Language,
British Encyclopaedia
volumes from 1768-71.

published in two volumes in 1755, and the
Britannica,

originally published in three

Thoroval records that L'Encyclopedie

began

as a mere translation of the English Cyclopedia, or Universal
Dictionary of the Arts and Sciences,

published in 1728 (214).

By
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1764, however, the French project shifted to an original work
inspired by philosophe' Pierre Bayle's Dictionnaire historique et
critique

(Niklaus 234).

other dictionaries

. . .

Niklaus explains that it was "to differ from
by its hostility to the Catholic Church and

to the political regime, and by the new spirit of skepticism it
embodied" (234).

When Denis Diderot and Jean de la Rond d'Alembert

began to direct the project in 1747, the tone of L'Encyclopedie
on a most active political agenda (Verniere xxxi).

took

By 1752, the

Jesuits found the first volumes heretical, and the work repeatedly
battled censure from that time on (Niklaus 235).

Nevertheless, "it

continued to be written, edited, and printed in secret, under a
fictitious name of Neuchatel publishers, and with the tacit or verbal
assent of the government" (Niklaus 236).
Such a cautious, diffuse representation would have been
significant, given the volatile nature of late eighteenth-century
political instability in France.

According to Mornet, the philosophes

fed the intellectual climate of the eighteenth-century French:
People were concerned not only with the rights of men and social
contracts but also "about all knowledge, nature, and life.

Men

wished to learn geography, chemistry, and natural history, and not
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merely deism and republicanism" (80).

This general thirst for

knowledge extended beyond the traditional sources of authority,
which, according to Mornet, is what made the philosophes so
dangerous: They fed upon the populace's already growing tendency
toward independent thought (81).
writings of the encyclopedists

And thus, the doctrines and

became objects of persecution by

authorities because of the "vast, vigorous and spiritual awakening of
intellectual interests" (Mornet 81).

According to Martin,

L'Encyclopedie "in the hands of Diderot [became] a central arsenal
from which all the epistles of the Enlightenment could borrow
weapons for their combined attack. . . . [T]he Encyclopaedic
literature had penetrated into all educated sections of [French]
society" (94).

Attempts by authorities to ensure the works of the

philosophes merely united them, and the "Encyclopaedists became a
clique" (Martin 95).
When Crevecoeur accepted the patronage of this subversive
body, it became even more important to him to offer a diffuse
narratorial point of view.

As a result, Crevecoeur offers multiple

refractions in the French Lettres
marginally-acceptable

to lessen the imputations that

pro-revolutionary political ideals might
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provoke.

Martin notes that "most of the Philosophic party spent

short periods in the Bastille" (102).

Both the Jesuits and the

government continually monitored their publications and sought to
suppress their writings as well as imprison their writers (Martin
102).

Allen and Asselineau confirm that Crevecoeur's own

discursive posturing fell under scrutiny:

The post-Revolutionary

socio-political horizons governing the tenuous acceptance of his
translation extended to the delicate maneuvers that Crevecoeur and
his French benefactors were forced to devise in order to publish
Lettres.

According to Allen and Asselineau, the French version, in

line with philosophic principles,
exalted values which were all right for the New World,
but heretical and dangerous in France. Paris was not
Philadelphia. Though Crevecoeur did not directly attack
French institutions, the book was dangerous because it
praised American democracy and the toleration and
happiness which prevailed on American soil. (95)
As a result, the French version could not receive permission to be
published lawfully in France (Allen and Asselineau 94).

Instead,

Crevecoeur only obtained the unofficial "permission tacite."

Had

Crevecoeur insisted upon a more obtrusive and politically assertive
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narrator, the work might have even been denied this unofficial
consent.
But understanding the assorted letters and sketches as
utterance extends beyond the newly redefined discursive contexts of
the philosophes -and in this case, the epistolary framing genre in
particular-and must include the additional horizon of what Bakhtin
labels an "internal dialogism"-that is, a dialogue between an
earlier and later form ("Discourse" 427).

As such, the "internal

dialogism of authentic prose discourse, which grows organically out
of a stratified and heteroglot language, cannot fundamentally be
dramatized or dramatically resolved (brought to an authentic end)"
("Discourse" 326).

The alterations that occur between the English

Letters and Sketches

and the later synthesized translation of these

earlier works through the French Lettres

represent a dramatic

example of organic resistance to discursive closure.

For even as the

later version responds as utterance to the contemporary sociopolitical horizons of the discourse, the translations respond
organically to the author's implicit rearrangement of form and
reinterpretation of content.

Just as Bakhtin asserts that all

dialogisms resist closure, we observe that Crevecoeur's re-worked
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"verbal formulation" demonstrates the "inner monologues of human
beings, the monologue that lasts a whole life" ("Discourse" 345).
Crevecoeur's French translation-and the complex intermingling of
redefined discursive languages-includes larger structural
rearrangements of epistolary content as well as explicit reversals
in socio-ideological content.

But all of these variations preserve a

discourse that continues to achieve a disjointed, fragmented panoply
of historical representation.

The form of the discourse echoes the

panoply of L'Encyclopedie,

which, as Niklaus notes, uses "an obvious

disorder in the presentation of ideas" (240).

Ultimately,

Crevecoeur's revised discourse offers a re-presentation or
reinterpretation of content that enters into dialogue with
philosophic writing-significantly through his diffusion of
narratorial point of view.
Todorov notes the importance of Bakhtin's consideration that
every utterance is "intertextual," further postulating that "every
utterance is also related to previous utterances, thus creating
intertextual (or dialogical) relations" (Todorov 48).
French version of Lettres,

In Crevecoeur's

that intertextual dialogue folds in upon

the earlier version of its own discourse-a striking example of
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Bakhtin's notion of the "discourse that lasts a lifetime":
Crevecoeur's discourse illustrates such "intertextual relations,"
since the French translation actively dialogizes with its earlier
version even as it dialogizes with its post-Revolutionary audience.
The tension created in the new discourse between these competing
dialogisms accounts for some of the so-called "inconsistencies" that
result when comparing the earlier Letters and Sketches
the later Lettres

versions to

version of the American farmer's experiences and

observations.
The (re)arrangement of the content of the French version
offers immediate insight into the nature of both the new utterance
and the inherent intertextual relation between original and
derivative versions.

Volume One of the "translation"-as Crevecoeur

clearly defines his new work in the introduction to Lettres (1.6)-reveals itself as new utterance.

One way that Crevecoeur achieves

fragmentation is by disregarding chronology in the accounts of the
two French volumes-one discursive, linear sequence of letters
offers respective epistles written in 1778, 1774, and then 1777
(1.255, 261, 285).

The accounts disregard theme-travelogue

accounts occur randomly between narratives about the war (1.285
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and 2.240), about religion (1.137), and about natural observations
(1.262).

In short, the placement of letters and sketches in the

French Lettres

repeatedly and consistently occur next to

thematically unrelated accounts and offers instead a fragmented
panoply of events and observations about America that is more
aligned to the form of an encyclopedic representation.
Actually, Crevecoeur makes this structurally fragmentary
utterance an explicit rhetorical device:

The 1784 French edition

begins with a prefatory note that introduces the author as someone
who "wrote in the evening about everything that occurred to him
during the day; but since he doesn't offer the work as holding any
authorial plan, what advantages it lacks in artistic design can
perhaps be added to the intrinsic merit of the book" (my translation;
Lettres

l.viii-ix).

The random, daily written observations certainly

appear to hold true in the arrangement of content for Lettres.

But

an implicit gloss on such random samplings might also derive from
Allen's and Asselineau's observation that Crevecoeur's Jesuit
education would have made sure that the author "acquire the daily
habit of writing" (7).

Indeed, Pere Charmot, in a discussion of

pedagogical principles underlying Jesuit education, notes that
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Dans les colleges [des Jesuites], tout le monde doit
travailler sans intermittance a quelque oeuvre
personelle. On ne se contente pas d'encourager les
maitres de talent superieur ou les eleves
extraordinairement doues a suivre leur vocation
d'ecrivain; les esprits mediocre sont obliges, eux ainsi,
de produire selon leur capacites; c'est la regie commune.
(307)
Charmot translates P. Jouvancy's Latin directive as "'Ne laissons pas
passer une semaine, que dis-je, une semaine? un seul jour, sans
composer quelque peu'" (307-8).

Charmot asserts that "Jouvancy

fait de la composition un des points essentiels de la pedagogie des
Jesuites" (309).

Crevecoeur's habitual written observations and

vignettes about America find a convenient scaffold in the epistolary
device, requiring little or no additional thematic unity.

The French

arrangement of these accumulated vignettes of American life
continue the earlier version's propensity for abutting disjointed
accounts-a technique allowing Crevecoeur to re-fashion the
discourse so that the same experiences in America reported can now
in Paris function as living utterance even during the later, postRevolutionary time framing the revised composition.

This

fragmented structure allows the discourse to remain reminiscent of
the style and content of the original while it simultaneously
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produces the illusion of being the same-or at least, a similardiscourse.
The presentation of letters-or chapters-in the two-volume
French expansion of the originally-published version fragments both
the order and the effect of sequence of the earlier version-another
manifestation

significant to the dialogism between the earlier and

the "translated" versions.

Volume One of Lettres begins with two

excerpted selections that a friend to Crevecoeur, Pierre-Louis de
Lacretelle, had submitted for publication in the Parisian periodical,
Le Mercure, in 1783 (Allen and Asselineau 88). These two excerpts
focus readers' attention on the author's desire to offer to the
contemporary French audience some insights into the nature of life
in America (Lettres

1.7)-and hence, the desire to renew dialogue

with a contemporary sensibility that wishes to see in America the
validation of its theories.
The letters and sketches that follow these two excerpts begin
with literal translations.

The first letter renders a fairly accurate

version of the original.

Crevecoeur attaches to that first letter-

and the two that follow-the attribution, "St. John."

However,

French Lettres 2 contains a tempered and reworked version of much
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of the material originally offered as the English Letters
an American?"

French Lettres

3, "What Is

3 retains the title of English Letters

2, "On the Situation, Feelings, and Pleasures of an American Farmer."
The fourth French selection, "Andrew the Hebridean," serves as a
subsection within the earlier English Letters

3.

The "Hebridean"

passage is unattributed in the French version, but retains the style
and epistolary tone of the previous "St. John" letters.

Paragraph two

of the French version begins, "Je vous envoie aujourd'hui le simple
histoire d'un pauvre Ecossois; j'ose me flatter qu'elle vous plaira"
(1.81).

The dialogical nature of the discourse remains dominant, and

frames as a letter even a passage not clearly marked as such.
The rearrangements of the French version up to this point
constitute rather minor variations, suggesting to a reader of both
works that Lettres

is, indeed, a translation.

But from this point on,

divergence moves from minor rearrangement of original material to
more radical changes:

random selections drawn from the full range

of earlier subjects treated in both Letters

and Sketches.

The next

French selection is "Histoire de S.K.," a fairly close translation of a
passage occurring near the end of-and therefore, presumably
composed late in the collection oi-Sketches

(entitled in that
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earlier collection, "The American Belisarius"), while the sixth
French selection is the "Ivan" letter that serves as Letters
English version.

11 in the

The Russian letter receives a third-party

attribution from the title introducing the passage, but Crevecoeur
retains the narratorial presence by ending the French version with
the notation, "Traduit par St. John" (1.171).

The reference to St.

John as "translator" serves to introduce the author as an editor and
compiler of sources, again dialogizing with the format of
L 'Encyclopedie.
The remaining twenty-five selections comprising Volume One
of the French Lettres

offer random samplings of travelogue, of

epistle, and of first-person narrative observations that show no
consistent sequential correspondence to the passages in either
Letters

or Sketches.

The two sketches following the Russian letter

are offered as the "abridged" observations of "Walter Mifflin," whom
the discourse identifies in the chapter title as a member "de la
secte des Quakers ou Amis" (1.172). Next comes a passage entitled
"Anecdote d'un chien sauvage," a much expanded version of an
account recorded within the Sketches
Subjects."

chapter, "Various Rural

Then follow seven additional brief "anecdotes,"
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unattributed, but commencing in the first anecdote with an
paragraph in which, purportedly, the narrator-editor writes,
"Permettez-moi de vous envoyer les anecdotes suivantes; je me
flatte qu'elles feront suffisantes pour vous donner une idee des
moeurs and du gouvernement de la province de Connecticut" (1.217).
The mention of "Connecticut" draws a footnote identifying for the
reader this province as "une des treize provinces confederees"-a
gloss indicative of the discourse's attempt to remain contemporary,
and thus, utterance (1.217).

But perhaps even more significantly,

this gloss strengthens the discursive context of the writings
collected in L'Encyclopedie.

Typical entries from that larger

philosophic project include the monographic treatment of such
topics as "Crimes," "Paix," "Propriete," "Education," "Fermiers," and
"Grains."

The quasi-objective treatment of random encyclopedic

entries on the Americas in Crevecoeur's discourse dialogize with his
readers' curiosity and thirst for general knowledge about the New
World.
Crevecoeur's anecdotes offer brief-sometimes a mere halfpage-accounts of commerce and government in a variety of locales
within the state.

The sketch that follows the Connecticut accounts
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is entitled "Anecdote du sassafras et du la vigne sauvage," and is an
expanded excerpt also taken from the Sketches collection, "Various
Rural Subjects," but this account bears St. John's explicit
attribution once again.

In this way, the author remains explicitly a

part of the discourse while still reinforcing his role as
editor/compiler.

This dominant shift in the perceived role of the

author of Lettres occurs only once in the English version, in the
"Russian" letter.

All the other English letters are framed as the

work of the narrator.

This shifted emphasis in the French version

suggests a conscious effort by Crevecoeur to render his discourse
into philosophic utterance.

To this end, the final fifteen assorted

entries divide themselves among both third-person accounts and
accounts attributed to St. John, most describing the life of
individuals and civil institutions both before and during the
Revolution.

Volume One closes with Crevecoeur's account of his own

journey to and imprisonment in New York, as he fled America with
his then eight-year-old son. Ally.
Volume Two continues the disjointed panoply begun in Volume
One and offers thirty-three accounts, twenty-two of which bear St.
John's attribution.

The volume begins with a series of twelve
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travelogue sketches, comprising the first one hundred pages of the
volume, and which bear at the conclusion the collective attribution
of being St John's observations (2.102).

The effect is now to

combine the narrator's role of compiler with that of author.

But by

shifting attribution to the end, these twelve travelogue sketches
become merely an inclusion within a larger, more encyclopedic work
rather than following the original English version's intent of
providing sketches of America as single-source responses to an
intercontinental correspondent.

These twelve selections display

individual titles announcing such travelogue content as "Rhode
Island," "Connecticut," and "New York."

Then follow fifteen "letters"

(beginning with the title "Deuxieme Lettre" and ending with
"Seizieme Lettre"), each with an appended topical title, such as
"Education" (Letter 4), "Moeurs" (Letter 8), or "Coutumes
particulieres" (Letter 12).

These "letters" comprise roughly another

hundred pages and offer a detailed travelogue concerning Nantucketthe content and sequence of which conforms roughly with the
original English Letters 4 through 8.

Of these fifteen French

letters, only five do not end with St. John's name affixed, but three
of these (French Letters

5, 11, and 14) include first-person
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references consistent with the narrative point of view and tone of
St. John.

That Crevecoeur varies the strength of authorial intrusion

is consistent with a discourse presented as a compilation rather
than as a monolithic composition.

For example, the two unattributed

epistles, French Lettres 4 and 9, are expanded and embellished
"translations" of English Letters 5 and 7, respectively.

To weaken

authorial intrusion, the English version's strong first-person
presence in these two letters undergoes in the corresponding French
versions the deletion of all authorial reference (that is, all "je" or
"me" pronouns), as well as all explicitly subjective commentary and
reflection on the letters' subject matter.
The seven selections that make up the balance of the second
volume offer observations by a variety of narrative voices, including
St. John, as well as two additional travelogue pieces, one on New
Jersey, the other on Pennsylvania.

Of particular interest, as

intertextual, internal dialogue, is the treatment (by textual
arrangement) given the two especially volatile English Letters 9
and 12, the so-called "caged negro" passage and the "Distresses"
account, respectively.
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The revised English Letters

12 occurs next in the sequence of

the revised discourse, directly after the two French travelogue
pieces described above.

The French "translation" of the American

version of that final letter, "Distresses of a Frontiersman," assumes
the more innocuous title of "L'Homme des Frontieres"-frontiersman.
And the frontiersman's plight, while serving as the dramatic final
chapter of the originally published Letters,

becomes defused in the

French version by positioning "L'Homme des Frontieres" immediately
before the translated version of the now-famous "What is an
American" passage-the early, optimistic Letters

3 of the original

discourse, renamed in the French version, simply "Esquisse," or
sketch.

Thus, whereas the plight chapter ends the earlier

Letters

From An American Farmer, in the French version the plight serves
merely as one of a series of glimpses into the variety of experience
to be found in America.

"L'Homme des Frontieres" no longer serves

as the final, dramatic commentary, and the effect diminishes any
heightened political import of the passage.
The next to the last entry in the French discourse is an altered
rendition of English Letters

9, the "Charles-Town" chapter that

includes the account of the caged negro.

Significantly, whereas in
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the English version the author-or rather the author's persona.
Farmer James-uses this passage to offer a dark commentary on the
evil that men do, the French version of this passage now becomes
transformed into the observations of an undisclosed "voyageur
europeen" who can offer with anonymous impunity "pensees sur
I'esclavage, sur le mal physique," and "[sur la] barbarie des
planteurs" (2.361).

This third-party criticism provides the insular

refraction achieved in the English version through double-voiced
narration.

But in the French version, the insular refraction gains its

impunity by the French discourse's well-established structural ruse
of compiled essays that are written purportedly by multiple sources.
In fact, narrative point of view-framed as first-person
epistle-provides the controlling vehicle for the earlier sketches
and letters.

That the later French version assumes such a

remarkable departure from this consistently observable discursive
device in the earlier version suggests a significant internal
dialogism at work between the earlier and later versions of the
discourse.

As noted above, only once in the previously published

letters does gentle James, apparently brooding over America's
duplicity, drop from epistolary sight,

in Letters

11, replaced by the
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observations of a new narrator, the Russian traveler, "Iw-n Al—z,"
whom Gilmore identifies in the Everyman edition of Letters as Iwan
Alexiowitz ("Notes" 242).

But Gilmore goes on to assert, rightly,

that "he himself [Crevecoeur] was the 'Russian Gentleman'" (242).
However, in the English discourse, James returns in the final letter,
announcing that he must flee his home and seek asylum with the
Indians.

Whether random or calculated in that earlier version, the

break in narratorial point of view does effectively separate the
narrator of the first nine letters from the distresses communicated
by the twelfth letter.

The English version more nearly follows the

unfolding disillusionment of Crevecoeur's actual experience.

The

treatment in Letters 12 of his dwindling appreciation for America
constitutes a dramatic antithesis to his earlier optimistic
declarations, as in the case of the following passage in Letters 2
where he asserts.
Whenever I go abroad it is always involuntary. I never
return home without feeling some pleasing emotion,
which I often suppress as useless and foolish. The
instant I enter on my own land, the bright idea of
property, of exclusive right, of independence exalt my
mind. Precious soil, I say to myself, by what singular
custom of law is it that thou wast made to constitute
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the riches of the freeholder? What should we American
farmers be without the distinct possession of that soil?
(30)
However, the voice of the English Letters 12 muses bitterly upon
the realization of his former naivete, saying, "I had never before
these calamitous times formed any such ideas" (204).

These

"calamitous times" describe the evils which befell Crevecoeur-as
subtly chronicled by the narrator of the discourse-during the
Revolutionary War.

In Letters

1, he expresses with satisfaction

that he is a "simple farmer," (25) a member of a noble brotherhood
much in keeping with French physiocrat Francois Quesnay's 1758
Tableau economique , which Voltaire much admired (Gottschalk and
Lach 119). Yet among the Sketches essays (unpublished during
Crevecoeur's lifetime), Crevecoeur expresses more directly the
breakdown of this brotherhood in an altered vision of America:
Could I have ever thought that a people of cultivators,
who knew nothing but their ploughs and the management
of their rural economies, should be found to possess, like
the more ancient nations of Europe, the embryos of these
propensities which now stain our society? . . . The rage
of civil discord hath advanced among us with an
astonishing rapidity. (Sketches 178)
Both the coherence of his life and the original intent of his
discourse has been subverted by political ideologies that no longer
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support such an utterance-one of the critical nettles to readings
that attempt to integrate the Letters

and Sketches

into a cohesive

whole.
Yet by the time of the French version, any attempt at cohesion
(by omission of antithetical ideologies) appears irrelevant.
Philbrick suggests a conscious sequencing of narrative tone and
"submerged plot" in the later chapters of the English version
(Crevecoeur
Letters

84). What begins in travelogue and naturalism in

9 then turns to the sober commentary surrounding the caged

negro passage at the letter's close.
intervening "Ivan" chapter. Letters

Philbrick asserts that with the
11, "the intrusive voice of the

Russian gentleman sounds overtones that are of immense relevance
to the general movement of the book.

Letter [9] becomes an ominous

interlude during which James is silenced" (84).

Then, in what

Philbrick assesses as a calculated gesture, "[t]he movement of
James toward disillusionment and alienation that Letter [9] had
signalled reaches its culmination in Letter [12]" (85).

Philbrick

offers the notion that the earlier "leisurely accumulation of
information and interpretation breaks down utterly and is replaced
by an impassioned cry of anguish and confusion [in Letter 12]" (85).
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However, this assessment may indicate the discursive context of
Crevecoeur's Jesuit-trained, journal-like recordings of his life
experience.

As Chapter I recorded, some critical readings propose

that Crevecoeur

calculated consciously the sequence of his letters

rather than gathered the assorted sketches hastily to assemble the
originally-published Letters .

That the French version retains a

pattern of random selections-an oeuvre for which he had ample
leisure to plan the sequencing and effect-reaffirms a reading of the
original publication as hastily conceived.
does allow Letters

Nevertheless, Crevecoeur

12 to conclude the first publication of his

writings-an effect that we must take into intertextual
consideration.
The French version is so remarkably different in arrangement
that it suggests an active dialogical response to the former
discourse.

Whereas the order of the essays recorded in Letters and

Sketches

suggests a correspondence with the historical and

biographical deterioration of Crevecoeur's own love affair with
America, the French Lettres rearrange this progression in such a
way as to render the notion of growing disillusionment undetectable.
The thorough rearrangement of the French discourse suggests a
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conscious dialogue with the earlier version(s).

If the first published

version consisted of a mere dozen of the original twenty-eight
sketches, the French version, in two volumes, has expanded to
forty-nine separate chapters.

And where the earlier versions

struggle with the "rapidity of civil discord" among the celebrated
"tillers of the earth" who are "the most perfect society now existing
in the world" in English Letters 3 (Letters 46, 47), the French
Lettres 2 offers a much more tempered view of the American:
Ces provinces, au contraire, ont ete fondees par des
hommes qui avoient ete instruits dans la sublime ecole
des malheurs, qui avoient ete eclaires des etincelles
produites par le choc des factions et des revolutions. Ce
fur sur cette grande scene, qu'ils acquirent ce courage,
cette energie et ces lumieres, a la lueur desquels ils
oserent se frayer une route nouvelle a travers I'Ocean
rempeteux, pour aborder sur cette terre. . . . C'est avec
les debris ensanglantes de I'ancien monde, que nous avons
commence un edifice nouveau. (1.18)
The American, "this new man" touted with such bravura in the
English version, now reaches his metamorphosis, in part, through the
trauma of revolutionary strife.

But the representation of that

metamorphosed American is no longer the concern of the French
Lettres.

The dialogue of the new version with the old centers upon

subverting the implicit autobiographical evolution of the author's
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experience with America and refocuses the intent of the discourse,
not upon Farmer James, but rather upon the fragmented
representation of a discourse that now wishes to enter into dialogue
with the philosophic sensibilities of French salon

society.

Refining the Proposition
In closer, more specific analysis, the internal dialogism that
exists between the earlier and later versions of the discourse
manifests itself both on the complex level of one-to-one
correspondence and on the level of altered, or adjusted, ideological
propositions within the discourse.

One such internal dialogism

manifests itself in the altered dedication of the French version.
earlier Letters

The

dedicates its content to Abbe Raynal, an influential

French philosophe.

Gilmore incorrectly denigrates Crevecoeur's

earlier dedication when he writes that "Raynal was an indefatigable
hack-writer of liberal sentiments;

he had talent, but scarcely

deserved Crevecoeur's eulogy" (Everyman "Notes" 234).

By contrast,

Mornet asserts that Raynal was "probably as famous and certainly
more widely read [at the time of the English version] than Diderot"
(81). Gay notes that Raynal was viewed by the philosophes as an
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"ex-priest turned radical historian" who, indeed, "had a considerable
reputation" (19, 18).

His Histoire philosophique et politique,

first

published in 1770, went through numerous, but successively radical
editions (Gay 19).

Raynal's increasingly radical political sentiments

may well have contributed to his deletion as dedicatee from the
French version-especially in light of Crevecoeur's new-found
affiliation with the philosophes -and the French Lettres

chooses

instead to offer its dedication to General LaFayette, whom the
dedication explicitly identifies as a "major general in the American
troops" during the Revolution (my translation; Lettres 1.3).
Certainly, the French version continues to reflect Raynal's theories:
G. Bertier de Sauvigny, in the introduction to the reprinted text of
the 1784 edition of Lettres,
lui-meme [des Lettres

remarks that "les idees et le style

de 1784] refletaient les idees et les gouts

litteraires de la coterie de Madame d'Houdetot, autrement dit, un
combine de Rousseau et de Raynal" ("Presentation" 3). Crevecoeur's
discourse, however,

now pays homage more explicitly to a Franco-

American patriot-a gesture that discursively realigns his
allegiance to the horizons of post-revolutionary ideologies.

Allen

and Asselineau observe that Crevecoeur subscribed to a significant
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number of Raynal's postulations, including universal benevolence
(88).

Crevecoeur's assertions in the English Letters concerning

man's goodness in a natural setting also suggest Raynal: Crocker
points out that Raynal's widely-read Histoire des Deux Indes shows
a primitivist orientation in which "man is proclaimed to be good in
his nature" (334).

Even Diderot collaborated in the publication of

Deux Indes, which appeared in 1772 (Verniers xxxvii), which
suggests the late-eighteenth-century currency of Raynal's thinking
even if Crevecoeur deemed it prudent to alter the original
dedication.

Crevecoeur repeatedly echoed Raynal's own words in

describing America "as the asylum of freedom, the cradle of future
generations and the refuge of distressed Europeans" (Raynal qtd. in
Allen and Asselineau; 88).

Crevecoeur also retained Raynal's themes

of abolitionism and an admiration for the Quakers (Allen and
Asselineau 88). As we noted above, the "caged negro" passage
remains in the French version, and Crevecoeur continues to proclaim
"[la] barbarie des planteurs" (2.361).

Crevecoeur as well continues

in the French version to praise the Quakers.

In fact, Rice records in

his analysis of Crevecoeur a comment by Ferdinand Bayard, whose
Voyage dans I'interieur des Etats-Unis pendant I'ete de 1791
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criticizes Crevecoeur's Quaker portrait:
faire beaucoup de dupes.

"sa decevante flatterie peut

Les faits sont alteres, les anecdotes

denaturees, les especes et les instincts des oiseaux sont multiplies"
(qtd in Rice; Cultivateur

201).

But even as Crevecoeur-unlike

Raynal-lived for years in the presence of the eighteenth-century
Society of Friends, he continues to include, in all of the versions,
flattering accounts of the Quakers-a view much in keeping with
Raynal's admiration.
It is worth noting that Rice found evidence in Crevecoeur's
personal correspondence that Crevecoeur "fut etonne des reproches
qu'on lui adressait" on account of his unrealistic portrayals of
America (Cultivateur

202).

In fact, his private correspondence,

subsequent to the years following the publication of the French
version, suggests that "il ne semblait pas se rendre compte de la
vrai portee de toutes les modifications apportees a sa livre" (Rice
Cultivateur

202).

That he would not recognize his translation as

subterfuge of actual observations is significant:

Crevecoeur had

become immersed in the culture defined by Raynal and the other
philosophes.

Crevecoeur had been accepted not only as a witness

who could validate philosophic theories but also as a writer whom
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the philosophes

had admitted to their clique.

Niklaus notes that in

mid- and late-eighteenth-century France, the
writer and philosopher was no longer the literary
entertainer, brought in to amuse and stimulate the
leisured classes clustering around the monarch and the
court. He existed in his own right as a man of influence
in society, able and ready to discuss art, politics,
religion, philosophical ideas, and new scientific
discoveries. (42-43)
The writer was allowed considerable latitude in interpretation since
he offered "a call for humanity and bienfaisance,

a challenge to

superstition and despotism, with constant appeals for toleration and
justice, the enthroning of Nature in association with Science and
Reason" (Niklaus 240). With such a heady calling, Crevecoeur would
feel free to espouse his vision of America with relative impunity,
and his discourse predictably proclaims the socio-political
ideologies that form the conceptual horizons of his own
Weltanschauung
the

as well as any ideologies explicitly sympathetic to

philosophes.
As an avowed student of the Enlightenment, Crevecoeur

considered himself both an inventor and an amateur scientist.
Gottschalk and Lach note that the "philosophes

lived likewise in the

midst of a great wave of scientific interest," including not only the
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ideas of Condillac and La Mettrie, but also Newton's "belief that the
world was subject to general and regular laws ascertainable by the
human mind.

.

.

.

New scientific activities fortified the belief that

scientific detachment could help answer the problems of man" (115).
Boerhaave's work in chemistry, Fahrenheit's and Celsius' work in
physics, Linnaeus' and Buffon's work in biology-all occurred during
the mid-1700s.

In English Letters

2, the American farmer writes

that "[s]ometimes I delight in inventing and executing machines,
which simplify my wife's labour.

I have been tolerably successful

that way; and these. Sir, are the narrow circles within which I
constantly revolve"-although those circles ascribe an arc within
the larger movements of his scientific age (43).

Diderot writes in

his De la Nature, ""La philosophie experimentale, qui ne se propose
rien, est toujours contente de ce qui lui vient; la philosophie
rationnelle est toujours instruite, lors meme ce qu'elle s'est propose
ne lui vient pas" (194).

Diderot-as spokesperson for the

philosophes -proclaims that "[l]a philosophie experimentale est
meme etude innocente," but that "[l]e gout de I'observation peut etre
inspire a tous les hommes" (194-95).
this philosophic inspiration as well.

Crevecoeur participates in
Allen and Asselineau record
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that Crevecoeur tried out in Paris Franklin's experiments with
electricity (90).

Crevecoeur does record in "Various Rural Subjects"

as well that he utilized Franklin's lightning rod to protect his barns
and sheds (Sketches

125-26). But the record of such

experimentation also dialogizes with the Enlightenment passion for
scientific

scrutiny.

Crevecoeur's own naturalist observations bear the influence of
Count de Buffon and his Histoire naturelle,

and Crevecoeur met and

visited with this naturalist often in the Parisian salon
(Allen and Asselineau 89-90).

society

Crocker notes the philosophic

approach of relegating "human law, in political and social realms, to
a special phase of natural law," and thus, "their firm optimism gave
hope for the rational ordering of society within the ample and
beneficent law of nature" (75).

The approach to nature, as offered by

Buffon and others, centers upon the notion of the "chain of being,"
which "enjoyed almost universal currency in the eighteenth century"
(Crocker 80).

Gottschalk and Lach explain that Etienne Bonnot de

Condillac, whose Essai sur I'origine des connaissances humaines
(1746) and his Traite sur les sensations

(1754) preferred the

emphasis on the material world and its influence on the development
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of the mind, provided a significant platform to the psychological
materialism of the philosophes

in their interpretation of the

relationship of humans to nature (114).

Also significant was Julien

Ouffray de la Mettrie's L'homme machine

(1748), "setting forth a

thoroughly mechanistic interpretation of the human psyche"
(Gottschalk and Lach 114).

Diderot, Helvetius, and Holbach-all

prominent philosophes -espoused this mechanistic psychology that
elevated the role and influence of nature, and "[b]y the middle of the
[eighteenth] century it was fully accepted by one school of the
French philosophes that man's mind was only a result of the impact
of the outside world upon his senses" (115).

Crevecoeur's

voluminous observations of nature-which in the French version far
exceed the occasional references made in the English discoursecarry the implicit ideological agenda of the philosophes as he offers
a vision of America that can validate eighteenth-century
expectations.

For example, in Volume Two, Crevecoeur writes

(although the letter is attributed to "F-IS, AB-Y, Irlandois, Colon de
I'Etablissement de Ce-y-V-y") of Europeans who adopt voluntarily "la
vie sauvage":
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Genre de vie dont vous semblez cependant entretenir une
opinion effreyante. II y a done dans leur systeme social
quelque chose de singulierement captivant, quelque chose
de superieur auz charmes de nos moeurs & de nos
coutumes, puisque des milliers d'europeens sont devenus
volontairement sauvages, & que depuis la decouverte de
r'amerique, nous n'avons pas un feul exemple qu'aucun de
ces Aborigenes ait par gout & par choix adopte nos loix &
nos usages? On y trouve done quelque chose de plus
conforme aux inclinations naturelles que dans la societe
amelioree, au milieu de laquelle nous vivons, & que
vainement peut-etre nous croyons superieure a tout
autre, (author's emphasis; 2.333)
In short, his views of society, science, and nature all reveal a
sympathetic involvement with the theories of the French
philosophes-

an involvement that pervades his writings.

However, the French version often takes that involvement a
step further through the very medium of the proposition.

In

particular, the French version differs in its intertextual dialogue
with the English version.

Bourdin, Gabriel, and Williams, in their

"Note on the Text" to the 1925 publication of Sketches,
the original manuscript appears in very rough form:

reveal that

Parts of the

manuscript, "if repeated verbatim, would be, because of
idiosyncrasies of spelling, punctuation, and grammar, nearly
unintelligible, and occasionally absurd" (36).

They note that

"[p]unctuation indeed hardly exists in the manuscript," and that
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Crevecoeur's grammar abounds in "awkward constructions and
unusual locutions" (36-37, 37).

Albert Stone more benignly

describes the rough texture of the original manuscripts as having an
"ingenuous surface" ("Introduction" 21).

But as a result of this

surface, the editors of the newly-found essays decided it "seemed
best

. . .

to present these sketches for their literary rather than

their philological interest" ("Note" 38).

We must remember that

these sketches were unrefined, apparently unrevised.
represent Crevecoeur's "first draft."

They may well

Nevertheless, Crevecoeur may

also have let such "draft" material stand unrevised in an attempt to
enter into dialogue with Europe's expectations of a primitive's
writings.

Gottschalk and Lach suggest that the Enlightenment

theories of empiricism and materialism influenced late eighteenthcentury novels in their preference for common, and realistic
characters:

"These later novelists, for the most part, abandoned

'phoney' and histrionic paragons and peopled their novels with
figures that were plausible" (131).

Crevecoeur's writing style-

although undeniably authentic-may well attempt to retain that
rustic, unpolished surface in an attempt to enter into dialogue with
this literary predilection. Certainly, the introductory letter of the
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French Lettres capitalizes on such preference, when the author is
described as someone who "manque des avantages que I'art d'ecrire
auroit peu ajouter au merite intrinsique du livre.

Peut-etre aussi

les lecteurs en feront-ils dedommages par des peintures plus naives,
par des details plus vrais, par une maniere plus originale" (l.ix).
The French version nevertheless demonstrates a much greater
level

of rhetorical skill.

Bourdin suggests that in the French

translation, "the only ambition of the American Farmer was to adapt
such pieces of his writings as he could to the sentimental taste of
the period, and thus achieve a reputation as a French writer"
("Manuscript" 17).

Although the first edition of English letters had

promised the possibility of a second volume of "American Farmer
Letters," Bourdin points out that, once Crevecoeur returned to France
and was applauded by French literary society, "another English
edition of his papers [that is, excerpts from the unpublished
Sketches manuscript] was out of the question" ("Manuscript" 17).
Content that describes ideologies potentially inappropriate to a
post-Revolutionary audience, however, represented only one
criterion rendering a second English edition "out of the question."
The revised tone and style of the author transformed the original
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propositions into a form that more nearly matched the stylistic
sensibilities of the French audience as well.

As Rice asserts,

le langage meme de cette traduction colorait le fond du
livre. Ce francais raffine et litteraire que Crevecoeur
apprit Chez Mme d'Houdetot etait le meme langage qui
avait servi pour toutes les idylles a la maniere de
Gessner, les scenes champetres a la Rousseau, et les
effusions philosophiques de Raynal; inevitablement, ce
langage employe dans le Cultivateur Americain evoquait
souvent des images tres eloignees des objets qu'il
voulait decrire. (my emphasis; Cultivateur 194)
In a more caustic assessment, Bourdin describes these prepositional
alterations in the French version as having
discarded the homespun garb of their [discursive]
American originals. They [the French letters] lack
precisely the qualities that make the American
Crevecoeur so captivating,-charming simplicity and
naive sentiment. They are defaced and adulterated by the
artificial sentimentality and redundant rhetoric of
eighteenth century French literature. ("Manuscript"
18-19)
Of course, Bourdin's reading discounts any value of the French
version as utterance, preferring to imbue discursive value only in a
"homespun" and "ingenuous" style that would have made the French
version stylistically unreadable to a post-revolutionary European
audience.
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Such a simultaneous refinement of both the intent and the
proposition manifests discursively as an intertextual, internal
dialogizing with the earlier manuscripts.

In addressing the

"modifications radicales" in the French version. Rice proposes that
since the originally published English version includes only onequarter of the material later published in French, the first
significant differentiation may well be to observe that "[l]es
omissions sont peut-etre plus significatives que le choix des lettres
publiees" (Cultivateur

192).

He notes, for example, that the

originally published letters omit the description in "Rural Subjects"
that "contiennent les pages les plus realistes du Cultivateur
Americain, celles ou Ton trouve le plus de details minuteusement
exacts sur les travaux d'une ferme americaine et ou l'auteur insiste
le plus sur les difficultes de cette vie" (193).

Rice also notes the

significant omission of passages showing social corruption as well
as any depictions of "les passions aveugles qui avaient eclate au
moment de la guerre civile" (193).
Nevertheless, it is in a joint consideration of both ideological
and prepositional omission and refinement that the internal
dialogism of the French discourse emerges.

A closer look at a
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specific passage will make evident the nature of the discourse's
dialogue with its earlier form. Volume One, as we have noted above,
begins with the reprint of two letters of entreaty by Crevecoeur's
friend, de Lacretelle, to publish in Le Mercure excerpts from the
letters.

Next follow, broken into two sketches, the essential

content of English Letters 1. These two passages include some
minor modifications to align the discourse to the times.

For

example, unlike the original published version, the author now
inserts mention of the American Revolution: "Ces provinces . . . ont
ete fondees par des hommes qui avoient ete instruits dans le
sublime ecole des malheurs, qui avoient ete eclaires des etincelles
produiters par le choc des factions et des revolutions" (1.118).

But

for the most part, the discourse follows the intent and descriptions
of the original.

However, in the chapter that follows, "Pensees d'un

cultivateur americain; sur son sort et les plaisirs del la compagne,"
although the chapter corresponds in sequence with the originally
published letters, the tension between original and derivative
content makes clear the nature of the dialogue between the earlier
and later versions of the discourse.
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With only a slightly heightened flourish, the French version of
"Pensees" offers relatively faithful translation for the first page
and a half-although minor alterations do occur almost immediately:
In the English version the author can "thank God that my lot is to be
an American farmer, instead of a Russian boor [sic], or an Hungarian
peasant" (27).

The French version offers for Hungarian the

substitution of "les paysans Polonais," a modification designed to
evoke a connotative comparison more historically apropos for
contemporary French intellectuals (1.48).

By the time of the French

version, Austria, Prussia, and Russia had effected the First Partition
of Poland, and many Polish refugees had found sympathy and asylum
with the French in the late 1770s and early 1780s (Davies Heart
251).

In particular, the French held no love for the Austrians, and

even the political marriage of Austrian-born Marie Antoinette to
French royalty had done little to heal Franco-Austrian relationsbehind the court's back, people still referred to her as the "scourge
and bloodsucker of the French" (Webster 344).

Crevecoeur's

substitution of "Polish" would have struck a more sympathetic cord
in French salon

society-not to mention that the Hungarians were

technically a class of peasants more closely held by the Hapsburgs
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and, therefore, personae non gratis (McGuigan 52-56; Crankshaw
140).
By the third page of translation, the French discourse
introduces a much more sophisticated modification, as it provides
the rhetoric of a classical psychomachia.

Gay writes that the

"coherent philosophy" of the Enlightenment was "the dialectical
interplay of their [the philosophes ] appeal to antiquity. . . . The
Enlightenment was a volatile mixture of classicism, impiety, and
science" (8).

He goes on to remark the strong "affinity of the

Enlightenment to classical thought" (Gay 9).

Gottschalk and Lach

also observe that the philosophes consciously drew upon classicism
(115).

Crevecoeur uses this affinity in his revised French version of

the English passage.

In the original version. Farmer James recalls

his temptation as a youth to sell his father's farm:

"I thought it

afforded but a dull repetition of the same labours and pleasures.

I

thought the former tedious and heavy, the latter few and insipid"
(28).

But upon reflection, and upon marrying, he became "perfectly

reconciled . . . to my situation" (28). The account occupies a mere
dozen lines of text in the English chapter.

The French version tells

of the same struggle, but requires two and a half pages, since that
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Struggle is transformed into the dramatic confrontation of "mon non
genie" and "mon mauvais genie" and the extended rhetorical
arguments each offers the young farmer before he makes an
intelligent decision.
Within the argument of the "bon genie"-the good angel-the
discourse expands upon the original version's inventory of the young
farmer's educational experience:

The English letter explains that

James' father "left me no good books it is true[;] he gave me no other
education than the art of reading and writing; but he left me a good
farm, and his experience" (28). The French account, however,
bestows upon the American farmer a different educational
background: The "bon genie" admonishes the young farmer, saying,
"De quoi oses-tu done te plaindre?

11 [le pere] t'a donne reducation

d'un honnete Colon; tu fais lire et ecrire, un peu de Geographie pour
entendre les Gazettes, un peu de loi pour savoir les respecter et
gerer tes affaires; 11 t'a laisse en outre une partie des conoissances
qu'il avoit acquises par plus de cinquante ans d'experience" (1.51).
The French version of the American farmer now has an educational
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background enhanced by additional skills and imbued with additional
philosophical nuance-including reference to the classical writer,
Colon.
The French version also expands on the idyll of the prosperous
young American family.

The English version uses this theme as well,

stating, "[m]y wife would often come with her knitting in her hand,
and sit under the shady trees, praising the straightness of my
furrows, and the docility of my horses; this swelled my heart and
made everything light and pleasant" (28).

Curiously, the French

version omits this striking image but records instead, "j[']avois
vingt-six ans; quelle epoque!

j'amois et j'etoisaime; je jouissois

d'une bonne sante; j'etois jeune et vigoureux" (1.52).

Also, just as

James offers the English discourse an insulation of fictitious
biographical characteristics, the reclaimed identity of St. John still
retains-even though altered from the English persona-biographical
alterations.
six.

St. John writes above that he married at age twenty-

In reality, St. John de Crevecoeur, born in 1735, was married in

1769, when he was thirty-four (Allen and Asselineau 32).

But that

reality would do less to heighten the idyll of the young American
family man.
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The passage immediately following the "family man" account
offers a modification even more sensitive to the new utterance:

The

English version states,
I felt myself happy in my new situation, and where is
that station which can confer a more substantial system
of felicity than that of an American farmer, possessing
freedom of action, freedom of thoughts, ruled by a mode
of government which requires but little from us? I owe
nothing, but a pepper corn to my country, a small tribute
to my king, with loyalty and due respect; I know no other
landlord than the lord of all the land, to whom I owe the
most sincere gratitude. (28-30)
This passage suggests, first of all, the author's earlier loyalist
affinities.

Of course, as utterance, the English version was intended

for an English audience, and so pays lip service to the government
and its monarch. The passage also helps to explain why he, as
farmer, would prefer a government an ocean away, rather than a
local governing power.

As Myra Jehlen observes, Crevecoeur's "ideal

government has little impact on local activities of individuals; its
role was global, and on that scale, absolute" (219).

Not surprisingly,

this passage undergoes considerable alteration in the French
version, but other considerations besides the initially revealed
loyalist sentiments cause the modifications and omissions that
result:

"je cultivois mes propres champs; j'etois, comme je le suis
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encore, libre, independant, sans aucune dettes et assujetti a aucunes
redevances" (1.52).

The omissions revolve around loyalist

admissions but also around descriptions of political freedoms not
allowed, or even slightly encouraged, by the French authorities that
ruled at the time of the translation (Allen and Asselineau 95).
This theme of the politically and economically independent
"freeholder" occupies the next three pages of the English version
(30).

The narrator praises the land, and asks, "What should we

American farmers be without the distinct possession of that soil?"
(Letters

30).

But the English version also further attributes to the

land certain philosophical and political advantages:

"[0]n it is

founded our rank, our freedom, our power as citizens, our importance
as inhabitants of such a district.

These images I must confess I

always behold with pleasure, and extend them as far as my
imagination can reach: for this is what may be called the true and
only philosophy of an American farmer" (30-31).

By contrast, the

French version is much more cautious in its pronouncement of such a
connection between agricultural and political independence.

As post-

Revolutionary French utterance, the persona of St. John more
judiciously offers, "La consolante idee de propriete exclusive, de
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droits particuliers, de privileges municipaux, se presente a mon
imagination" (1.56).

And the "philosophy of the American farmer" is

modified to follow a description of the struggle to claim and hold
the land from the forces of the wilderness:

"[J]'y ai moi-meme

epuise la premiere vigeur de mes bras. Voila les images que passe
souvent en revue, parce que j'en deduis les principes de mon unique
Philosophie" (1.57).

The universal sentiments-including "rank,"

"freedom," and the "power of the citizens"-comprising a composite
philosophy of American farmers, in the French discourse become
transformed into an individual's philosophy of the land, defused of
political import and used to provide a sense of personal strength as
the narrator struggles with "[l]e terrain que j'occupe aujourd'hui .

. .

, marecageux et sauvage, tel enfin qu'il etoit forti des mains de la
nature" (1.57).

Crevecoeur's proffered philosophy of the land also

enters into dialogue with the philosophe Quesnay's theories.
Quesnay asserted in his Tableau economique (1758) that since land
was the only valid form of wealth, agriculture should constitute the
main source of revenue (Gottschalk and Lach 119). The philosophes
advocated Quesnay's physiocratic assertion that land should be freed
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from outdated taxes and guilds-a discursive context that
Crevecoeur's carefully-worded French version incorporates.
Both English and French versions then roughly parallel each
other in their discussion of bees, kingbirds, insects, pigeons, and
quail-although the original

intermingles the dominant discussion

on hives and bee-keeping with rambling naturalist observations on
other fauna.

This naturalist emphasis persists to the end of the

English chapter, and closes with James' hope that "I may live to
teach the same philosophy [of the land] to my children" (43). The
French discourse concentrates primarily on the bee-keeping, with
certain significant modifications.

One curious alteration concerns

the English letter's account of cutting open a kingbird-the chief
enemy of the bees, according to the narrator-and discovering 171
bees in his "craw" (33). The French version describes the same
event, but finds 171 bees inside four kingbirds (1.62).

Perhaps the

intervening years-along with the judicious companionship of the
philosophes -had rendered the notion of so many insects within one
bird as less reasonable.

In any event, the more conservative tally of

bees from four birds supplants the original claim by the "homespun"
farmer-a version that may have an element of the tall-folk-tale
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discourse that would not so easily enter into dialogue with
eighteenth-century intellectual France.

More significant as political

ideology, however, is the way in which the narrator's accounts differ
in his descriptions of the bees' independent nature.

In the English

version, James simply remarks that "I seldom thwart their
inclinations [to select their own bee tree]; it is in freedom that they
work:

were I to confine them, they would dwindle away and quit

their labour" (35-36).
inherent philosophe

But the French version drives home the
ideology of the naturalist observation by

embellishing the account:

"Semblables a bien des hommes, elles

preferent des habitations sauvages et libres, aux plus belles et aux
plus commodes qu'on peut leur offrir.

Depuis que j'ai appris I'art de

les suivre et de les trouver, je ne force plus leurs inclinations; car
n'est que quand elles jouissent de la liberte qu'elles prosperent"
(1.62-63).

The expanded version in French makes explicit the

societal parallels that the philosophes

attribute to the natural

influences of living in the New World.
The next nine pages of the French version include material
essentially parallel to the earlier English version, although
rearranged topically and paced as a sequence from one season to the
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next-a structural refinement that reduces the random and
digressive flavor that occurs in the original.

But when the French

"translation" reaches the springtime, all similarity to the original
ceases. The French version launches into an extended prose ode to
spring that consumes three pages, and includes discussion of flora
totally absent in the English version (1.76-77, 78).
discourse also presents the philosophe

The later

vision of a people in harmony

with nature, as when Crevecoeur compares Old and New World
attitudes toward thunder:
N'est-il pas etonnant que les habitans de I'ancien monde
tremblent encore de frayeur, et foient encore exposes
aux ravages destructifs de la foudre, pendant que les
Americains plus heureux, quoiqu'un peuple d'hier, ne la
regardant que comme une operation nessecaire et utile,
dorment tranquilles a I'abri de leur baguettes, plus
miraculeuses que celles des Egyptiens, et confient la
preservation de leurs maisons, de leurs eglises et de
leurs vaisseaux a rinfaillibilite philosophique de ce
simple expedient. (1.78)
Such philosophic treatment supplants the English version's
naturalist observations of wrens, swallows, hornets, and yellow
wasps.

But eventually the chapter returns-although with a subtle

shift in semantics-to the theme that closes the original English
version.

The narrator of the English version ends on a note of
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satisfaction at being representative of "good substantial
independent American farmers-an appellation which will be the
most fortunate one, a man of my class can possess, so long as our
civil government continues to shed blessings on our husbandry" (43).
With subtle variation, the French version transforms this passage to
read, "c'est I'etat le plus fortune auquel un Americain puisse aspirer
aussi long-tems que notre gouvernement continuera d'encourager
I'Agriculture par la protection du commerce, et de nous faire
participer a toutes les benedictions de la liberte" (1.80).

The

modification is more than mere refinement of style; it houses as
well a more cautious presentation of the relationship between the
individual and the civil authority-an authority that "protects
commerce" and makes possible the "benediction of liberty" in
keeping with the theories of the philosophic physiocrats

(my

translation; 1.80).
The transformation into renewed utterance that occurs in the
French "Pensees" letter provides an unusually fine example of the
internal dialogism between the propositions of an earlier and a later
discourse.

It not only "translates" previous material into a

philosophically and politically more readable version but also offers
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that modified content in a more refined stylistic proposition and
with an eye toward smoother transitions and smoother narrative
flow.

The tone of the narrator matches the polished writer's image

that Crevecoeur wished to convey to his European audience, and he
rhetorically inserts the refinements into the content of the earlier
English version. That Crevecoeur expands the content toward a
rhetorical end quite different from that of the original,

entering

into a dialogue that was very much a part of the socio-political
horizons that had redefined the value of the discourse.

In other

terms, Crevecoeur privileges historicity to content-the historicity
of the time of composition or time-frame in which he wrote over the
time-frame which he describes.

As such, Crevecoeur's internal

dialogism becomes what Bakhtin calls a "chronotope," which
Emerson and Holquist describe as texts that are totally dependent
upon one another when neither text is privileged: "The chronotope is
an optic for reading texts as x-rays of the forces at work in the
cultural system from which they spring" (Emerson and Holquist 42526).

In less exaggerated style, much of the French discourse

conforms to this chronotopic editorial decision:

Crevecoeur

privileges utterance over the content of the original discourse.

And
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even though many of the discursive languages informing the original
still operate in the later version, those languages are subsumed to
the cultural and historical horizons that redefined the later version.
* *

*

Such comparisons of the (re)arrangement of content, the
mediation of narratorial point of view that distinguishes the
American and French versions, and the conscious "modifications
radicales" in both omission and alteration of content, all reveal
Crevecoeur the revisionist-the conscious artist-at work.
Significantly, the method behind both utterances still remains
surprisingly similar: to present a selection of passages of little or
no thematic consistency that nevertheless produces a feel for the
times without incriminating the author or associating him with
unpopular or tenuous ideologies.

Such a rhetorical masquerade

might have seemed prudent to Crevecoeur for both the original and
the revised discourse since, in both instances, he found himself with
an opinion that was at odds with the prevailing political ideologies.
However, an important distinction between the two utterances
emerges:

In the former version, as I have noted, Crevecoeur

succeeds through sustained refraction-the narrator remains
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consistent-while in the latter Crevecoeur succeeds through
sustained fragmentation-narratorial point of view shifts, and the
author becomes free to include a collage of collected identities to
express the multi-faceted experiences of America in a form that is
consistent with the ideologies and discursive structures of
I'Encyclopedie.

The transformation of the discourse reveals the

workings of a true chronotopic utterance in two different historical
horizons because the respective versions respond consciously to the
dialogical principles that inform, respectively, each of the two
versions.

CHAPTER IV
THE DIALOGIC THREADS OF UTTERANCE: THE
COMPETING DISCURSIVE CONTEXTS
OF LETTERS 12

Letters
American

12 serves as the final selection of Letters From an

Farmer.

The beginning of this final letter initially

forgoes the recurring epistolary introduction and moves immediately
to the dilemma indicated by the title of the selection, "Distresses of
a Frontier man."

The epistolary convention surfaces off and on

within this letter, suggesting that even when Crevecoeur chooses to
begin a sketch without the framing genre, he nevertheless retains
the refracted narrative pose inherent in this form-a significant
maneuver since it allows the author to remain within the
consciousness of a doubled-voiced narrator, and to retain the
trappings of a literary language-even when the content of the
discourse ranges into matters that are controversial or volatile.
Thus, Letters

12 continues to operate within the horizon of the

framing genre of literary epistle.

This alien context remains one of

the major voices against which Crevecoeur struggles to infuse the
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discourse with his own message, his own "internally-persuasive
discourse"-a term that Bakhtin uses to refer to a dialogism that "is
affirmed through assimilation, tightly interwoven with 'one's own
word'" ("Discourse" 345).
Since the discourse is utterance, Crevecoeur's epistle
discusses the status of Colonials during the war, providing
Europeans with a modified description-a reworking of the
previously established language systems-for describing the altered
socio-ideological environment that now "distresses" the narrator.
As such, the letter is, as a Bakhtin reading, "chronotropic"-that is,
the letter's vision of America is interdependent with the
experiences of the moment (Bakhtin 425).

The dialogue established

in earlier letters-that is, a dialogue consistent with the
expectations of travelogue-is no longer privileged; instead, the
discourse responds to socio-political horizons that create new
utterance.

In particular this final chapter dramatizes for the

audience the hazards and difficulties of living on the frontier during
the Revolution.

Consequently, in "Distresses of a Frontier Man,"

Crevecoeur's persona, James, undergoes a dramatic shift in tone.
The narrative voice now struggles with the dilemma of a political
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situation which has intensified since the last epistolary chronicle,
and he writes as an embittered frontiersman.

Such a departure from

the tone and content of the previous letters comes as something of a
shock to the reader whose only access to Crevecoeur remains the
originally published Letters From an American Farmer.

And even

though as utterance, such access does constitute the extent of
interlocution for Crevecoeur's readers in 1781, as discourse, the
contiguously-written

Sketches

provide important insight into the

historical becoming of the utterance.
Yet at this point in the epistolary discourse-that is, the
beginning of Letters

12-the discursive context of travelogue, of

observations on and reflections about America, no longer competes
as the controlling language.

In the opening paragraph of the letter,

Crevecoeur through James narrates that such travelogue would be
more appropriate in another clime and another place.

He begins, "I

wish for a change of place. . . . Could I but carry my family along
with me, I would winter at Pello, or Tolosky, in order to enjoy the
peace and innocence of that country" (203).

The romance of America

has turned into a nightmare. He wishes for a new romance, one that
can still enter into dialogue with the traditional framing genre.
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Instead, he now writes of his American travelogue, "I never
can leave behind me the remembrance of the dreadful scenes to
which I have been witness" (203).

Biographers Allen and Asselineau

refer to this period of Crevecoeur's own life as the "nightmare
years" (46)"and with good reason: Not only was his geographic
position on the frontier perilous, but his political affinities also
targeted him for retaliation by his neighbors.

The plight described

by James in Letter 12 reflects a less refracted authorial intention
than usually appears in a specialized language.

In other words,

Crevecoeur's own true dilemma begins to compete, as internallypersuasive discourse,

with the more idealized and fictionalized

version formerly represented in the persona of James.
The narrator writes, "Once happiness was our portion; now it
is gone from us, and I am afraid not to be enjoyed again by the
present generation" (203).

The discourse foreshadows the specific

nature of the "distresses"-an ironic combination of persecution by
American patriots and raids by Indians who support the Crown.

This

seeming equivocation, its pessimism as compared to earlier
passages that praise the resilience of Americans, is less surprising
when situated in the socio-political horizon that frames the
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discourse:

As Bernard Bailyn points out, "the eighteenth century was

an age of ideology; the beliefs and fears expressed on one side of the
Revolutionary controversy were as sincere as those expressed on the
other" (158).

But the narrator's perplexity continues to surface as

an increasingly forceful voice within the discourse.
The end of the first paragraph includes a somewhat puzzling
turn of phrase, in which James writes that he "endeavor[s] to retain
the useful guest" (204). This passage expands into the language of
the philosophes In the French version of the same chapter, "L'Homme
des Frontieres":

That later version states, "I need to reassemble all

my force in order to reestablish the tranquility of my desolated
soul, and to conserve this precious light which enlightens us in all
of life's senses" (my translation; Lettres 2.244).

In Crevecoeur's

French translation, the "guest" becomes his own reasoning
intelligence, that eighteenth-century faculty that serves to
interpret sensory data and arrive at reasonable conclusions.
Spengemann writes of the eighteenth-century preoccupation for
"reasonable objectivity":

"Reasonable men change the world to make

it conform to the ideals of universal reason; they do not let the
world change them" (46).

Crevecoeur's emphasis on the impending
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loss of such a faculty dramatizes the intensity of his situation for
his eighteenth-century intellectual audience, just as he expresses
more plausibly the state of mind of a displaced continental soldier
of fortune better than the trauma of a simple backwoods American
farmer.

Again, the internal dialogism refuses to accept the

obligatory level of refraction established by previous letters and
sketches.
The English version of the discourse then turns to a
description of the "position of our settlement"-a description
stressing that "we have but too much reason to expect our dreadful
enemy; the wilderness is a harbour where it is impossible to find
them" (204, 205).

Howard Rice points out that Crevecoeur's

description accurately sums up the geographical situation of Orange
County, the location of Crevecoeur's Pine Hill farm, and the
impending threat from Indian attack (Cultivateur

152ff.; see

especially the map included between pp. 152 and 153), which details
how accurately Crevecoeur describes not some fictitious construct
in Pennsylvania, but rather his own literal location in New York.
The horrors he describes are real enough as well.

The narrator

recounts that when "the howling of our dogs seems to announce the
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arrival of the enemy: we leap out of bed and run to arms; my poor
wife with panting bosom and silent tears" (205).

The British hired

Indian tribes as mercenaries to terrorize the rebellious colonies.
Even the Declaration of Independence

addresses this practice as a

significant grievance against the British Crown, stating that King
George "endeavored to bring on the inhabitants of our frontiers, the
merciless Indian savages, whose known rule of warfare is an
undistinguished destruction of all ages, sexes and conditions."

Of

the British-backed Indian raids, Norman Gelb notes that at the time
of the Revolution, many Indian tribes thought "more kindly of the
king over the water, who was at least trying to protect their
interests, than they did of their American neighbors, who displayed
few signs of concern over their well-being or fate" (189).

But the

Indian efforts to aid the British drew much criticism even from
British advocates.

One loyalist officer recorded that Indian

activities in upstate New York were "such acts of wanton cruelty
committed by the bloodthirsty savages as humanity would shudder to
mention" (qtd. in Gelb; 195).

The massacres in Pennsylvania's

Wyoming Valley and New York's Cherry Valley attested to the
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ferocity of which marauding tribes were capable-atrocities that
horrified both Patriots and Loyalists.
Crevecoeur's Orange County farm was in considerable risk
because of the concentrated efforts by the British to take the colony
of New York (Rice Cultivateur 152).

Rice states that "[t]he years

1778 and 1779 especially saw a long series of disasters and
devastations. Orange County, where Crevecoeur lived . . . had
everything to fear [from Indian attacks]" (153).

And Allen and

Asselineau record that "by 1778 Crevecoeur was making desperate
efforts to leave Orange County" (56).

The final letter chronicles a

dialogic shift from travelogue commentator to the less refracted
voice of a persecuted Loyalist at the moment Crevecoeur would flee
his farm and undertake the dangerous journey back to Europe.
The confusion and distress so apparent in the discourse invites
comparison with Crevecoeur's remarks in the essay, "The Man of
Sorrows," in which he laments: "Every opinion is changed; every
prejudice is subverted; every ancient principle is annihilated; every
mode of organization, which linked us before as men and as citizens,
is now altered" (Sketches 178); and "You may be punished tomorrow for thoughts and sentiments for which you were highly
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commended the preceding day, and alternately" (Sketches

184). The

tone of "The Man of Sorrows" has obvious correspondence to the
Preacher (Solomon) of Ecclesiastes.

And the discursive context of

the allusion may derive from Crevecoeur's Jesuit training, which
would have included preparing and performing "school-drama"-in
which "the plot was always of a spiritually serious, deeply tragic,
and morally important nature" (Schwickerath 167).

The subjects of

these dramas were "frequently biblical or allegorical" (Schwickerath
167).

But the passage as utterance is real; the internal dialogism

of the author struggles for control of the discourse, and the
competition among voices becomes increasingly intense, culminating
finally in the tense polyphonies that register in Lettres

12.

However, Crevecoeur's discourse still struggles to maneuver
within the confines of his double-voiced epistolary persona.

James

records, "As a member of a large society which extends to many
parts of the world, my connection with it is too distant to be strong
as that which binds me to the inferior division in the midst of which
I live" (207).

His refracted voice struggles to justify why the proud

native-born American of earlier epistles would now find such
distress in separating from the mother country.

What begins as a
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connection to some "larger society" will become the rhetorical foil
for a discussion of his obligations to the microcosm:

"As a citizen

of a smaller society, I find that any kind of opposition to its now
prevailing sentiments, immediately begets hatred:

how easily do

men pass from loving, to hating and cursing one another!" (207). But
when the narrator writes that he is of "little weight and
consequence," that his "vulgar eyes" miss the complexities of the
political struggle, Crevecoeur uses the Adario device to offer his
own authorial commentary on the situation through the eyes of the
naive-and therefore, wise-savage (207).

Nevertheless, from this

point forward in the discourse, the double-voiced narrator struggles
to reveal observations and decisions beyond the faculties of a
"simple farmer."
The narrator notes that "[m]uch has been written and said on
both sides [of the dispute], but who has a judgement capacious and
clear enough to decide?" (207).

Crevecoeur alludes here to the

political literature of the time, which had dominated American
presses since the 1660s (Bailyn 9).

Bailyn points out that by 1775,

thirty-eight newspapers operated in the American colonies-papers
which "were crowded with columns of arguments and counter-
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arguments appearing as letters, official documents, extracts of
speeches, and sermons" (1).

Publishers also produced voluminous

numbers of pamphlets, which constituted the "most important and
characteristic writing of the American Revolution" (Bailyn 2).

But

the narrator of the discourse has learned to distrust such sources:
"Books tell me so much that they inform me of nothing.

Sophistry,

the bane of freemen, launches forth in all her deceiving attire!"
(208).

Crevecoeur's tirade against books may, in part, address

American publishers, who inundated the literature of the times with
pro-revolutionary messages.

Many of the publishers were among the

disenfranchised and discontented elements in the years prior to the
Revolution (Abbott 43).

Crevecoeur's refracted narration responds

to-dialogizes with-an unreasonable world, a world given to
political and partisan rhetoric.

The sophistry which can subvert

honest patriotic affiliations and bring ruin to his pastoral idyll
convinces him that he cannot trust the political reasoning that he
reads.

The

narrator struggles with their dilemma:

"Shall I discard

all my ancient principles, shall I renounce that name, that nation
which I held once so respectable?" (208).

The dilemma is greater

for a European who has fond memories of living with family in
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England, but for a native-born American backwoods farmer, such
attachment to "ancient" (a word in French that can also mean
"former") allegiances strains the established narratorial refraction.
He continues, "I feel the powerful attraction; the sentiments
they inspired grew with my earliest knowledge, and were grafted
upon the first rudiments of my education" (208).

The double-

voicedness of the discourse here may well serve as a private doubleentendre as well, the discourse turning on itself and dialogizing
with the author: When the narrator speaks of the "sentiments . . .
[that] were grafted upon the first rudiments of my education," he
probably refers not to the books of Scotch divinity alluded to in
Letters

1, but rather to Crevecoeur's own actual education at a

Jesuit college, where he learned to value the intangible qualities of
the human condition (Charmot 538).
Nevertheless, he immediately allows the (refracted) doublevoiced persona of the discourse to re-assert itself and play the role
that the dialogism requires:

"On the other hand, shall I arm myself

against the country where first I drew breath . . . ?" (208).

The

equivocating sentiments, however, are less a matter of American
versus British allegiance than they are the equivocations of the
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discourse itself:

Crevecoeur struggles with the refracted voice he

has adopted, and he strives to communicate his own true distresses
in spite of the limitations he has imposed upon his own narratorial
identity.

He laments that as a native-born American, he should "be

called a parricide, a traitor, a villain," because he holds loyalist
sentiments.

Yet, he nevertheless effectively manages to raise his

dilemma above the realm of politics, stating instead that he must
"lose the esteem of all those whom I love, [in order] to preserve my
own" (208).

Since all published sophistry amounts to naught, he

must look within and let his personal ethics determine his course of
action-as well as the course of the discourse.
That course was far from clear for Crevecoeur and many
Americans at the time.

The so-called "radical" party encouraging

the break with England was not necessarily a "popular" party: As
Abbott observes, "a more careful study of local conditions in the
various colonies-especially New York-indicates that this triumph
[of revolutionary spirit] was not so immediate and complete as it
appeared to men of later days" (79).

In the midst of such confusion

and violence, Crevecoeur's uncertainty and tendency toward
equivocation can be seen as symptomatic of the times rather than
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simply as a manifestation of Crevecoeur's own idiosyncratic
writing.
Crevecoeur describes repeatedly in his essays the atrocities of
war.

Under the ruse of the Adario device, he writes, "[l]gnorant as I

am, I can pervade the extent of the calamities which have already
overtaken our poor afflicted country" (208).
are not overly-dramatized.

And his assessments

Philbrick calls Crevecoeur's sketches

about the Revolution relatively objective descriptions of "the
disruption of American life by civil war" (Columbia

151).

According to Abbott, "in its earlier stages at least, the movement
we call the American Revolution might be regarded as what later
writers have called it, a civil war" (44).

To some extent, the

equivocal nature of Crevecoeur's discourse is innate to an American
of the revolutionary period:

"What one party calls meritorious, the

other denominates flagitious.

. . . What can an insignificant man do

in the midst of these jarring contradictory parties, equally hostile
to persons situated as I am?" (209).

Crevecoeur rephrases the

Loyalist/Patriot dilemma of an ideal-torn country.

And since

"opinions vary, contract, or expand, like the events upon which they
are founded," ambiguity and equivocation become the necessary

vaawKPia^B^rK.
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vehicles of the dialogism (209).

Refracted authorial narration and

equivocation are manifest not so much as a lack of artistic control
but rather as a necessary buffer during calamitous times.
When he writes, "[w]hat are we

in the great scale of events,

we poor defenseless frontier inhabitants?

What is it to the gazing

world, whether we live or whether we die? . . . We are like the
pismires before the plough" (author's emphasis; 209).

But, of course,

here the discourse re-enters the dialogism even as it pretends to
deny itself as utterance.

Crevecoeur describes the helplessness of

the frontierspeople in the face of conflict.

But even as he feigns the

indifference of Europeans for his plight, he nevertheless addresses
them in a letter that can only be read by those who show interest.
Perhaps he indulges in a little sophistry of his own, calling upon his
Jesuit training; the Jesuits were masters of duplicity and
counterpoint (Allen and Asselineau 12).

The narrator knows full

well that the appeal of his writing is precisely his description of
the plight of such "pismires."
But the image of "poor frontier inhabitants" does not always
control the language of the discourse: Sometimes Crevecoeur speaks
more directly to his European audience, as when he writes, "The
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cool, the distant spectator, placed in safety, may arraign me for
ingratitude, may bring forth the principles of Solon or Montesquieu"
(208-9).

In an attempt to heighten utterance, the author struggles

with the narrator for control of the discourse.

The double-

voicedness of the narrator slips away once more:

Letters 1 has

already revealed that simple farmer James' reading is minimal.
father left him with only "a few musty books, which his
brought from England with him, . .

His

father

. consisting mostly of Scotch

Divinity, the Navigation of Sir Francis Drake, the History of Queen
Elizabeth, and a few miscellaneous volumes" (14):

Crevecoeur

intends that the refracted voice of his narrator fit the eighteenthcentury image of the Adario.

In Letters 2, James writes again that

his father "left me no good books it is true, [that] he gave me no
other education than the art of reading and writing" (28).
Letters

Yet here in

12, James makes allusions to "the principles of Solon or

Montesquieu"-readings held in contemporary continental esteem
(Fellows 100).

In fact, Montesquieu's 1734 publication of

Considerations sur la grandeur des Remains et leur decadence,
together with Voltaire's Lettres philosophes,

would mark the

beginnings of the French philosophes, an intellectual group about
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which James, the refracted narrator, would know nothing (Thoraval
250).
Yet when Crevecoeur refocuses the dialogism onto his intended
audience, presuming that "the cool, the distant spectator, placed in
safety," can judge adequately neither the circumstances nor the
consequences that the Revolutionary War presents to the
frontiersman, the inference heightens the reader's appreciation that
the narrator is aware of the reader's participation in a dialogism,
that the discourse is, indeed, utterance-that is, that the reader has
a responsibility to evaluate the discourse in the context of the socioideological environment in which it is uttered.
That responsibility of the reader-the implicit participation in
the dialogism-Crevecoeur invokes through the language system of
verbal scene-painting, a discursive context that may originate with
the author's Jesuit training.

The narrator speaks to the reader.

saying.
Oh, were he situated where I am, were his house
perpetually filled, as mine is, with miserable victims
just escaped from the flames and the scalping knife,
telling of barbarities and murders, that make human
nature tremble; his situation would suspend every
political reflection, and expel every abstract idea. (21011)
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Crevecoeur continues to paint his scenes, but he returns emphasis to
frontier realities that confront former dreams.

In Letters

3, he

writes that "we are the most perfect society now existing in the
world" (47).

In Letters

12 he replays the theme of Americans'

dreams colliding with their realities.

Such a realization becomes

part of Crevecoeur's specialized language, a part of the
heteroglossia that resists the dialogism with his continental
audience.

But he achieves the effect by calling upon an emotional

response in the form of verbal depiction.
The narrator then demands.
Must I, in order to be called a faithful subject, coolly,
and philosophically say, it is necessary for the good of
Britain, that my children's brains should be dashed
against the walls of the house in which they were reared;
that my wife should be stabbed and scalped before my
face . . . .
Must I with meekness wait for that last
pitch of desolation . . . . (211)
The scene-painting shifts subtly.

The images begin to correspond to

the narrator's dilemma as Loyalist.

At this point in the discourse,

equivocation dissolves into a rhetorical stance that introduces the
rhetorical maneuver of justifying his flight.

Such posturing is, in

part, a necessary step since Crevecoeur's narrator has spent
considerable time in these letters and sketches stressing how
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unthinkable it would be to leave his home for whatever reason. As
refracted narrator, he is even more conditionally bound by virtue of
birthright.

In order to maintain the dialogism with a rational

eighteenth-century audience, the narrator must establish through
both reasonable and emotional persuasion that flight is the only
avenue of survival for a rational individual.
The circumstance most compelling him to flight is Indian
raids, which he describes as "so hard a fate from ruffians, acting at
such a distance from the eyes of any superior; monsters, left to the
wild impulses of the wildest nature" (211-12).

The discourse need

resort to no sophistry or embellishment here to describe these
"hired banditti" (213).

Of the Indian terrorism during the Revolution,

Gelb writes.
The British had warned the Indians against mistreating
civilians and torturing captives. But those warnings had
little effect. Clear across the frontier, settlements
were terrified that they might be overrun and wiped out.
No matter how far removed from military involvement or
strategic importance, they were potential targets of
Indian fury, particularly when warriors returned empty
handed and disgruntled from battle setbacks. No frontier
farmhouse could be considered safe. Farmers took to
going about their chores in armed parties. Frontier folk
abandoned remote holdings and converged for security on
forts which punctuated the back country, sometimes
having to race to get there before being overtaken by
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Indian marauders. Stories circulated about people
savagely cut down within sight of safety. (194)
Whether or not Crevecoeur's refracted narrator emphasizes the
savagery for rhetorical purposes, the discourse does not exaggerate
the hazards that frontierspeople risked.
it is impossible!

The narrator exclaims, "No,

so astonishing a sacrifice is not to be expected

from human nature" (212)-in spite of the refraction inherent in the
discourse, Crevecoeur reveals that even loyalist allegiance can
endure only up to certain limits.

But the author invokes the

dialogical principle of the discourse in order to validate his
decision.

The narrator calls upon the epistolary correspondent-and

by inference, the voice of continental reason-to examine the
evidence and to come to any other conclusion than the one which he
has offered:

the necessity of fleeing his home.

The discourse invokes both reason and emotion as persuasive
elements:

It describes how untenable are the circumstances and

how irresistible the only solution; it presents a narrative voice that
struggles to maintain reason in unreasonable and calamitous times,
to remain loyal in the face of injury, to withstand uprooting both by
native as well as foreign forces.

But at this point in the discourse.
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Crevecoeur's own unrefracted voice now directly addresses the
problem of allegiance-a problem less central to James but very
real to Crevecoeur:

"[M]y former respect, my former attachment

vanishes with my safety" (213).
Nevertheless, Crevecoeur almost immediately reclaims the
identity of the refracted narrator and applies the dynamics of the
dialogical principle.

In Letters 3, the discourse had proposed a

hierarchy of frontier types: those who live by the sea, those who
hunt and trap, those who plant and civilize (50-53).

He describes in

some detail the popular social theory of the philosophes that the
planter lives close to nature without participating in the savagery
that separates nature from civilization.
exalted "natural" state.

The planter is, thus, an

James proclaims that upon the soil, and its

cultivation, "is founded our rank, our freedom, our power as citizens,
our importance as inhabitants of such a district.

. . .

for this is

what may be called the true and the only philosophy of an American
farmer" (31).

When now, in Letters 12, James states that the

"property of farmers is not like that of merchants," he confronts the
liability that American planters faced when they face the sacrifice
of the very land from which they drew not only sustenance but also
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values and prestige (212).

James sees the sacrifice of land for the

sake of allegiance to "ancient masters" as an act that renders
planters "useless," that deprives them of their natural rights as
Americans (212).

He now scrutinizes the loyalist stand as an

"inflexible and sullen attachment" (213).

And those upon whom he

felt he could rely for protection have now "hired banditti" to mete
out "indiscriminate blows"-actions which compel planters to
"extinguish ancient respect, and urge us to self-defence [sic]" (213).
As we noted earlier, "ancient" in French-Crevecoeur's native tongue
-has two meanings: It can mean "old" or it can mean "former." The
present context suggests that the narrator uses the latter meaning,
for he contemplates the dissolution of a bond that has been betrayed
at least by negligence and probably, to his eyes, by malice as well.
Significantly, the rhetoric of the discourse now parallels that
of the American Declaration of Independence - a parallel consistent
with and, indeed, expected, given the eighteenth-century
Enlightenment social and political theory of the time.
Declaration

Where the

begins with general statements concerning the natural

rights of man, Crevecoeur's discourse offers the naturalized rights
of the new man.

In Enlightenment form, Crevecoeur's discourse calls
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attention to the assault on reason and reasonable demands: He has
borne peril and injustice at the hands of an unsympathetic maternal
power-claims equally offered by Patriots.
the Declaration,

And just as occurs in

Crevecoeur's final letter emphasizes the many

unredressed grievances.

The logical response of both rhetorical

discourses is the same: "she [Britain] herself, that once indulgent
parent, forces me to take up arms against her" (213).

Nevertheless,

Crevecoeur does this reluctantly, as he adds that by "the remedy I
have proposed, I am convulsed" (213).

The internal dialogism of the

author struggles against the political rhetoric that the discourse
has prepared the reader to accept.

But the equivocations of the

passage are not so much a wavering of resolve as a struggle between
conflicting voices-the voice of eighteenth-century political
Enlightenment theory and the voice of the unrefracted loyalist
author who nevertheless finds himself betrayed by the sources of
his "ancient respect."
However, other conflicts, other equivocating, oscillating
responses in the discourse emerge as well, other signifiers of the
struggle between the various discursive contexts that compete for
control of the discourse.

The irony of the narrator's new-found
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pessimism stands out in clear definition from the earlier optimism.
Letters

4 describes "this country, providentially intended for the

general asylum of the world" (93).

Yet now he entertains the limited

opportunities for asylum from that world:

He writes, "Why has the

master of the world permitted so much indiscriminate evil
throughout every part of this poor planet, at all times, and among all
kinds of people? (214).

The question struggles with a polyphony of

other voices within the discourse as well as within the socioideological horizons that frame the question.

Certainly, the question

is properly less equivocation than an example of true utterance:

as

Bakhtin says, "the prose art presumes a deliberate feeling for the
historical and social concreteness of living discourse, as well as its
relativity, a feeling for its participation in historical becoming and
in social struggle" (331).

Letters

12 is a microcosmic example of

the dynamic nature of Crevecoeur's discourse of "social becoming,"
to which the Letters, Sketches,

and French Lettres all attest. Yet,

equivocation and even the reversals of political affiliations and
national allegiances, which make Crevecoeur's collective works
seem so contradictory, are all merely the product of a living
discourse, of an utterance that participates "in historical becoming
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and in social struggle."

In addition to an inherent dialogical

correspondence with social and political ideologies, the question
also responds to the author's own earlier Jesuit education, which
insisted upon the innate goodness of the world, as well as to the
optimism that earlier passages of the discourse proclaim.

Thus, the

tension of the passage represents not only a struggle with
historical, social, and political horizons but even with the
discursive horizons earlier promulgated.
Then the author attempts to regain some sense of discursive
continuity by resuming the voice of the reasonable man of the
eighteenth century, asserting that "impiously I roam, [that] I fly
from one erratic thought to another, and my mind, irritated by these
acrimonious reflections, is ready sometimes to lead me to dangerous
extremes of violence" (214).

But the narrative more successfully

regains some sense of discursive continuity-some "asylum" from
the struggle among competing discursive contexts-when
Crevecoeur reveals his strong sense of unrefracted paternal and
familial responsibility:

"When I recollect that I am a father, and a

husband, the return of these endearing ideas strikes deep into my
heart" (214).

The continuum of the discourse draws upon earlier
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passages that extol the pleasures and responsibilities of family:
Letters

In

2 he remarks that

[w]hen I play with my infant, my warm imagination runs
forward, and eagerly anticipates his future temper and
constitution. I would willingly open the book of fate, and
know in which page his destiny is delineated; alas! where
is the father who in those moments of paternal extasy
[sic] can delineate one half of the thoughts which dilate
his heart? (30)
In reality, Crevecoeur elected to take little Ally, his first-born son,
when he fled Pine Hill, leaving behind his wife and two daughters.
The dilemma of Letters 12 is real; the concern undergoes no
refraction.
Nevertheless, when the narrator writes that he will abandon
his society and "willingly descend into an inferior one," allowing his
family to "revert into a state approaching nearer to that of nature,"
he draws upon the intelligentsia of France (215-16).
Europeans, notably the philosophes,
prove their social theories.

Many

saw in America the chance to

Richard Slotkin writes.

The French conceived of America as a stage on which the
drama of man's evolution was being replayed for a
civilized audience hopeful of Its final outcome: the
creation of civilization. The New World was a kind of
experimental laboratory in which revolutionary theories
of human nature and divinity were being tested and
proven. (203)
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One of the theories offered by the philosophes

was the noble savage-

-the concept that man living in nature was free from the corrupting
influences of civilization.

Rousseau's 1750 publication of Discourse

sur les sciences et les arts and his 1755 publication of Discours sur
I'origine de I'inegalite parmi les hommes proposed the "natural
goodness" of man.

Rousseau asserts in the latter that

la plupart de nos maux sont notre propre ouvrage, et que
nous les aurions presque tous evites en conservant la
maniere de vivre simple, uniforme et solitaire qui nous
etait prescrite par la nature. Si elle nous a destines a
etre sains, j'ose presque assurer que I'etat de reflexion
est un etat centre nature, et que I'homme qui medite est
un animal deprave. (1.234)
His description of the "I'homme sauvage" as the "noble savage" found
its example in America (Horton 86-87).

Crevecoeur incorporates

into his discourse this discursive context as a means of winning
over his continental audience to the decision to seek out a friendly
Indian community on the frontier.
The eruption of a despair that could lead the narrator to
consider asylum among Indians appears unexpectedly to the reader
whose sole access to these thoughts comes from Letters 12. While
the narrator now maintains that "the happiness of my family is the
only object of my wishes" (216)-a new competing voice within the
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discourse-the overall discourse suffers from the fragmentation
Crevecoeur effected by not assembling all of the sketches and
letters as one published volume. Letters 12 announces an
interruption with the socio-political environment which has thus
far-that is, in the context of the eleven previous letters-defined
the nature of the dialogism.

But the inevitability of that

interruption develops from portions of that living utterance which
are excluded from the originally-published

Letters.

In this

passage, James' decision to desert his farm and flee to the Indians
for refuge is actually an enactment of a solution that the narrator of
the original twenty-eight essays has rehearsed previously in
passages that would remain silent until collected in the Sketches a
century and a half later.
The narrator of the sketch entitled "The Wyoming Massacre"
notes that many of those persecuted frontier settlers "who found
themselves stripped of their property took refuge among the Indians.
Where else could they go?

Many others, tired of that perpetual

tumult in which the whole settlement was involved, voluntarily took
the same course" (193). After he observes how common an
alternative this has become, the narrator recoils immediately.
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saying, "What a strange idea this joining with the savages seems to
convey to the imagination" (193-94).

Nevertheless, he does not

dismiss this form of escape altogether.

In fact, he quickly concedes

that the melange of displaced frontierspeople among the Indians
"will ere long give rise to a new set of people" (194).

This

prediction sounds curiously reminiscent of James' proclamation in
Letters 3 that the Europeans in America have undergone a "great
metamorphosis" and are now become a new race (65). But the
revised utterance has become refracted to enter into a new dialogic
relationship.
Perhaps a similar voice to that in Letters 3 then leads the
"Wyoming Massacre" narrator to conclude finally that refuge among
the Indians "[u]pon nearer inspection, 'tis far from being so
disgusting" (194).

In a passage from another silent utterance, "The

American Belisarius,"

the narrator records that at one point, "S.K.,"

a persecuted landowner, "at last determined to join the Indians who
were nearest to him, not so much with the design of inciting them to
blood and slaughter as [of finding] a place a refuge and repose" (241).
Thus, Crevecoeur develops progressively in the Sketches
possibility of resorting to an Indian community for asylum.

the
A reader
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who is deprived of the internal monologue detailing the rationale for
asylum among the Indians, which remains silent in the unpublished
Sketches,

reacts with understandable surprise to James'

declaration in Letters 12 that he has decided to flee his home and
apply for safety among the Indians whom he has disdained in earlier
letters.
At one point, Crevecoeur's specific mention "that we must
abandon the accumulated industry of nineteen years" provides a
precise chronological marker for the utterance as living discourse
(217).

And, as such, the utterance reflects unrefracted biographical

reference not to James, but to Crevecoeur himself.

In 1755 or 56,

Crevecoeur arrived in Canada to serve in the Canadian Colonial Army.
He left the army in the fall of 1759 and arrived in New York City on
16 December 1759.

Through the 1760s, he "traveled extensively and

supported himself by surveying" (Allen and Asselineau 27).

Then, on

23 December 1765, he was granted naturalization as a British
citizen under the name Hector St. John.

It was not until 20

September 1769 that he married Mehetable Tippet, of Yonkers,
whose family owned land in Westchester County, New York.
Crevecoeur bought a farm in the backwoods settlement of Chester,
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three miles from Goshen, in Orange Country, New York. Nineteen and
a half years after buying his farm. Pine Hill, in mid-February of
1779, he would reach New York City with his son Ally, on the first
leg of his flight back to France.
The time frame of nineteen years would be relatively
meaningless to native-born James, who merely continues the farm
of his father.

But to Crevecoeur, nineteen years marks precisely the

time period between his purchase of Pine Hill and his "desperate
efforts" in 1778 to leave it (Allen and Asselineau 56).

The mention

of nineteen years suggests that Crevecoeur must have composed
Letters

12 prior to his actual arrival in New York in early 1779

(both Chevignard and Allen record accounts that the sketches were
hidden beneath boxes of soil during the journey), making nineteen
years the precise interval.

Thus, the discourse records an

unrefracted concern for the sacrifice of the author's actual years as
an American planter.
But for the most part, Crevecoeur maintains the doublevoicedness of his narrator-an identity that draws heavily upon
Crevecoeur's decision to make James a Quaker.

In accepting the fate
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of living among Indians, the narrator reminds his readers of that
religious orientation:
[D]istant as I am from any places of worship or school of
education, I have been the pastor of my family, and the
teacher of many of my neighbours. I have learnt them as
well as I could, the gratitude they owe to God, the father
of harvests; and their duties to man: I have been as
useful a subject; ever obedient to the laws, ever vigilant
to see them respected and observed. My wife hath
faithfully followed the same line . . . . (217-18)
The role and mission he portrays-the very choice of linguistic
signifiers ("hath")-would not be lost on a European audience so
enamored of the Quaker.

If the French philosophes

saw in America

the image of the noble savage who lived in nature's goodness, the
good Quaker constituted civilized man's attempt to live in proximity
to that goodness.
I'inegalite

Rousseau asserted in Discours sur I'origine de

that man could not return to natural goodness, that he

could only look nostalgically at a past state that he had lost (1.318).
But the French chose to see the good Quaker as an "intelligent
agrarian" who could "mediate between the natural, naive goodness of
the savage and the cold wisdom of the European" (Slotkin 204).
Thus, they chose an image of cultivated pastoralism rather than a
backwoods primitive association with nature.

Slotkin suggests, "for
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Rousseauists, . . .

the good Quaker can exist only in close

proximity to the good savage.

He must learn from the savage what

he has forgotten about his own nature, even while he teaches the
savage the hard-learned virtues of Christian restraint" (214).
Sydney James records that "[o]f . . . immediate interest to early
American Friends was the fact that getting along with the Indians
meant applying moral standards to relations with people of
primitive cultures" (87).
Quaker identity,

Crevecoeur reminds the reader of his

which makes his resolution to embrace Indian

society an opportunity to live in close proximity with the natural
goodness of the noble savage, thus fulfilling the philosophers
pastoral vision of nature.

He proposes that America could yet offer

what Slotkin refers to as the philosophe 's dream of the American
experience as the "realization rather than the destruction of
Europe's best nature" (203).

The metamorphosis, the process of

naturalization, can begin again but with a new melting pot in mind, a
new race of Americans.
Curiously, Frederick Tolles points out that within the colonies,
the image of Quakers for many colonials was hardly positive, that
the popular attitude toward them emphasized their acquisitiveness
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at the expense of others (46). By the early 1700s they possessed a
"reputation as shrewd and successful businessmen" (Tolles 4 7 ) hardly the image that Crevecoeur wished to portray with his
narrator.

But Sydney James points out that New England Quakers

were concerned about coexisting with the frontier Indians,
particularly in light of their earlier hostilities during the French and
Indian Wars, which had ended in 1763 (99).
Crevecoeur would doubtless have been familiar with the
Quakers' efforts to pacify Indians during and after the French and
Indian War (James 188-90)-a period corresponding to Crevecoeur's
arrival in America and his subsequent wanderings along the frontier
during the 1760s.
Actually, Crevecoeur's fashioning of "Quaker James" also
provides an opportunity to establish an additional, plausible
allegiance for his narrator with Britain.

According to Worrall, "New

York Friends had many significant encounters with opposing military
forces, varying from arrest for crossing lines to attend meetings to
refusal to supply services demanded" (141).
by

Worrall informs us that
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1777 the yearly meeting decided that Friends were not to
subscribe to the affirmation of allegiance required by
the state of New York of citizens in areas of American
control. If any Friends did so and would not acknowledge
their error, they would be disowned. The chances that as
a result of refusing the affirmation, individual Quakers
found themselves at odds with local authorities and their
neighbors. (141-42)
Crevecoeur makes no reference to such political pressure, nor to the
conflict with Patriots-an omission that may well derive from his
desire to portray the Quakers merely as the embodiment of the
social ideals of the French philosophes rather than as actual social
entities in the New World.
The discourse, after much deliberation, finally introduces the
narrator's decision to flee:

"It is therefore resolved on.

I will

either die in the attempt or succeed; better [to] perish all together
in one fatal hour, than to suffer what we daily endure" (221).
Crevecoeur's words are as true for himself as they are for his
fabricated, refracted narrator.

The journey he undertook after

fleeing Pine Hill was both arduous and perilous.

But whereas his

refracted narrator looks to the frontier for asylum, Crevecoeur
looked to New York City and then on to the Continent. The
premonition of hardship expressed in the discourse at this point
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lends some support to Bernard Chevignard's contention that the
Letters

are "an intricate blend of daily diary keeping and

subsequent rewriting," that Crevecoeur "doctored his prerevolutionary notes and memories while composing Letters " (181).
The French Lettres

includes a backward glance in which the

narrator of "L'Homme des frontiers" considers how foolish it would
be to "aller a New-Yorck s'exposer au mepris, au dedain & a
I'abandon" (sic; 2.261).

Such is the advantage of revisionary vision.

However, in the earlier version the narrator can only allow for the
presumed hardship of flight.
The narrator muses, "Perhaps I may repossess my house, if it
be not burned down" (221).

Allen and Asselineau record that

Crevecoeur did not learn the fate of his home or his family until he
returned as French consul to New York in 1784: "No one ever
mentioned how [Crevecoeur's wife] died, whether she perished in the
burning house, or died later of disease, shock, or perhaps both.
Crevecoeur himself did not give even a hint in any of his published
writings" (108).

Such premonition in the original version of Letters

12 does not bespeak revision. And his decision to send James off to
the Indians only underscores the necessity to return to natural
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origins.

In Crevecoeur's own case, those origins lay elsewhere. As

D.H. Lawrence so wryly summed up Crevecoeur's decision, "he trotted
back to France in high-heeled shoes, and imagined America in Paris"
(36).
But the discourse reveals, in the context of the author's
biography, Crevecoeur's unrefracted concern for primogeniture in his
own affairs.

In Letters

12, he writes, "If in Europe it is praise-

worthy to be attached to paternal inheritances, how much more
natural, how much more powerful must the tie be with us, who . . .
are the founders, the creators of our own farms" (222).

But

Crevecoeur was of that European heritage, and he was in line to
receive inheritance.

Earlier letters have assumed this doubled-

voiced posture, particularly Letter 3, which begins, "I wish I could
be acquainted with the thoughts which must agitate the heart and
present themselves to the mind of an enlightened Englishman, when
he first lands on this continent" (45).

The presumption is that he,

James, a native-born American son, can only imagine what a
foreigner would feel at first coming to this country.
in Letters

Similarly, now

12, James refers to how Europeans are "attached to

paternal inheritances" (222).

Allen and Asselineau conjecture that
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Crevecoeur's motivation for taking Ally-and only Ally-on such a
dangerous journey back to France may have been linked to his
attempts to retain his inheritance:
Actually, the right of primogeniture was not recognized
in the part of Normandy where the Crevecoeurs lived.
Parents there were free to divide their possessions
between their male heirs as they chose, favoring either
the eldest or the youngest. Crevecoeur did have a
younger brother, Alexandre, born in 1738, who was
childless. Naturally, Crevecoeur's father would favor his
elder son, since he was the one through whom the
continuity of the name would be secured. This situation
explains why Crevecoeur was so keen on returning to
France. Besides, he had to have Ally recognized as his
legitimate heir. . . .
His desire to have Ally's status
acknowledged must have been one of the reasons why he
wanted so much to return to France at a definitely
inopportune time. (77)
This passage of Letters 12 may reveal Crevecoeur's own concerns
for the family practice of primogeniture rather than his narrator's
concern for his American family and their preparation for flight.
Refraction itself becomes part of the dialogue between author
and discourse, as when the narrator writes, "My fate is determined;
but I have not determined it, you may assure yourself, without
having undergone the most painful conflicts of a variety of passions;-interest, love of ease, disappointed views, and pleasing
expectations frustrated" (222-23).

The double-voicedness of this
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discourse is unapparent to the reader; instead, the dialogism is
between author and discourse-a private double-entendre.
Crevecoeur writes of "pleasing expectations frustrated," but the
double-entendre remains within the specialized language of the
ironic tension between the literary persona of James and the
identity of the author.

Crevecoeur will often play off of this

unexpressed, undialogized irony in the composition of the French
Lettres.

In the case of this particular passage, the parallel French

version pretends to record the words of a Loyalist who feels
betrayed by Britain's duplicity.

Crevecoeur, once again extending the

buffer of a double-voiced, refracted narrator,

pretends to write

about the circumstances of another when he records in the French
version what are actually words describing his own former state:
"Several of these unfortunate [Loyalists] have told me several times,
tears in their eyes, 'Why must we receive such inhuman treatment
from a power for whom we would have sacrificed all, and whom we
respect so much?'" (my translation; 2.262).

The technique recurs

often enough in the French Lettres to suggest that he consciously
Indulged in such private irony.

In the present passage of the original
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Letters

12, the irony also remains private, dialogized only in the

sense that he responds, about himself, to himself.
Having made his decision, the narrator declares that "I have
not yet communicated these glad tidings [of the decision to flee] to
my wife, nor do I know how to do it; I tremble lest she should refuse
to follow me . . .

I fear nothing but the effects of her strong

attachment to her relations" (224).

Crevecoeur's wife, Mehetable,

did not accompany him on his journey; she perished in his absence.
The refracted narration at this point is diminished and rings truer to
Crevecoeur's own situation than it does to James's: When he reports,
"I tremble lest she refuse to follow me," Crevecoeur, a European by
birth, proposes to leave the land where Mehetable, a native-born
American, has spent her entire life.

The narrator confides that he

"fear[s] nothing but the effects of her strong attachment to her
relation"-attachments which Crevecoeur's own unrefracted voice
would not share as a native-born Frenchman.
As the narrator mentally inventories his preparations, he
mentions, "I intend to say to my negroes-ln the name of God, be
free, my honest lads" (225).

Crevecoeur did most probably own

slaves (Allen and Asselineau 40).

In Lettres 2, he states, "My
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negroes are tolerably faithful and healthy" (29).

But he descries the

brutality of the caged negro in Letter 9, who was punished for
killing a white on a nearby plantation.

And in Sketches'" "Ant-Hill

Town," he concedes that although "[h]arvest and the joys it spreads
are themes which ought to inspire me with the rural song

. . . .

[u]nfortunately it is not very applicable to this country [of Virginia]
where the grain is gathered by slaves, and where their daily toils
absorb the very idea of joys" (52)

But it is not until the current

passage in the discourse that the narrator suggests that he will free
his slaves.

In fact, in the fourth essay of Sketches,

the narrator

claims that "[ajfter being possessed of the land, one must have a
team and a Negro" (qtd. in Allen; 40).

Nevertheless, it seems likely

that he draws upon the tradition of Quaker humanity in his depiction
of slaves.
Crevecoeur may well have drawn some of his facts and
mannerisms about the Quakers from John Woolman's Journal, which
was published in 1774.

Worrall writes that Woolman's "presence at

the New England Yearly Meeting of 1760 certainly did much to help
the already considerable antislavery sentiment gain a measure of
success as well as to support the position of reformers in general"
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(160).

Worrall does record that many "Quaker slaveholders were

still untouched, and some Quakers were still involved in the slave
trade" (160).

But by the 1770s, Quakers organized groups among

their constituency to visit the membership and encourage
disownment (Worrall 161-62).

Woolman records in his journal that

he freed his own slaves and made numerous efforts to engineer the
freeing of those around him; Crevecoeur's Quaker James, however, is
only willing to part with his slaves when flight makes it
impractical to keep them. Only now does he enjoin them, "[G]o,
henceforth, and work for yourselves" (225). The discourse rings true
for the author, but not as true for the voice of the narrator James:
The double-voicedness fails to prefigure or restrict the nature of
the narrator when it differs in principle from the unrefracted intent
of the author.
In Letters

12 Crevecoeur (almost incredulously) manages to

maintain the travelogue established so early on as one of the
framing genres of his discourse.

Or perhaps, more accurately, the

travelogue reasserts itself as a dominant voice at intermittent
points in the discourse.

The travelogue is not pure-that is, it does

not retain the former tenor of disinterested observer and recorder-
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instead, the discourse shows the strain of competition between the
voice of travelogue and the emerging internal dialogism of the
author:

While expressing concern for his wife and daughter, the

narrator nevertheless emphasizes the curious and the unusual about
the customs of the Indians he schemes to reach:
For my part, I can plough, sow, and hunt, as occasion may
require; but my wife, deprived of wool, and flax, will
have no room for industry; what is she then to do? like
the other squaws, she must cook for us the nasaump, the
ninchicke, and such other preparations of corn as are
customary among these people. She must learn to bake
squashes and pumpkins under the ashes; to slice and
smoke the meat of our own killing . . . . (Letters 226)
In spite of the distresses he communicates through his refracted
narrator, Crevecoeur continues to frame his utterance through the
voices that define-as, for example, in the above passage,
travelogue-the twenty-eight sketches of this study that were
written for the discourse.

This degree of subtle consistency

suggests that Crevecoeur remains aware of the literary
constructions that serve as his vehicle of refraction, perhaps more
actively than his equivocations at times lead us to believe.

In fact,

the increasing struggle of Crevecoeur's own voice to dominate the
discourse in Letters

12-to compete and overcome the various other
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heteroglot languages comprising his discourse-confirms the
emerging strength of the internally persuasive discourse.

Such an

Interwoven discourse extends beyond the identity of the refracted
narrator, incorporating the various forms of heteroglossia that
struggle for dominance throughout the discourse:

In this sense, the

dialogism "enters into an intense interaction, a struggle

with other

internally persuasive discourses" (author's emphasis; Bakhtin
"Discourse" 346).
The internally persuasive discourse of Letters

12 struggles,

as I have shown, with the voices of travelogue and epistle as
Crevecoeur increasingly uses his double-voiced, refracted narrator
to address issues more germane to Crevecoeur's own actual
circumstances.

But the discourse shows evidence of other internal

discursive competition as well.

For example, the discourse

increasingly draws images that convey Crevecoeur's own justifiable
obsession with safety.

The discourse also reincorporates another

major competing language that struggles for control of the
discourse in Letters

12:

the experience of cultural assimilation of

captives into an Indian environment.

The struggle continues as the

discourse incorporates the discursive context of captivity
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narratives.

When Bakhtin asserts that internally persuasive

discourses represent
any gifted, creative exposition defining alien world
views: such an exposition is always a free stylistic
variation on another's discourse; it expounds another's
thought in the style of that thought even while applying
it to new material, to another way of posing the problem;
it conducts experiments and gets solutions in the
language of another's discourse. (347)
Crevecoeur not only debates the merits and liabilities of life among
the Indians, but also experiments through his continuing imaginative
recreations of the dilemma of earlier captivity narratives such
responses as might resolve those dilemmas in the context of his own
unique discursive exploration of the problem.
Letters

12 continues such posturing, but even as it struggles

with the internally persuasive discourse of captivity narrative, the
discourse reintroduces the heteroglot language of the Enlightenment
theories:
[W]e indeed owe every kind office to a society of men
who so readily offer to assist us into their social
partnership, and to extend their village, the strength of
their adoption, and even the dignity of their names. God
grant us a prosperous beginning, we may then hope to be
of more service to them than even missionaries who have
been sent to preach them a Gospel they cannot
understand. (227)
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By suggesting a "social partnership" with Indian society, the
contract-and by extension, the competing internally persuasive
discourse-would offer reciprocity in the place of captivity.

In

exchange for shelter and social protection, the narrator offers "more
service to them than even missionaries."

The discourse has, in

effect, several simultaneously competing languages though which
the author struggles to define in alien words the nature of his
dilemma:

the captivity accounts, the Enlightenment theory of the

social contract, the Jesuit assumption of missionary service among
non-Christian cultures, and the internal dialogism of the author as
he seeks to communicate his message through a refracted narrator.
The next sentence in the discourse adds yet another competing
language:

"As to religion, our mode of worship will not suffer much

by this removal from a cultivated country.

. . .

I will read and

expound to them some part of the decalogue, which is the method I
have pursued ever since I married" (227-28).

Even as Crevecoeur's

narrator purportedly represents the Quaker tradition, in actuality
Crevecoeur offers the "good Quaker" of the philosophes, whose
"mode of worship will not suffer," who will journey "into the bosom
of the woods" (227).

The discourse treads heavily in the realm of
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the continental interpretation of America as perceived by the salons
of Paris.

As such, the narrator prolongs the dialogue with Europe but

at the expense of narrative coherency.

In earlier letters and

sketches, he has taken great pains to minimize the value of religious
observance in America.

In Letters 3, James asserts "how the

various Christian sects introduced, wear out, and how religious
indifference becomes prevalent" (54).

In fact, he notes "a very

perceptible indifference even in the first generation [of new
settlers]" (56).

And as for missionary efforts, he reports in that

earlier letter that the "foolish vanity, or rather the fury of making
Proselytes, is unknown here" (56).

In the sketch, "Liberty of

Worship," the narrator describes a zealous neighbor who, in the
passion of religious studies, neglected his farm.

But at last,

he left off teaching and seeking for proselytes. He
reacquired the tranquility of mind for which he had been
[formerly] so conspicuous. Like a storm which for a
while obscures the air and disturbs the atmosphere,
when the clouds vanish, the sun shines forth with its
wonted lustre. (Sketches 171)
Yet now in Letters 12, the narrator seems to have revalued what he
formerly saw as error.

In his new capacity as ambassador of

civilization, he will "retrace to them the great outlines of their duty
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to God and to man" (227)

Yet, even though proselytizing his hosts

seems to contradict values expressed earlier, the narrator does
continue to represent Quaker worship as the most American. Letters
3 claims that the "Quakers are the only people who retain a fondness
for their own mode of worship; for be they ever so far separated
from each other, they hold a sort of communion with the society, and
seldom depart from its rules" (56).

It seems that Crevecoeur has

chosen a fortuitous mode of worship for the circumstances that
compel his narrator to abandon his farm-as well as a mode of
worship by which he may enter into a social contract that allows
him to retain those qualities of Enlightenment theory most admired
by his readers.
In fact, the discourse now yields to the competing discursive
context of Enlightenment social theories.
Letters

We have noted that

3 spells out a complex dynamic of settlement, in which the

barbarity of hunters would give way to the civilizing influence of
settlers (50-53).

By the turn of the century, some thirty years

later, these theories would find a more cohesive structure in
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Condorcefs Esquisse d'un tableau historique des progres de I'esprit
human

(Fellows 660).

But Crevecoeur's more primitive

interpretation surfaces again in Letters

12, where he now aspires

to "persuade them, if I can, to till a little more land than they do,
and not to trust so much in the produce of the chase" (228)activities which, according to Letters 3, led to those "barbarous
rudiments" that "exhibit the most hideous parts of our society" (52,
53).
Nevertheless, the persuasive context of captivity narratives
reasserts itself when the narrator writes that "however I respect
the simple, the inoffensive society of these people in the villages,
the strongest prejudices would make me abhor any alliance with
them in blood" (228).

The discourse here bears the struggle between

the language system of captivity-and its implicit tradition of
descriptions of assimilation into the alien culture-and the
competing Enlightenment theories of Condillac concerning the
evolution of society.

The discourse attempts to reconcile the two

languages by persuading the reader of the gains to be made by
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offering the host tribe the opportunity to move from a hunting to a
pastoral economy.
Then the narrator announces, "Thus shall we metamorphose
ourselves, from neat, decent, opulent planters

. . . into a still

simpler people divested of every thing beside hope, food, and the
raiment of the woods" (229).

Crevecoeur returns to the specialized,

internal monologue that has evolved throughout the Letters and
Sketches~\j\z., the metaphor of metamorphosis through American
naturalization.

This metaphor reasserts Itself as one of the

controlling figurations of the discourse.

But in the current passage,

the discourse struggles to redefine the metaphor of Letters 3 that
has failed, supplanting it with a new interpretation that might yet
revalue the American experience

as a species of metamorphosis.

The narrator assures his readers that this transformation shall
include a "rest and peace of mind [that] will make us the most ample
amends for what we shall leave behind" (229).
But for material compensation, the narrator-and the
discourse-introduces a new heteroglot language:
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[T]he share of labour and industry which is intended to
procure but a simple subsistence, with hardly any
superfluity, cannot have the same restrictive effects on
our minds as when we tilled the earth on a more
extensive scale. The surplus could then be realized into
solid wealth, and at the same time . . . it engrossed and
fixed the attention of the labourer, and cherished in his
mind the hope of future riches. (229-30)
Crevecoeur weaves into his narrator's rationale the popular
eighteenth-century Enlightenment theory of physiocracy, an
approach to the supposed law of natural order.

Martin Giesbrecht

points out that "physiocrats" were middle eighteenth-century
economic theorists who opposed the existing mercantilism:
At the time, the middle of the eighteenth century, an
interest in the natural sciences was spreading
throughout the literate classes, especially in France and
England. It was part of the general spirit of the Age of
Enlightenment, that chapter of the Renaissance written
mostly by Voltaire. Very much in vogue was the concept
of natural law. . . . All one has to do to live
successfully in this world is to discover and understand
that part of the natural pattern that one is involved with
and to live according its immutable laws. (58)
Crevecoeur, as literate Frenchman, expounds these ideal principles
in his discourse.

Francois Quesnay, founder of the physiocrats.
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wrote in his 1758 Tableau economique

that the "ultimate source of

all economic productivity and, concomitantly, all wealth was the
land" (Giesbrecht 58).

This portion of Crevecoeur's discourse is a

dialogism which incorporates the physiocratic notions of the land,
as when he asserts "the share of labour and industry which is
intended to procure but a simple subsistence."

The narrator

proclaims that the "surplus [received from the land] could then be
realized into solid wealth."

Giesbrecht notes that the physiocrats

made no attempt to prove their economic theories (60-61).

Instead,

they relied upon the popular romance of the land and the idealism of
the age to carry their theories forward.

Spengemann notes that

eighteenth-century theorists often tended to "stand above change, on
the lofty peaks of reason, and admire the steady progress of
civilization" (46).

The dialogism of this passage in Letters

12 does

no more; indeed, the idealistic presentation fosters and supports the
physiocratic notion on much the same level as the discourse is a
dialogism of the social and political theories of the

philosophes,
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fostering support for the French image of the Quaker, the noble
savage, and America as a panacea for Europe's corruption.
Crevecoeur's refracted narration soon gives way to a
consideration of what faces him in reality:
relocate his family before fleeing?

Should he attempt to

Or "am I to proceed on my

voyage, and leave them? That I could never submit to" (230).
Ironically, this is precisely the option that the author did elect.

He

struggles in the discourse with the range of possibilities; his own
internally persuasive discourse asserts itself as the realistic option
on the frontier, but it is an option that must struggle to make its
point discursively before he accepts its validity on any other
horizon.
The final paragraphs of the discourse reveal the continuing
struggle among discursive contexts for a metaphor that can sustain
the narrator's decision to flee.

First, the travel narrative reasserts

itself as he contemplates that "a singular appearance of peace and
concord are the first characteristics which strike you in the
villages of these people" (230).

The customs that the narrator
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presents offer curiosities that seem surprisingly detached, in as
much as they follow the agonizing deliberations of a narrator facing
separation from his family and home.

The double-voicedness of the

narrative, undergoing the stress of competing internally persuasive
discourses, begins to unravel.
When next the narrator returns to the discursive context of the
philosophes -in this instance, interpreting the Quaker living in
close proximity with the (potentially) noble savage-he uses

the

archaic verb form, "hath," conjuring up the Quaker identity which has
underpinned this fictive character:

"The Supreme Being does not

reside in peculiar churches or communities; he is equally the great
Manitou of the woods and of the plains. . . . Each worship with us,
hath, you know its peculiar political tendency" (231).

But the

dominant competing internally persuasive discourses now assertive
are the fear of "captivity" assimilation and the philosophe 's image
of the Quaker-Indian pastoral ideal.

The struggle continues as the

discourse rehearses the possibilities represented by these two
conflicting interpretations.

As Bakhtin asserts, a "conversation
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with an internally persuasive word that has begun to resist may
continue, but it takes on another character:

it is questioned, it is

put in a new situation in order to expose its weak sides, to get a
feel for its boundaries" (348).

The competing discourses animating

Crevecoeur's dilemma explore the boundaries that limit the ways in
which he can interpret the dilemma before him, a dilemma whose
conflict is both semantic and ideological:
[w]ithin the arena of almost every utterance an intense
interaction and struggle between one's own and another's
word is being waged, a process in which they oppose or
dialogically interanimate each other. The utterance so
conceived is a considerably more complex and dynamic
organism than it appears when construed simply as a
thing that articulates the intention of the person
uttering it, which is to see the utterance as a direct,
single-voiced vehicle for expression. (Bakhtin
"Discourse" 354-55)
Crevecoeur's discourse is neither direct nor single-voiced.

The

dialogical interanimation of his discourse derives from the
historical and socio-political horizons of his utterance.

The

dialogism continues between these two discursive interpretations
of reality, for "when discourse is torn from reality, it is fatal for
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the word itself as well:

words grow sickly, lose semantic depth and

flexibility, the capacity to expand and renew their meanings in new
living utterances-they essentially die as discourse" (Bakhtin 35354).

But Crevecoeur links the reality of the discourse to the

"appropriate framing context" (Bakhtin 354)-the dilemma of
surviving the frontier during the Revolution.
The narrator attempts to resolve the competing discourses
linguistically through a blended Indian-Quaker prayer:

"We shall say

with them, Soungwaneha, esa caurounkyawga, nughwonshauza
neattewek,

nesalanga.-Oi/r father, be thy will done in earth as it is

in great heaven " (author's emphasis; 232).

By giving the prayer first

in the language of the tribe where he hopes to take his family, and
then giving the prayer's translation, he purportedly "demonstrates"
the resolution by a linguistic reconciliation by which we are to
assume dialogical mediation.
The narrator apologizes, "These vague rambling contemplations
which I here faithfully retrace, carry me sometimes to a great
distance; I am lost in the anticipation of the great circumstances
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attending this proposed metamorphosis" (232).

And in so doing, the

narrator recaptures the dominant, recurring transition of the
discourse:

the "rambling contemplations" of a mind distracted from

reason by the trauma of unreasonable times.

Yet this transition does

not actually return from digression; it merely serves to prolong its
effectiveness by drawing the dialogism in upon its own special
language-metamorphosis in the New World.

However, this time the

narrator qualifies metamorphosis as "proposed" rather than realized
as a means to "form the theory of my future conduct, [rather] than to
reduce my schemes into practice."

The exploration of the boundaries

continues through words, but the narrator clarifies that the
discursive contexts that he uses to frame the context of his reality
are conditional, untried, the mere semantic and ideological
articulation of utterance and thus, a continuing "conversation with
internally persuasive words" (Bakhtin 348).
In this on-going exploration of alien contexts, the narrator
writes that, "[a]s I intend my children neither for the law nor the
church, but for the cultivation of the land[,] I wish them no literary
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accomplishments; I pray heaven that they may be one day nothing
more than expert scholars in husbandry" (232).

Crevecoeur adds to

the dialogism the American tradition of anti-intellectualism-the
pronounced preference for utilitarian pursuits and preoccupations
characterizing much early American experience.

The dialogism calls

upon the Adario device to provide Crevecoeur the opportunity,
through refraction and double-voicedness, for a stance which he
otherwise could not assume: that his sons only be "expert scholars
in husbandry," that they not "necessarily take up the musket, and
learn, in that new school, all the vices which are so common in
armies" (232).

Crevecoeur himself knew that path well enough, but

the prefiguration of his refracted narration precluded reference to
his own experience in the Canadian Army.

However, the discourse is

imperfectly refracted, since as a Quaker, neither he nor his sons
would ever "take up the musket"; a Quaker narrator would more
properly have referred to the alternative social service which
American civil authorities required of them during the Revolution
(James 240-67).

However, once again, the discourse is less
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concerned with the actualities of American Quakers as it is with
continuing the dialogue with French philosophes.
Nevertheless, the discourse does draw upon certain realities
of Crevecoeur's situation, as he rehearses the possibilities of
asylum "in the village of —, in the bosom of that peace it has
enjoyed ever since I have known it, connected with mild hospitable
people, strangers to our
232).

political disputes" (author's emphasis;

He describes the locale as being "on the shore of a fine river,

surrounded with woods, abounding with game" (232-33).

The Indian

village of the passage may well refer to a Seneca village that lay in
Pennsylvania, a few miles from his home.

Allen and Asselineau

suggest that it was to this village that he may have hoped to move
his family, since it was on the route to this village that he
encountered the survivors of the Wyoming Massacre, 4 July 1778
(57).

In this case, the "fine river" of the passage would have been

the Susquehanna, at a location that the narrator describes here as
"surrounded by woods, abounding with game."
coincides with details given in the Sketches

The description
essay, "On the
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Susquehanna," in which he writes that next to "this fine river" lie
lands where "[n]othing can exceed their fertility and the richness of
their soil" (Stone 365-66).
But the discourse romanticizes the potential of living with
these village people:

"Not a word of politics, shall cloud our simple

conversation; tired either with the chase or the labour of the field,
we shall sleep on our mats without any distressing want, having
learnt to retrench every superfluous one" (233).

The idealism of the

passage attempts once again, through the metaphor of prayer, to
reconcile the various competing discursive contexts which make up
the dominant components of the dialogism in the discourse: "[W]e
shall have but two prayers to make to the Supreme Being, that he
may shed his fertilizing dew on our little crops, and that he will be
pleased to restore peace to our unhappy country" (233).
appeals to both the physiocratic and philosophic
the rejuvenation through nature.

The narrator

interpretations of

He calls upon the life of simplicity,

of being able to "sleep on our mats without any distressing want.
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having learnt to retrench every superfluous one."

The discourse

summons as well what Bakhtin calls a "creative stylization":
While creatively stylizing upon and experimenting with
another's discourse, we attempt to guess, to imagine,
how a person with authority might conduct himself in the
given circumstances, the light he would cast on them
with his discourse. In such experimental guesswork, the
image of the speaking person and his discourse become
the object of creative, artistic imagination. (347-48)
Through creatively stylizing the discourse with the pose of AdarioJames, Crevecoeur explores the possibilities of the discursive
contexts that inform his discourse, that comprise the discourse.
But the discourse soon retreats into the established
narratorial pose, allowing the narrator to critique the author's
actual origins.

The narrator speaks of Europeans as "mere

speculators" in America (233)-a position which much earlier
Crevecoeur occupied himself as soldier of fortune in Canada and,
later, as an adventurer who married into land and wealth. When he
speaks of the "solitary and unconnected mode of life I have lived in
my youth," he participates in the specialized language of the Adario
device, refracted further through the idealistic vision of the
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philosophes

(233).

Crevecoeur's own actual youth as the well-

educated son of petty nobility was much more urbane (Allen and
Asselineau 2).
But the discourse rings true for the dilemma facing both nativeborn and soldier of fortune.

The narrator records that he is merely a

"man seeking a refuge from the desolation of war" (233).
points out that, ultimately, Crevecoeur's accounts in the
and the Sketches

Philbrick
Letters

of the trauma frontier settlers experienced during

the Revolution more often strike universal themes of individuals
suffering during times of war rather than specific indictments
against either Patriots or British mercenaries:
Here even the victimizers are victims, as when a veteran
Tory guerilla leader at the very moment of tomahawking
a young mother is swept by a sudden recognition of the
horror he has become. For no other writer of the period
did the war become so overwhelmingly a matter of
consciousness and conscience. (Columbia 151)
The assertion of the narrator that he is only "a man seeking refuge
from the desolation of war" is, perhaps, the most single-voiced
utterance of the entire discourse.
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In the final two paragraphs of the discourse, in the final
attempt to effect a reconciliation among competing languages,
Crevecoeur allows the merger of a philosophe -Quaker ethos to have
the "last word."

The Quaker ruse is implicit in the closing prayer,

but the prayer-supplication has served Crevecoeur well, earlier in
Letters 12 as well as in an earlier essay from the Sketches, "The
Man of Sorrows." As an innocent man, a Loyalist, prepares to be hung
(again) by over-zealous, patriotic vigilantes, the party gives him ten
minutes "to make your peace with God"; this man of sorrows takes
full advantage of the opportunity to make his supplication audible to
his captors and, in the process, wins their sympathy and his own
reprieve: "'You have prayed so well and so generously forgiven us
that we must think at last that you are not so guilty as the majority
of us had imagined.

We will do you no further injury for the

present'" (188-89).
Within the prayer, however, occur additional discursive
inclusions.

The narrator refers to the Revolution as a "fierce storm

which has so long ravaged it [the country]" (234).

••Mi^^^^

Crevecoeur worked
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this metaphor to artistic advantage in one of the later selections of
Sketches,

"The American Belisarius."

The narrator explains that

"U]ournals, memoirs, elaborate essays shall not fail hereafter to
commemorate the heroes who have made their appearance on this
new American stage" (228).

He then constructs an elaborate conceit

for the effects of that revolutionary stage:
After a violent storm of northwest wind I never see even
a single oak overset, once majestic and lofty, without
feeling some regret at the accident. I observe the knotty
roots wrenched from the ground, the broken limbs, the
scattered leaves. I resolve in my mind the amazing
elemental force which must have occasioned so great an
overthrow. I observe the humble bushes which grew
under its shade. They felt the impression of the same
storm, but in a proportion so much the less, as was that
of their bulk when compared to that of the oak. (228-29)
The same "fierce storm" now threatens his own life and that of his
family and friends, and he sees around him that soon his own roots
will be wrenched from Pine Hill, that the life he has built for
himself will be scattered as the leaves in the wake of that
revolutionary storm.

The image which earlier found aesthetic

expression in "American Belisarius" now becomes the semantic
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testing ground for this final Letters

12 prayer as he seeks to

express through his own specialized and evolving language the
"elemental forces" which shape his life at the time of such
utterance.
As the prayer draws to conclusion, the narrator recalls the
language of the physiocratic vision of the New World, beseeching the
"Father of nature" to allow that "our ancient virtues, and our
industry, may not totally be lost" (234).

The prayer itself becomes

discourse within a discourse, offering what Bakhtin honors as "an
artistically organized system for bringing different languages in
contact with one another" (Bakhtin 361)-and thus it offers the
"image of a language . . . .

In other words, the novelistic hybrid

[which Crevecoeur's Letters represents] is not only double-voiced . .
.

but Is also double-languaged" (360).
The discourse comes full circle in the paragraph following the

prayer, with the narrator's reference to his "distresses" (235).
Letters

12 does close in an epistolary mode, offering the tone of

humility on the part of the narrator, as well as proposing some
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greater context for the discourse than simply his "own share" of
experiencing the Revolution at the frontier, and he draws attention
to the "physical and moral evil" which characterizes the frontier
persecution which has provoked the distresses that he feels and that
have shaped the nature of the discourse (235).
As the author struggles to assert a voice that expresses his
concerns for the safety of his family, the discourse once again
resorts to the eighteenth-century Enlightenment propensity toward
the social contract.

Curiously, however, the theme reverts to the

earlier, Hobbesian notion of man's innate depravity, and the need to
band together to protect the individual from a collective tendency to
do evil (Horton 82)-another evidence of the dialogical refutation of
his Jesuit training.

Thus, Crevecoeur's discourse draws upon the

dialogic threads of both the Jesuit and Hobbesian Weltanschauungen,
giving utterance to Crevecoeur's own conflict between his training
and his experience.

The utterance is unrefracted, though double-

voiced, as the dialogic threads weave into the living discourse the
pain of the narrator's observations.
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Significantly, the French version would reclaim some of
Crevecoeur's original optimism, exclaiming,
par-tout & dans tous les tems [sic], la multitude a ete
condamnee verser des sueurs, & a repandre son sang.
Mais peut-etre le peuple americain va-t-il enfin
travailler pour lui-meme; peut-etre noue preparons-nous
a acheter par la mort, perles pertes & les fatigues, la
liberte des generations futures; c'est le seul espoir qui
puisse nous dedommager de tous nos maux, & et nous les
faire supporter avec courage. (2.251)
In the French version, the utterance is once again refracted, since
Crevecoeur writes as though he were recording the words of a
defiant Son of Liberty, who seeks asylum only from marauding
Indians and not also from neighbors intolerant to loyalist
sympathies.

And just as before-although in direct contradiction to

the earlier version-the living discourse continues to weave into
itself the dialogic threads of historical becoming.

CHAPTER V
CREVECOEUR AND THE ART OF MASQUERADE

In the previous chapters, I have explored various discursive
contexts that contribute to a Bakhtin reading of Crevecoeur's
revolutionary writings.

I have discussed several language systems

and certain socio-political horizons with which Crevecoeur entered
into dialogue through his discourses.

But an additional context-

even if only as epilogue-may well belong in a reading that attempts
to situate Crevecoeur's discourse in the social, political and
historical horizons of his era.

Only as convenient in this study have

I glossed his writings with occasional mention of the turbulent
events that often form his biography.

I now propose that the nature

of his discourse can further be opened by considering how his
revolutionary writings entered into dialogue with his own life.
It seems to me that the personas Crevecoeur assumed in his
writings were a form of masquerade:

Crevecoeur wrote to his

audiences' expectations, but he also presented himself differently to
each of these audiences.

In Letters From an American Farmer,

Crevecoeur masquerades as native-born son of the Colonies. In
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Sketches of Eighteenth-Century America,

his persona still assumes

the role of native-born son, but he questions more seriously than in
Letters

the actions of American revolutionaries and even permits

himself to criticize what he repeatedly refers to as the "disease" or
"contagion" of war.

By the time he offered his reading public the

revisions he entitled Lettres d'un cultivateur americain,
persona is, however,

that

no longer the sole voice of the discourse, nor

does it pretend to be native-born.

Instead the persona pretends at

times, as I noted in Chapter III, to be merely the editor/compiler of
writings for which Crevecoeur had in earlier publication claimed
authorship.

Seldom in his revolutionary writings does Crevecoeur

permit the reader to see the real author in his actual situation.

The

personas change, but the masquerade continues.
This notion of masquerade has certain elements in common
with Bakhtin's reading of the discourses of the sixteenth-century
French author, Francois Rabelais.

Bakhtin prefaces his

interpretations by noting that "[o]f all great writers of world
literature, Rabelais is the least popular, the least understood and
appreciated" (Rabelais

1). Bakhtin goes on to explain "Rabelais'

•nonliterary' nature, that is the nonconformity of his images to the
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literary norms and canons predominating in the sixteenth century
and still prevailing in our times, whatever the changes undergone by
their contents" (2).

A similar assessment might be applied to

Crevecoeur, whose texts of the eighteenth century also have been
read as anti-canonical-that is, many of the critical dialogues I
surveyed in Chapter I read Crevecoeur as either a flawed literary
author or else as an inaccurate historian.
Bakhtin also says of Rabelais that •[n]o dogma, no authoritarianism,

. . .

can coexist with Rabelaisian images; these images

are opposed to all that is finished and polished, to all pomposity, to
every ready-made solution in the sphere of thought and world
outlook.

This accounts for Rabelais' peculiar isolation in the

successive centuries" (3).

Similarly, Crevecoeur's writings, as

Bourdin and others note, lack discursive refinement in the earlier
forms of his discourse as well as canonical literary structure in the
French revision of that discourse.

Crevecoeur's writings, too, seem

opposed to "all that is finished and polished."

To open Rabelias'

text, Bakhtin proposes a "deep study of Rabelais' popular sources"
(3).

I have concentrated on Crevecoeur's popular sources In the

previous chapters of this study.

I believe, however, that
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Crevecoeur's discourse enters into dialogue with the actual events
of his life as well.

In fact, we may read the successive versions of

the discourse as an additional dialogue that Crevecoeur did not
intend for public scrutiny.

The masquerade of persona and of altered

content responds, as utterance, to Crevecoeur's own participation in
the historical becoming of revolutionary America and revolutionary
France.
The masquerade may have its origins in Crevecoeur's own
experience in America with the process by which, he asserts,
Europeans become "metamorphosed" and "naturalized" into "new
men." Allen and Asselineau, who are his most recent and most
thorough biographers, suggest that Crevecoeur may have arrived in
French Canada as early as 1755 or 1756 when he would have been
twenty (18).

He served with the French army against the British, but

Crevecoeur, who had at that time unmasked sympathies for Great
Britain, was by the end of 1759 discharged from his commission, and
he apparently journeyed south to make a life for himself in the
British Colonies (Allen and Asselineau 23).

He arrived in New York

by British ship in December of 1959, but then his whereabouts and
occupation during much of the 1760s is unknown to biographers.
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According to Allen and Asselineau, "he could have become a fur
trader, and possibly did" (26).

He obtained naturalized British

citizenship in December of 1765 under the name Hector St. John. But
Allen and Asselineau admit that the scarce "evidence we have of
Hector St. John's activities during the 1760s indicates [only] that he
traveled extensively and supported himself by surveying" (27).
In September of 1769, Crevecoeur married the daughter of
prominent New York landowners, and he took up the life of an
American gentleman farmer.

Presumably, from this point forward,

he began to write the essays and letters that form the focus of this
study.

Neither the Letters nor the Sketches

use the naturalized

name of Hector St. John; instead, Crevecoeur wrote his accounts of
the New World as though he were addressing a European audience
from the vantage point of a native American. The persona of James
is, indeed, a frontier farmer like Crevecoeur with a family similar
to Crevecoeur's, and James' descriptions of life in Americahowever idealized-correspond to biographers' accounts of
Crevecoeur's own pre-revolutionary life.

Not surprisingly, the

earlier essays and letters of both Letters and Sketches
American life of opportunity and happiness.

describe an

Letters 2 includes such
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a description, in which Crevecoeur writes, "When I contemplate my
wife, by my fireside, while she either spins, knits, darns, or suckles
our child, I cannot describe the various emotions of love, of
gratitude, of conscious pride which thrill my heart, and often
overflow in involuntary tears" (29-30).

Since Crevecoeur's accounts

of the life of James draw so closely from his own experience, that
Crevecoeur mentions only a single child at this point suggests that
Letters 2 was penned between 1770 and 1772, between the births
of his first and second children.

That time-frame also corresponds

to a period during which Crevecoeur was, in his own life, uninvolved
in the growing tensions between America and Great Britain.

The

accounts of life in the British Colonies which Crevecoeur records in
Letters

continue in this optimistic vein through the first eight out

of the twelve letters.
changes:

But in Letters

9 and following, the mood

Crevecoeur includes passages that describe a suffering,

caged slave, a vicious battle between native snakes, a contentious
hummingbird.

He writes of the evils of humanity and, finally, the

"distresses" of Letters

12.

Similarly, roughly the first half of the essays in Sketches
maintains the same optimistic accounts of the Americas that the
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first two-thirds of Letters

offers.

But beginning with the essay,

"The English and the French Before the Revolution," the themes of
Sketches

describe increasingly malevolent behavior, including

accounts of the Wyoming Massacre, the unsuccessful vigilante
hanging of a Loyalist by American militia, and the destruction of a
successful farmer's land holdings because of his loyalist
sentiments.

America was virtually at war with Great Britain as

early as 1774 when British troops stationed in Boston fell under
seige by native Americans.

By 1778, Allen and Asselineau record

that Crevecoeur was trying desperately to move his family from
their farm in Orange County, New York (56-57). When Crevecoeur did
manage to escape to British-held New York City in early 1779, he
took only his oldest son. Ally.

In his absence, his farm was burned

to the ground, his wife was killed or died, and his two other children
were orphaned until his return from France to America some four
years later.
When Crevecoeur succeeded in journeying from New York to
England in 1780, he published only twelve of the aggregate essays
and letters constituting Letters and Sketches.

The published

letters share a disproportionately small number of the darker
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accounts that Crevecoeur had recorded about his experiences in
America.

By publishing letters that used a contrived native-born

American persona and by omitting most of the harrowing accounts of
his actual observations and experiences, Crevecoeur's writings begin
a masquerade from which his discourse never becomes free.

It is

not without evidence that Plumstead calls Crevecoeur a "man of
many masks" ("Hector" 220).

The masking of both writer and writing

Bakhtin also discusses in his reading of Rabelais: "The mask
rejects conformity to oneself.

. . . .

The mask is related to transition,

metamorphosis, the violation of natural boundaries, [and] to
mockery" (39-40).

Crevecoeur, too, dialogues through his discourse

with his own life, which certainly was filled with transition and
metamorphosis.

And the masks he wore in life seem to find certain

discursive correspondence to the violation of the natural boundaries
that he had defined in his earlier letters and sketches.

The persona

of James may have been a fictive wish-fulfillment for the life
Crevecoeur pretended to live in New York prior to the Revolutionary
War.

That life, however, was interrupted by the clash between the

rebellious Colonies and Great Britian.

Allen and Asselineau write

that Crevecoeur "wanted desperately just to be left alone to live in
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peace, to remain neutral.

But that was impossible; neither side

would permit neutrality" (53).

Nevertheless, Crevecoeur did

successfully mask his true feelings.

According to Chevignard,

"[m]ost of his contemporaries seem to have had only the most remote
notion of his actual background, and at the time of the Revolution
even his closest friends were sometimes at a loss to grasp the sway
of his political leanings" (176).

He struggled to maintain the mask

of neutrality for the sake of his home and family.

But in his

writings for the English verisons of his discourse he revealed many
of his loyalist sentiments.
The antithetical position-the change of his mask-toward the
British which Crevecoeur assumed In Lettres may have resulted
from two possible influences.

Certainly, as I noted in Chapter III,

Crevecoeur's association with and patronage by French intellectual
society would have encouraged him to write favorably of the
Revolution in America and in favor of the philosophe' s revolutionary
tendencies in France.

Such a political position would account for

Crevecoeur's redefinition of his own role in America as one of the
Sons of Liberty.

Another situation, however, likely contributed to

his change of masks as well. When Crevecoeur and Ally had fled to
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New York City for asylum, he soon found himself under suspicion of
espionage.

A New York police magistrate prepared a report on

Crevecoeur's arrival and recorded that "[w]hen he came into this
City, from among the Rebels, he brought with him Some Boxes in
which he had curious Botanical plants and at the Bottom of those
Boxes under the Earth in which these plants were, he had private
Drawers or Cases in which he had his papers" (qtd. in Chevignard,
175).

The British were suspicious of his portage of these concealed

letters, and when a subsequent anonymous letter to the commander
of the British forces accused him of clandestine activity with
General Washington, Crevecoeur was imprisoned for three months-a
time during which "Crevecoeur learned that the British could be as
brutal as the American Patriots, and his own Loyalist sympathy was
strained by the atrocities he heard in prison" (Allen and Asselineau
63).

Crevecoeur writes in Lettres

of that experience:

Quelle situation pour un homme comme moi, qui toute sa
vie avoit vecu au sein de la paix & de la tranquillite
champetre, a la vue de toutes ces horreurs & de tous ces
maux! Je devins subitement Manicheen; je crus voir dans
I'homme un degre de perversite dont je m'etois jamias
doute. Ah! quel tableau je me fis de la Nature humaine!
(1.393)
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His "pastoral tranquility" had actually ceased some years before
when he became the target of revolutionary hostilities, but In the
account of his captivity in New York Crevecoeur now writes from
behind the mask of an author who presents himself as having been
ever-faithful to the revolutionary cause.

Here the masquerade in

discourse seems to enter into a dialogue of private irony with the
actual life of the author.
Perhaps Crevecoeur's masquerade in discourse was merely an
extension of the masquerade that had helped him to survive the
turbulent years that surrounded the American and French
revolutions.

Certainly, from the time he was discharged from the

French forces in Canada to the time of his office of French consul to
post-revolutionary America, his life was filled-as Bakhtin defines
the nature of masks-with transition, with metamorphosis, with the
violation of natural boundaries, and even with a certain degree of
mockery.

Indeed, the events of his life suggest that his whole

existence had become a masquerade for survival. That Crevecoeur
was aware of his masquerade seems most apparent through the
discursive ironies that seperate his writings from his life.

If

Crevecoeur's writings suggest the form of discourse that, to recall
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an earlier term of Bakhtin's, "lasts a whole lifetime,"

the nature of

that discourse, as it enters into dialogue with the masked events of
Crevecoeur's own life, might be characterized as an art of
masquerade that illustrates in discursive practice-if not in
verisimilitude--the very strategies of survival that filled
Crevecoeur's own life during the latter half of the eighteenth
century.
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